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Fair to Partly

Beautiful Dancing

Cloudy and
Continued Mild

Flames For Sale
Classified Section

Gemini 12 Astronauts Down Safely
Weather Good
For Rexovery
After 4 Days In

Red Gunners
Get 3 US.
Helicopters

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — Communist gunners
shot down three U.S. Army helicopters in tay Ninh Province
today a lew hours after B52
bombers pounded the hideout
stronghold there of the Viet
Cong flth Division.
A U.S. military spokesman
said he had no reports yet of
casualties nor any word whether new ground action had
erupted in the Communist C
Zone where the largest • •U.S.
ground force of the war is
pursuing the Viet Cong. Earlier
only light contact had been re¦
ported. '
The helicopter losse* In Tay
Ninh brought the reported toll of
WINDOWS OF FIRE . . . Raging flames
such aircraft in South Viet Nam '
lit the windows of a west St. Louis industrial
to at least 223.
South Vietnamese headquar- building Monday night as 150 firemen poured
ters claimed 80 Viet Cong killed streams of water on the blazing structure.
in a clash between a company The fire broke out in space rented to a foam
of militiamen and a company of
Viet Cong 40 miles west of Saigon. Moderate government
casualties were reported.
Elsewhere across South Viet
Nam, ground action continued
in a lull, and bad weather over
North Viet Nam reduced American air strikes sharply Monday
for the fourth straight day.

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)
—The Gemini 12 astronauts parachuted to a pinpoint landing in
the Atlantic's fabled Sargasso
Sea today, climaxing four record-shattering days in space and
triumphantly ending "America's
Gemini program.
The sensational space adventure reached a blazing climax
when Navy Capt. James A. Lovell Jr. and Air Force Maj. Edwin E. (Buzz) Aldrin Jr.
plunged back through the atmosphere and splashed into the sea
:¦»—*?
at 2:20 p.m. ;

1

rubber producer. Fire Chief Joseph Find.ey
called the city's oftduty firefighters back
to their stations when the fire reached general alarm proportions. No injuries were reported. (AP Photofax)
T

East Germany

BERLIN (AP)-A Pan American cargo jet flying mail to
West Berlin crashed in Communist territory outside West Berlin in predawn darkness today
and the East German news
agency ADN reported its three
'
crewmen were killed.
The crash was reported to

U.S. officials here by Soviet authorities. The original report
gave no account of the plane's
pilot, copilot and navigator.

The three-jet Boeing 727, flying from Frankfurt through the
East German air corridors,
came down about eight miles

from its destination in this Communist-surrounded city. ;A Berlin postal officii said it carried
7.1 tons of mall in unsealed
bags. . '
The terse ADN dispatch from
East Berlin said: '"The commission investigating the crash reported that the crew of tha
crashed plane was killed. Three
bodies were recovered.''
Pan American in Berlin said
it was withholding identific<>
lions of the airmen pending notification of next of kin. .

Generally clear skies and gently rolling waves greeted Lovell
and champion space walker Aldrin as they brought the Gemini
program to a thrilling climax
within range of television cameras aboard the main recovery
ship, the aircraft carrier Wasp.
The cameras picked up Gemini 12 as it drifted to earth; dangling beneath its large orangeahd-white parachute. The dramatic pictures were relayed live
to U.S. television sets via the
Early Bird communications satellite.

It was the fourthstraight time
that a Gemini craft had landed
within camera range of a recovery vessel. The splashdown was
about 700 miles southeast of
¦
SPWSHboWN .. ' ;. ¦: .¦ Map locates the area in the
Cape Kennedy, where Gemini 12
Today was the sixth straight
started the historic journey last Atlantic Ocean some 700 miles southeast of Cape Kennedy,
day on which the high-flying B52 WASHINGTON (AP ) — So olina, Tennessee and Texas.
sons who voted split their ticket; Friday. - •: ' - .¦ ¦ "'¦
Fla., where the Gemini 12, carrying astronauts James Lovell
bombers from Guam pounded many voters split tickets in the
The minimum crossover was Gemini 12 splashed down bea
Republican
was
In
Nevada,
Jr. and Edwin Aldrin Jr. splashed down this afternoon. (AP
the longtime Viet Cong strong- Nov. 8 election that it's impossiless than 10 per cent in Min- tween 2% and three miles from Photpfax Map )
hold along the Cambodian bor- ble to categorize them strictly elected governor while the nesota, but that was more than the Wasp. ,
V
der 60 miles northwest «f Sai- as Democratic or Republican. state's lone House member, a enough to split the results.
Helicopters from the carrier
ofwas
returned
to
'
Democrat,
gon. ' .
In 10 of the 22 states which
Races for the House of Repre- were overhead within seconds
An estimated 30,000 American elected both a governor and a fice by a, 2-1 ration
were the only type of sndfrogmen were deployed to
sentatives
troops, the largest singla force senator last week, a Itepublican In Rhode tsland for example,
attach a flotation collar.
of the war, are massed in the won one race and a Democrat (jov. John H. Chafee, a Republi- contest held throughout the
country.
It was a successful ' end
fo a
brush country, rubber planta- the other
can, and Sen. Claiborni Pell, a
¦
.
tions and jungles where for The 10 were Alaska, tmless a Democrat, each won re-election Even nationwide -party totals flight in which Lovell .-and Alnearly two weeks they have recount retains the Democratic by slightly under and slightly of these 435 contests are distort- drin pushed man's exploration
been battling Md pursuing the governor; Arkansas, Maine, more than 2-to-l respectively. ed by the fact that 51 Demo- of space to new horizons and
9th Viet Cong Division and a Minnesota, New Mexico, Okla- This means at least 105,000, or crats and 4 Republicans had no paved the way for the start of
regiment of North Vietnamese homa, Rhode Island, South Car- 32 per cent, of the 323,000 per- major party opponent. And astronaut flights in the Apollo WASHINGTON (A P) - Presi- Skyscraper hospital fa the
dent Johnson, at times an impa- Maryland suburbs late, today,
regulars.
these totals ignore senator and man-to-the-moon project.
tient patient, enters Bethesda and undergo throat and abdomiwith
three
of
its
Gemini
12,
16
governor votes, which were
Naval Hospital today to prepare nal surgery early Wednesday.
This U.S. force In Operation
hot
working
maneuvering
jets
STUDIED
probably of greater concern to
for the dual operation he faces It was Johnson's second date
Attteboro has reported killing COURT DECISION
many voters in reflectiog their at full capacity, limped slightly Wednesdaymorning.
with the surgeons in little more
949 of the enemy and seizing
on
the
way
home.
The
trouble
current political preference.
If
past
performance
is
any
than a year. On Oct. 8, 1965, he
huge amounts of arms and amwas not serious and its only efNonetheless, the totals show fect was to curtail, some expert, guide, Johnson may be on the underwent 2 hours and 15
munition, including 123,000 greminutes of surgery for removal
that in House races only, 24.6 ments that required pointing the move until the last minute.
nades, 500 claymore mines, 128
Johnson said he will enter the of his gall bladder and a kidney
million persons voted Republi- spacecraft.
weapons and 1,488 tons of rice.
stone.
canan and 23.5 million voted Lovell and spacewalk champiThe U.S. command reported
despite
this
Democratic
—
that two destroyers, the John R.
on Aldrin accomplished most of
One of his current problems
Democrats winning a 248-187 their assignments.
Craig and the Hamner, shelled
— an incision hernia on the
margin in the new House.
Communist shore batteries in
Drifting for long periods in
right side of his abdomen —
North Viet Nam Monday after
orbit to conserve fuel, the
a
Talla5-4
ruling
in
stems from that operation,
W/vSHINGTON (AP) - The Monday's
the ships were fired on while Supreme Court has crossed a hassee, Fla., case enhances
bearded spacemen sat back and
Surgeons will correct that
listened to high fidelity music
patrolling in the Gulf of Tonkin. threshold in civil rights protest state power to declare certain
condition and remove a growth
piped over the radio network
kinds of government property
from his throat, near bis right
H was'the third naval sidling cases.
from mission control In Houseven peaceful prooff limits
for
sharply
Whether
it
has
broken
vocal cord.
¦
¦
of the north reported. A spokeston, Tex.
. ¦•' ¦ ¦
test.
Johnson has termed the operman said the destroyers, aided with its past holdings is subject Specifically
off limits because
ations minor, and said they
The thrnster problem and othby air strikes, silenced the to interpretation. Justice Hugo they were at issue in the Tallashould take less than an hour.
er minor troubles did not stop
shore batteries25 miles north of L. Black says the court has not. hassee case are the driveways
Justice William O. Douglas says
TREASURE ISLAND, Calif. "Within an hour, we will be out
Lovell
aid
Aldrin
from
estabDong Hoi.
of
jail
houses.
and premises
lishing a number of space firsts. (AP) — Capt. Archie Kuntze from under the influence of the
U.S. headquarters also report- it has.
plans to retire from the Navy anesthetic," he said Sunday.
Among them:
ed that two Marine Corps heli- But however little or much Black, In writing the court's
copters were shot down by the the court may . have veered, decision, did not give other in- NEW YORK (AP) - Sen. Eu- —Man's longest space walk, a following his conviction by a While Johnson is on the operastances of government property Sene J. McCarthy, D-Minn., pre- 2-hour, 9-minute excursion by court-martial on three counts of ting table, Vice President HuViet Cong 16 miles southwest of
Da Nang, killing three crewmen
which could be declared off lim- icted Monday that any con- Aldrin during which he proved misconduct involving a young bert H. Humphrey will be acting
its. But he, and the court ma- gressional appropriations for that, with proper pacing and Chinese beauty in Viet Nam.
and wounding the fourth In one
president.
jority, undoubtedly mean to en- Viet Nam that amounted "to equipment, man can work effec- The board that found him Johnson said they have a
copter and wounding one of the
compass more than just county something near $1 billion a tively outside an orbiting vehi- guilty Monday cleared him of standing agreement spelling out
four crew members in the other.
three other general and 15 spejail houses, for he concluded month" would necessitate a cle.
U.S. pilots flew only 58 strike
—Most time working outside a cific charges. He headed the procedures to put Humphrey in
with this general statement:
and reconndssance missions
general tax increase.
charge should the President be
"The United States Constitu- He made the statement after spacecraft, a total of 5 hours 36 $60-million Saigon supply depot incapable of carrying out execuover North Viet Nam Monday.
tion does not forbid a state to House Republican leader Gerald minutes by Aldrin, including before the Army took it over tive duties.
They reported destroying or
control the use of its own prop- A. Ford, R-Mich., said he ex- two "space stands" in which he last May.
damaging eight barges, eight
"We expect that we will be in
erty for its own lawful non- pected President Johnson to thrust the upper part of his body
bridges and seven trucks.
the hospital for a very few days
The
board
sentenced
Kontze
through
an
open
hatch.
The
discriminatory
purpose."
U.S. headquarters disclosed
seek a supplemental appropriand then we will be returning to
And he likened government ation of $6 to $15 billion to carry three sessions outside also was to a reprimand and a loss of 100 Texas,"
the return to the Gulf of Tonkin
Johnson said.
(AP)
ANOKA,
Minn.
- An authority in this field to the on the war ia southeast Asia
numbers on the promotion
record.
a
of the aircraft carrier Ticonder.
Anoka
County
youth
was.
arrestpriority
list
for
captains.
He
right of a private person to "These Republicans always —Most space flight time. Lovoga to join in strikes against
North Viet Nam. It is the Ticon- ed by sheriff's deputies today guard his back yard against know more about what a Demo- ell established this the minute could have received 32 months
hard labor dismissal from the
deroga's third tour of the war after 15 shots were fired at law trespassing, for he also said:
cratic administration is going to he rocketed into space and add- service ana loss of pay and alenforcement officers outside his
off North Viet Nam.
/ "The state, no less than a pri- do than the Democrats know," ed to it as he went along. He lowances.
U.S. pilots flew 411 sorties home.
McCarthy said of Ford.
had been timed at 13 days,
against Viet Cong positions in The youth, 20, was jailed here vate owner of property, has "If an appropriation amounted hours, with his Gemini 7 com-8 A decorated veteran of 24
power to preserve the property
years service, Kuntze said at a
South Viet Nam Monday, and without charge.
to something near $1 billion a panion, Air Force Col. Frank news conference that he will
South Vietnamese pilots flew Sheriff's officers said the under its control for the use to month, am fairly certain that Borman.
I
which it is lawfully dedicated."
121.
youth telephoned the sheriff's The decision was not very there probably would be a tax —First pictures of a solar retire before the end of the
vear after surgery for an old
office about 1 :30 a.m. and said surprising. In several recent increase."
eclipse taken above the atmos- leg Injury. He is eligible for
he was breaking up his home cases various members of the
phere, by Lovell as Gemini 12 a $700 monthly pension.
and had set it afire. Two depu- court have demonstrated inpursued the moon across South
ties went to the place and were creasing impatience with civil
Fishing Sucker
America Saturday. Scientist^
The board of three admiral* MOSCOW (AP) - Premier
fired upon from the home.
anxiously are awaiting the pic- and six captains found him Alexei N. Kosygin said today
rights protests.
When you see a man fishThe officen said they were After the decision was an- ing for hours, you wonder tures which might provide some guilty of a general charge of that the way to peace in Southshot at with a carbine and a nounced, Douglas—like Black , a which «nd of the line has clue to the composition of gases conduct unbecoming an officer east Asia "lies through repulsand specific charges that he ing ,U.S. aggression ."
shotgun, They did not return free speech advocate — said caught the biggest sucker In the sun's corona.
As
the
Gemini
program
lived
with Jannie Suen, 26, In In one of tho toughest recent
,
from
the
bench:
fire , the deputies said, because
. . . There's a rumor around
the youth's mother was in the "We now have set Into the that CBS wants to trade the which sent 2c men into space in his official quarters, allowed speeches by a Soviet leader on
record a great and wonderful N.Y. Yankees to NBC for 20 months, ncared its end, space her to use a government vehi- Viet Nam, Kosygin pledged that
'
house.
agency officials hailed the flight
police state doctrine."
"Bonanza" . . . With meat of Gemini 12 with phrases like cle and Imported 250 yards of the Soviet Union will stand by
Other officers were summoned
LEICESTER, England (AP)- including men from the Blaine
and vegetable prices rising, "fitting climax to a great pro. cloth by government plane for the Vietnamese Communists.
personal use. She has vanished.
The roof of a secondary school police department, Ramsey
some of us can't even af"The U.S.S.R . resoiutely sup' and "a real break?
Sam
ford
food
for
thought
.
.
.
fell in today during a storm and County deputies and highway paports
and will support the just
rough the EVA—extra vehicuDefinition of a successful lar activity,
ll ambulances rushed children trolmen.
war of the Vietnamese people,"
Minneapolis Man
FEDERAL FORECAST
"
to hospitals.
the premier said at a luncheon
WINONA AND VICINITY - man: One who earns more
Dead in Fire
for visiting Finnish Premier
A day nursery and several After about an hour, the Fair to partly cloudy and con- than his wife can spend.
other buildings were also badly youth's mother walked outside tinued mild tonight and Wed, Definition of a successful Naval Architects
(AP) _ Les- Rafael Paaslo.
MINNEAPOLIS
damaged in a whirlwind follow- and said her son was asleep, She nesday. Low tonight 32-35 , high woman: One who finds such
ter M. Weller, 01, died Sunday Kosygin said that his country
Elect Newport Man when
a man.
brought out two guns, Officers Wednesday- 46-52.
ing a thunderstorm.
a sofa caught tire in his "provides and will provide asThe secondary school has an entered the house and snapped
sistance to North Viet Nam in
LOCAL WEATHER
NEW YORK (AP) - The new suburban Plymouth home.
handcuffs on the youth as he lay Official observations for the
enrollment of 655 pupils.
president of the Society of Nav- Authorities said Weller ap- the struggle against American
Leicester , 100 miles north of in his bed,
24 hours ending at 12 m. to
al Architects and Marine Engl- parently fell asleep while smok- imperialism."
London, is the center of a wool Officers said the young man day:
neers is Donald A. Holden, pres- ing. His bungalow was damaged His remarks were reported by
producing area and a shoe man- had been drinking. He gave no Maximum, 49; minimum, 37;
(For more laufihs see
ident of the Newport News Ship, by smoke but only the sofa was the official Soviet news agency
explanation for his actions.' noon, 48; precipitation, none.
ufacturing town.
Earl Wilson on Pago 4.)
Tass.
building k Drydock Co.
badly burned.

In Receh/ f/erf/ori

Johnson Enters
Hospital Today

Radar contact with the plane
was lost at 2:42 a.rn. — 8:42
p.m. EST Monday — when tha
plane, on a flight from Frankfurt to West Berlin, was about
eight miles from: West Berlin's
Tegel¦ ¦ Airport, Pan American
said. ' .'¦..
The pilot did not respond to
radio calls after radar contact
was lost.
Soviet authorities with whom
the Western allies! man the Air
Control Center i_ West Berlin
refused immediate comment.
"There are rumors the plane
may be down near a Russian
barracks, but we don!t know;"
the spokesman said.
There is a Soviet airfield at
Staaken, near Doeberifcz, west of
West Berlin.
A Pan American spokesman
at Tegel Airport said the plane,
Flight 708, had been due to arrive at 2:55 a.m. The crew consisted, of ihe pilot; copilot and
navigator.
Pan American planes operating within Germany usually usa
Tempelhof Airport in the center.

Power s

Sen. McCarthy
Fears War May
Increase Taxes

Anoka Youth
Arrested in
Gun Fight

J

Convicted
Captain
To Retire

Plane Down on Flight
of West Berlin, but the jets were
switched Monday to Tegel, in
the French sector, because of
runway repairs at Tempelhof.
Otlier planes operating from
Tegel were reported on schedule.
Except for allied military
craft , only U.S., French and
British planes are allowed access to the Communist-surrounded city through air corridors prescribed by agreement
with the Soviets.

Five Hunters
Slain,6 Dead
Kosygin Says Of Heart Ills
U.S. Must
Be Whipped

Roof of
School
Collapses

WEATHER

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The toll of Minnesota deer
hunters this season stood today
at five shot to death and six
others dead from other causes.
Kenneth MJckelsow, 16, of Two
Harbors was the latest reported
shooting victim.
He died Sunday when a shot
from an unknown origin hit him
in the throat as he and an uncle,
Arthur Ronnlng, St. Paul, loaded a deer into a car about four
miles west of Two Harbors.
These deaths Irom heart atacks wero reported:
JurnolA Charraoll, 57, Mountain
Iron, found about three miles
west of that community Sunday.
Arnold Deutsch, 47, Jordan,
who died near Crosby Saturday,
Walter P. Houte, 73, forest
Lake, found Sunday near. Orr.
Dale Forslund, 26, of Minneapolis, who had been missing
since Sunday, was found cold
and hungry Monday by tha Civil
Air Patrol about {0 milessoutheast of Aitkin.

Ex-Prisoner
Hopes to
Find a Job

bEAR ABBY:

Husband Ripe
For Deodorant

CROOKSTON, Minn. (A P ) Andrew Larson, who won a conBy ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
test with the law after spending
;
DEAR ABBY ; When Attworthy and I went together I 27 years in prison, turns to a
kept wanting to tell him I thought he should either bathe fiddlers' contest tonight.
more often or use a deodorant, but I didn't want to hurt his
The 71-year-old former farm?
feelings. We've been married a year, he still has the same
er
, who won his freedom at a
problem, and I still don't know how to tell him. Now that
new trial last week, plans to
winter is nere i can i Keep an tne wmaows
play his violin to an audience
' • '." open
tonight, then leave Wednesday
Once when a men's deodorant was
for Minneapolis, where he hopes
being advertised onTV, I laughingly said ,
to find a job.
"Attworthy, you should try that." His back
; went up, and he said, "What for? I sit at a
He has been staying at the
- desk all day and I don't perspire. Besides,
Polk
County jail since Friday,
I bathe every week." I tried to tell him it
when his second trial won him a
' wouldn't hurt to use it just to be "sure , "
io-year sentence—which he'd albut he blew up. so t changed the subject.
ready served—and thus set him
• How can I tell him. Abby? It's getting
free.
ATTWORTHY'S WIFE
worse.
He was convicted in 1939 of
first
degree murder in the shootAbby
"I
love
Like
this:
DEAR WIFE: .
\
ing
death
of his brother-in-law.
you, darling, but you are getting a little ripe for me.
Larson's life sentence was vaEverybody perspires, including you , and the odor of
cated after he convinced a judge
perspiration is offensive. Try this men's deodorant (have
that his confession was illegally
some in your hand when you make your speech).
obtained.
Use it for ME, if not for yourself." And if he blows
up, ten" him to cool off in the bathtub.
On Friday, he was permitted
to plead guilty to a lesser charge
DEAR ABBY: A letter in your column really hit home of manslaughter. Larson was
with me, and I hope yoo will publish; my letter as a tip-off ; sentenced then to the maximum
to other mothers who were as naive as mine:
term of 20 years. That sentence
A little girl signed "SQUASHED" wrote to you, com- freed him, because he'd already
plaining about overly-affectionate relatives. If "SQUASHED served 20 years — 27, in fact —is a girl, her problem might be more serious than you for the shooting death.
treated it. I am a grown woman how , but when I was about
Larson, brought here after his
8 years old I complained to my mother about an "overly- release from prison, decided to
affectionate" uncle. She laughed it off with , "0, don't be remain at the county jail until
silly. Uncle loves you."
he decided what to do with his
To this day my mother does not know that my "loving " future as a freed nian.
uncle tried to climb into bed with me one night when he was
The Valley Vikings Dance
visiting us, and I fled, terrified, to ray older sister's room to
safety. When I am a mother you can be sure I will keep an Club, affiliated with the Sons of
eye on^ relativeswho get too ".affectionate" with my^cbildren. Norway, invited Larson to play
GOOD MEMORY tonight in an "old fiddlers' contest" at Fisher, a Polk County
DEAR ABBY: My granddaddy on my mother's side village about eight miles west of
gave mom a brand new car. He told her it was for her Crookstoh. Larson Was hesitant,
use only and not to let daddy use it because daddy thinks but accepted the invitation after
he is a great auto mechanic and if he ever got his hands sheriff's deputies said they'd
drive him to Fisher and back.
on that car he'd be tinkering with it in no time.
Mom is being pestered to death. Do you think sher
should let daddy have a set of keys to her car? If she did
ever found out, there would be a war.
and eranddaddy
¦
.
CAR TRGUBLE
DEAR CAR: If your mother accepted the car with
the mderstanding that she was not to let your daddy
touch it, she should keep that promise. With all due
respect to your granddaddy's generosity, gifts that could
start a fVar" should be neither offered nor accepted.
Troubled? Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.,
a stamped, self-ad90069. For a person^ reply, enclose
¦
;. ' ¦'¦ dressedjenyelope.- - ; ¦') ' . ' ' : \ : . ' . y. ¦; ; ' - .' • ¦ " ' ; , : ¦ ' ' ¦" ' . ' ¦

Boxer Offers
lesson on
Stolen Gloves

CINCINNATI, Ohio («\P) — A
thief who stole boxing gloves
and a punching bag from a car
trunk has a free offer to learn
how to use them.
"I'd like to teach him the
manly art of self-defense," said
. Cay.Awty .NMi For Christmas

Young Girl
Robs Bank in
Milwaukee
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who's the In Crowd talking to?
Buickdealers,mostly.
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MILWAUKEE Ml — A small,
r^-.t^poised Negro girl held up a
Carmine lacobuccl, a bantam- North Side branch of the First
National Bank Monweight boxer since 1947 and a Wisconsin
HJ
M i
afternoon and walked away I
m\\\\\
\mBI
^^mwmm\
veteran of 90 professional bouts, day
_______|
________
,954.
with
an
estimated
$1
I
I
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AlAl\-__Va_-_H
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1
reported
the
^
lacobuccl, 39,
Police said the girl, about 5
theft from his car Monday.
feet tali and 17 or 18 years old,
entered the bank around 1:30
while a dozen patrons were
Lunar 2 to
present and placed a note on
the counter where teller Mrs.
Lower Orbit
Loretta Barnes, 22, was stationedPASADENA, Calif. (AP) - The: note stated, ¦ 'Don't panLunar Orbiter 2 is scheduled to ic, I have a gun.. Give me the
lower its orbit this afternoon so money and you won't get hurt " I mmmmmmmmmmmism:,
K.«U.
ftftc
I
its cameras can zero in on Mrs. Barnes said the girl liftI
M
I
sites where the United States ed a pistol partly out of her
lssM
i.^yi 1
may land men on the moon.
I
handbag. The teller pushed mon- s1. «Bt3^
______________ D___k
^^BKKi^w?&t5v)w*NM»
K
'"¦ *
CA OC
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Spokesmen at Pasadena's Jet ey forward and the girl scooped
Propulsion Laboratory said it into the purse. Then the girl
Monday the cameras will take walked slowly out of the bank.
¦
' ¦ "" ' ¦ ' »
PEXV&ffb^lS
H
^SlZV
378 pictures over a week, Mrs. Barnes notified her su- 1
MB
beginning next Friday, on prior, who sounded an alarm.
sweeps 28 miles above the Witnesses said the bandit ran
southward in the busy shopping
moon's surface.
The 800-pound spacecraft will district.
be maneuvered by radio signal
from a U.S. tracking station in The porpoise's huge brain
an attempt to give scientists the ¦works with such incredible
most exact view so far of 13 po- swiftness that the sea mammal
tential Apollo astronaut landing may well regard man as a
sites.
slowpoke.
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HfiPrincess Kay

M<>st Hdmes Fpuhd
Using R^I Bu

Warm weather coupled with
the warm welcome from Winona homemakers added' up to a
u heBrt>warmingi day" for Minnesota's Princess Kay of the
Milky Way here* Monday;
Linda Kottke of Glencoe made
more than 40 personal "Butter
Bell Ringer" calls on Winona
homes and found that about seven out of 10 homemakers are
using real butter.
THOSE WHO were able to
prove they use Minnesota 's No.
1 dairy product — by showing
Princess Kay a butter carton
or wrapper — received a free
copy of American Dairy Association's "Modern Approach to
Everyday Cooking" guide.
In homes where butter wasn't
on hand, Princess Kay left quarter-pound samples of butter.
"The warm greetings we received from Winona homemakers as we made our calls went
very well with the mild weather," Miss Kottke said. "We
enjoyed both , immensely."
The state dairy princess also
noted that the ratio of real butter usage in Winona homes
''compares very favorably"
with that in other cities where
the "Butter Bell Ringer" promotion has been staged by
American Dairy Association of
Minnesota.
^\
MISS KOTTKE spent three
weeks on a similar promotion
in the Twin Cities before beginning her current schedule of
20 Minnesota communities.
The "Butter Bell Ringer" promotion is part of a new intensified promotion effort by the
Minnesota and nationar American Dairy Association organizations on behalf of butter.
Larger promotion "packages"
currently are being tested in
the Twin Cities, Milwaukee and
Des Moines. Objective is to
learn what level of total promotion is necessary to gain a
larger share of the total market
for butter — the "balance
wheel" product of the dairy industry.
If current efforts prove effective, similar promotion padsages will be implemented in 16
of the nation's largest cities
during 1967.
.MINNESOTA fa the nation's
leading producer of butter with
more than 350 million pounds
churned annually. More than 80
percent of Minnesota's total butter production is sold outside
the state.
Princess Kay also visited several retail dairy outlets and
had lunch with the Winona
tiions Club Monday noon. She
Said she was impressed With
"the obvious promotion-mindedness" of Winona's business community along with the friendliness of the homemakers.
In her brief talk to Lions'
club members, she said butter
"is big business in Minnesota
and in Winona County ."
Princess Kay pointed out that
dairying represents a "payroll
of more than 30 million dollars
annually to Winona County
dairy farmers , "
SHE SAID (he bulk of (his
income was spent by the dairy
farmers on the goods and services provided by "main street
businessmen in communities
such as Winona."
Miss Kottke was accompanied on her tour of Winona residential areas and business
places by Manager Al Rivers
of Rollingstone Coop Creamery,
a plant which cooperates fully
with American Dairy Association. ADA's programs of advertising, merchandising, research
and public relations for dairy
foods is financed by the voluntary investment of dairy farmers at the rate of two cents per
hundredweight of milk as it is
marketed from farms to local
dairy plants.

2 Wabasha County
Men -Admit Theft
Of Tools From Car

WABASHA , Minn. (Special)
— Ronald Williamson , 19, Zumbro Falls, and Orville Lien, 22,
Lake City, pleaded guilty to
theft before Judge Kenneth Kalbrenner Saturday,
Lien was sentenced to 30 days
In the Wabasha County j ail and
Williamson to 60 days because
of a previous record .
The men were arrested Thursday by Sheriff Ed Lager for
taking $10 worth of tools from
the car of Anthony Strickland
at Lake City.

teresan Lecture
Postponed Month

The lecture scheduled for
Thursday at the College of Saint
Teresa on "Future of the Liturgy after Vatican II" by the
Rev. Godfrey Dickmann , OSB,
St. John's University, Collcgeville, Minn. , has been postponed to Dec, IS. Father Diekmann
wns called to Rome on another
assignment.

A WINNER ; .v "_ . First winner in Princess Kay of the
Milky Way 's personal "Butter Bell Ringer" housecall campaign in Winona Monday was Mrs. Karl Conrad, 320 W.
Wabasha St. Pretty Linda Kottke of Glencoe is shown presenting the Winona homemaker With a copy of the American
Dairy Association's 224-page "Modern Approach to Everyday
Cooking" guide which was Mrs. Conrad's reward for having
real butter on hand when the dairy princess called. Homemakers who didn't have butter Were given a quarter-pound
sample by Princess Kay "to show them what they 've been
missing." Miss Kottke, who was escorted on her Winona
calls by Manager AI Rivers of Rollingstone Creamery, expected to complete-more than 40 calls before leaving Winonai'*'
for Albert Lea. American Dairy Association has.scheduled the
"Butter Bell Ringer" promotion in 2D Minnesota communities.

Given^ GommeMoffon

The Board of Education Monday night requested that letters of commendation be; sent
to three departments in the
public school system in recognition of achievements of the
past year.
To be cited are:
• The science department
which was recently congratulated by the Minnesota Academy of Science for achievements of Winona students in
science projects this past year.
'
Of five Min- r
i
nesotans who C_ .L-v -.l
p a rticipated OCnOOl

CHARTER COMMISSION TALK:

Canvassing
Board Makes
Five Changes

By FRANK UHLIG
Winona County canvassing
Daily News Staff Writer
board completed its action this
morning by changing five vote Only controversy, two aldertotals and declaring two men men and one City Charter Comwrite-in winners of county of- mission member were absent
as commission and City Counfices. •
cil members met Monday
S. A. Sawyer was declared night for an exchange of viewcounty attorney by the can- points on charter reform.
vassing board. He defeated Virtually complete a g r e eJohn P. King, St. Charles, 258 ment was expressed by disto 245 for the position. Both cussion participants on the apparent need for centralized,
were write-in candidates.
more tightly controlled admin,
Sawyer will be out of the city istration of city governmental
¦
all week so is unavailable for affairs. . ' :>. ' ' .
comment. However, he has an- NOT; SO readily apparent
nounced earlier that he does were answers to the question
not want the position on a full- of whether full-scale charter retime basis, as it wW . become vision, with home rule, is
Jan, 2, 1967. It has been a part- needed to accomplish . the
¦' '• ' ¦ needchanges.
ed
..
."
time position.
It was the first outrightof and
Twentyrtw®* lawyers r^iv&d rpublicrjjT expre'ssed^ow
inwritMn.-votes,w^^*:r^-.-.^-i,-- terest by the council in the
A final decision and announce- commission's s t u d i es which
ment will have to wait until have been under way for a
Sawyer returns. If he declines year. Aldermen, appeared at the
the position, the County Board commission's invitation to disof Commissioners probably will cuss, in a general way, some
shortcomings of the present
have to appoint someone.
city system and possible remeTHE canvassing board also dies therefor.
declared James Kleinschmidt Specifics were avoided
as
Write-in winner for county sur- commissioners
and alderme:
veyor. He received 33 votes to responded to the
of
19 for R. D. Leininger and 9 Chairman Norman request
Indall for
for John Maliszewski.
constructive exchanges
Kleinschmidt said this noon friendly,
without
attempts
to flog any
that he will not accept the position. He had previously been long-dead horses.
county surveyor until resigning AS A discussion opener a rein late 1965 because of conflict port on the conduct of a 1941
with private work.
charter commission study was
Vote totals changed included: given by Commissioner David
Robert Porsythe, Republican Peplinski. He contrasted its
candidate for U.S. Senator , un- procedures with those of the
official 6,621, official 6,629; Har- present commission.
old LeVander, Republican can- The 1941 commission 's report
didate for governor, unofficial was notable for several rea8,031, official 7,983; Robert Han- sons, according to Peplinski;
son, DFL candidate for state One of these was its rule that
auditor, unofficial 5,146; official no quorum was needed to con5,156; Claude Kremer , candi- duct business. In Peplinski"?
date for state senator from the opinion—later challenged—the
1st District, unofficial 660, offi- report "had all the earmarks
cial 706, and Roger Laufenburg- of being written by one perer, candidate for state senator son.'' from the 2nd District, unoffi- the commission made its fi.
cial 6,323, official 6,333.
nal report only five months afVOTING machines in the dry ter it was created by the Disof Winona shortchauiged Hanson
and Laufenburger 10 votes
each. "
Kremer'8 correction was in
the Wiscoy Township total,
Which should have been 51 instead of 5. Forsythe's change
was in Fremont Township,
which should have been 99 instead of 91. The city of St. Char- Approval of a color schedule
les gave LeVander 40 votes too for the new Senior High School
many in the first count , regis, building now under construction
tering 598¦ instead of a correct was voted Monday by the Board
of Education.
. . . ¦'• ; ¦
550.
The schedule is basically that
submitted by architects for
board consideration a week
ago, but with certain changes
incorporated since the initial
presentation.
LAST WEEK several board

galher — were from Winona.
James Kangel, Senior High
School, was one of two Minnesota students who spent three
weeks last summer at a National Youth Science Camp in
West Virginia.
• The social studies department which has completed a
comprehensive revision and
modernization of the overall social studies curriculum.
• The athletic department
for completion of a successful
football season with participain l a s t ' , ¦: -:¦ ' ,
spring's Na- Board
tion;
in the program, totaling ap%/a y
'
t i o n a 11 *^
proximately 315. SuperintenScience Fair
dent of Schools A. L: Nelson
at Dallas, Tex.,, two — Gre- said that he had received many
gory Bambenek and John De- favorable comments from parents and others on how the program was conducted.
THE BOARD also adopted a
resolution approving participation in the tax sheltered annuity program of 26 members of
the school staff.
At the request of an employe
he may be included in the program which provides for salary DUR/lND,
Wis. (Special) deductions for annuities.
Four Durand people escaped injury when their car rolled after
Fair to partly cloudy and
skidding on ice Sunday, and an
continued mild weather is preArkansaw High School freshman
dicted for Winona and vicinity
received a. fracture of the wrist
tonight and, Wednesday.
in a farm accident Sunday eveA low of 32-35 is forecast for
ning.
tonight and a high of 40 to 52
Florence Smith, rural Durand,
for Wednesday, Thursday, says
was
driving the car of Mis. Vic)
(Special
—
the weatherman , will be partly STRUM, Wis.
Weinzirl when it hit an icy
cloudy with temperatures near Danny Bergerson, 16, Strum, tor
who was seriously injured in a spot on the Big Pepin Hill road.
normal.
one-car accident east of Strum The 1965 vehicle was demolished
AS MILD weather moved In- recently, is reported in good when it left the highway and
to the area, the thermometer condition at St. Marys Hospi- rolled in the ditch. Mrs. Weinzirl, Miss Smith, Mrs. William
rose to 49 at noon today after tal, Rochester.
a morning low of 37. High Mon- According to relatives, he had Lerum and Arthur AxiU escaped
day afternoon was 40.
surgery Nov. 7 to graft bone injury. Pepin County Traffic
A year ago today the Winona and to insert a steel plate in Officer George Plummer investigated.
high was 41 and the low 16. his back.
Alltime high for Nov. IS was He received a back injury and Roger Bergstrom, 15, was hav64 in 1930 and 1956.. Low for at first was paralyzed from ing his wrist set this morning
this day was 3 in 1883 and 1940. the waist down. He expects to and a cast was being applied at
St. Benedict's Community HospiMean temperature for the past
transferred to an Eau tal. Staying with his cousins,
24 hours was 33. Normal for be
hospital.
Mr. ana Mrs. James Lien of
this time of the year is 34. Claire
He
son of Mr. and rural Arkansaw, he was starting
is
Temperatures across the state Mrs. OdelltheBergerson.
the manure spreader when his
were mild with the lowest over¦
glove got caught in the machinnight reading 20 at Alexandria
ery, pulled tight and twisted
and Bemidji . It was 21 at Hib- WEAVER PATIENT
bing and St, Cloud. The high WEAVER , Minn . (Special) - the wrist. One small bone was
at Rochester Monday was 37 Mrs. Herbert Lahm was taken broken.
and the overnight low 30. At by ambulance to St. Elizabeth's Roger is a son of Mr. and
La Crosse extremes of 40 and Hospital at Wabasha for treat- Mrs. Ed Bergstrom, Minneapo38 were posted for the 24-hour ment and observation Sunday lis. He had just arrived at the
Lien home.
afternoon.
period.
Minot, N.D., had a low of 13
and Edmonton, Canada, 0 with
a trace of snow.
Sunny and warmer weather
will be WISCONSIN'S mid-week
mid-November fare, the forecaster said today.
Temperatures were on the upgrade today after dropping into
the 20s during the night. Madison was the coldest place with
23 degrees and Milwaukee and
Euu Claire the warmest at 29.
A trace of snow fell again today in the Superior-Duluth re- LA CRESCENT, Minn, (Spe- ey from a cash drawer in tho
gion and light rain was report- cial) — An nil points bulletin bar and put it in his pocket.
ed at Wausau. Very light freez- hos been sent out by the Hous- "THAT WAS the worst part."
ing drizzle was falling this ton County sheriff's office for Mrs. Troke said — putting the
morning at Rhinelandcr and In a blond, blue-eyed man in his cash in his pocket.
the Hurley-Ironwood region but early 20s who robbed the Com- He tore out the telephone.
the outlook called for an end modore Supper Club here in a After he had taken all cash exto the precipitation today,
daring daylight holdup Monday cept from another register on
Lone Rock set the Wisconsin at 3 p.m. He held Mrs. Clar- the back bar _ ¦ for some unhigh of 43 degrees Monday. Be- ence Troke at gunpoint.
known reason he didn 't touch
loit had 42 with most other Mrs. Troko, who operates tho that — he ordered Mrs. Troke
maximum readings in the 30a.
club with her husband, into a booth and with gun pointSuperior again was the excep- supper
was in the bar alone when the ed at her, threatened to "fill
tion with a high of 28.
slender young man , dressed in her head full of holes" if she
DEVILS LAKE, N.D., set the tan jacket nnd blue sport shirt called anyone within five minutes, Houston County Sheriff
national low mark of 12 above approached the bar.
zero early today, compared He took all tho cash from one Byron Whttehouse said.
with Ihe high of 88 Monday at of the back bar cash registers, Mrs. Troko heard a car roar
Gila Bend. Ariz,
and told her to take all the mon- off , but didn't get tho descrlp.

Mercury Back
Into 50s; iril
Slay This Way

4 Unhurt When
Durand Car Rolls

Injured Strum
Youth Better

Tighter Administration
Of City May Be Needed

trict Court, noted Peplinski. report, the voting must be queried.
It filed no minutes held only done at that time. Otherwise, a STRONG support for the Idea
two open meetings ^ and unani- special election must be called came from Aid. Harold Thiewes.
He recalled having said "many
mously turned thumbs down on by the council.
the idea that home rule should In general elections, he point- times that we need such an
be adopted. In Its report the ed out, many voters do not both- administrator. Far too often we
commission, without visible er to vote on such questions. are asked to make decisions
documentation, asked the rhe- Since a non-vote is a "no" with too little information on
torical question: "Why substi- vote, the indifferent and negli- which to base them."
tute instability, endless strife gent voters would be aligned Council work has nearly treband trouble and surrender of with the active opposition. Al- led in bis 12 years as an alderthe right ever to restore sta- dermen might well begin think- man, said President Briesath.
bility?" :
ing about the expense of a spe- It must be handled by aldermen
Peplinski observed that the cial election, he said. There who cannot give it the necesold report dealt mostly with have been efforts by some sary time and effort. Thus, ha
home -vs. - legislative charter, commissioners to get a charter concludedj someone is needed
without reporting any investi- vote on the city ballot next who can pull all the loose ends
together. The city recorder'i
gations of such alternate sys- April.
office functioned unofficially in
tems as the city manager or
TURNING to the present this capacity for years, he said,
commission plans.
charter and methods of amend- but now is being overwhelmed
ALL OF the fiv* -Minnesota ing it, Indall inquired: Does by the burgeoning work load.
cities that had city managers the necessity of waiting for leg- Replying to a direct query,
in 1941 have retained them, islative sessions to amend the Briesath said he needs mora
said Peplinski, and all five had charter sometimes handicap study to help him decide
virtually doubled or trebled in the city? Does the need for leg- "whether Winona should make
population by 1960.
islative action in effect put too the tremendous jump to councilThe commission s r e p o r t much power, over city govern- manager form or go part way
showed no evidence of a pub- ment in the hands of two leg- and hire an administrator while
lic education campaign, said islators, a representative and keeping the present form."
Peplinski, and commented that a senator? Should this be so, The administrator form usual*
the public had only a hazy especially when a senator now ly implies a strong-mayor sysidea of the difference between might conceivably be elected tem, noted Theurer; while
legislative
and home rule char- from the opposite end of the managers generally are responters. ' '¦':
district, in northern Wabasha sible, to councils.
Council President H a r o l d County?
OUTCOME of the commission
Briesath observed that a num- Aid. Barry Nelson replied studies and reports is being
ber of the 1941 commissioners that he considers the foremost awaited by the council, said
are still living. He suggested problem to be administration of Aid. Stoltman, and a public eduthey be consulted by the pres- the "$3 million business that is cation program should accoment group and that the "inader city government." This can no pany its recommendations.
quacy of their rules" charge by longer be done by part-time Many people will be involved in
Peplinski might be found in- people, he said. He added that such an effort, said Mrs. Edaccurate. Peplinski replied that the city has seldom had diffi- ward Jacobsen, commission
his conclusion is based on the culty getting its desired legis- member, noting a drive .by the .
commission's records.
League of Women Voters now
lation enacted.
Chairman Indall agreed that Probing further, Indall won- getting under way.
it might- be well to talk to those dered if the charter ever had A possible increase in the
persons but accepted Mrs. John been amended by request of number of aldermen erected at
Woodworth's observation that it the public, rather than of the large was injected by Theurer.
might accomplish little beyond council. Could such amend- He sought reactions to the sugproving or disproving the point. ment even be possible, if the gestion that these number as
many as five, with but one
INDALL asked aldermen to council objected? he continued. chosen specifically by each
:
think about implications of a
not, answer- ward.- . :
charter election.He pointed out edAPPARENTLY
The
mayor's
veto power
Mrs.
Virginia
Torgerson,
that—should the commission commissioner and former leg-a means that weak-mayor is a
recommend and write a new islator. Without certification misnomer in describing present
charter—a majority of 55 perthe City Council for a system, according to Briesath.
cent of all persons voting is from
proposed
no hear- He indicated a preference for
needed for adoption. If there ing wouldamendment,
be
granted
by
legis- making the mayor the council's
is a general election within six lative committees, she explain,
presiding officer , eliminating
months after the commission's ed. Moreover, she went on, if a the alderman-at-large
and rebill affecting the city is pass- taining the present two aldered, the city , governihent must men for each ward, Under the
file its acceptance or the meas- existing system, the mayor has
ure simply becomes void.
i no vote ia council meetings.
COMMISSIONER William P. CITY BOARDS and the qnal*
Theurer advanced the question ity of their membership were
of who runs things in the pres- defended by Aid.. Briesath and
ent decentralized system during George Garber. Aid. Garber
members had wondered wheth- interims between meetings of said that because of their fruer a bit more color might be boards and council. He added gality, the city has been able to
introduced into the color scheme that separate administrative pay 1965 flood debts by using
for the classroom areas. Tbe boards and the council some- their accumulated surpluses.
schedule bad been prepared times are in conflict and the Since tiie city is a $3 miltfoa
by an interior decorator
/with council is often without au- business, it should be run as a
thority to impose its own poli: : . '¦ ,
the Houston,
cies. The resolution of this corporation, observed CommisT e x , archi- I
needs consideration, sioner James Bambenek. AlderEroblem
tectural firm School
W,WI
men, as directors, should hire a
•
e
suggested.
of C a u d i l l .
Aid. James Stoltman came competent general manager —
B_ _ _,J
Rowlett &
down on the side of council whatever his title — and make
BOara
Scott, associhim responsible, said Bambeated w i t h *- "—-* supremacy over city boards, nek
work is unsatisfacLargely
because
the
council
is
Eckert & Carlson, Winona, on an elective body and directly tory. Ifhehisshould
be replaced,
the school project.
responsible
to
the
people.
There
added
the
commissioner.
Superintendent of Schools A. bad been two occasions on
While city boards are staffed
L. Nelson said that during the which
went counter to by an imposing reservoir of talpast week a group of Winona councilboards
dictates, be recalled but ent, said Commissioner Steva
women had volunteered to study did not elaborate . further.
the schedule and had come up Much council time appears to Morgan , council control is genwith several suggestions that be spent on trifles, noted Dr. erally limited to budgetary rethe superintendent described as W. 0. Finkemburg. ''Since there view. Beyond this, there is little time or opportunity for
"most helpful. "
is a seeming need for help in
One of the suggestions was assembling minor details and council members to keep conthat certain tints be used for information on which to base tinuously in touch with such dicertain department areas. Nel- final decisions, would a council- verse activities, he said. In
son said* that tho architects manager or administrative as- this administrative no-man's
bad approved of the suggested sistant form be the answer, land a manager could be the
change in the original schedule. provided final overall authority essential source of required
TWO REQUESTS for use of is kept in the council?" he data and information, he said.
public school facilities were apBOARD members were deproved by the bo<grd.
scribed by Aid. Briesath as dedCentral Methodist Church
icated men who give close
asked for use of the Senior
attention to needs and who do
High School cafeteria Jan. 28
not make 'unnecessary expendiand 2» during a state Methotures. He wondered whether
dist Men's Conference to be
such boards are found in counheld here. They also requested
cil-manager systems,
use of the high school auditorium for a combined service for
They are used in those cities
those attending the conference
with managers, responded comJan. 29.
mission secretary Duane PeterThe Park-Recreation Board
son but they have advisory
asked for use of the Senior Damages totaling
rather than administrative funcare
$75,000
High School gymnasium and
tions. Such boards are not
sought
by
a
Winona
woman
in
swimming pool , Central Elecharged with making decisions
a
suit
called
for
trial
before
a
mentary and Lincoln school
but operate more nearly as
gymnasiums for its adult and jury in District Court here this planning commissions in their
morning.
youth •winter progr am.
own areas, he continued. The
The board's clerk and busi- Judge Arnold Hatfield Is pre- responsibility to coordinate data
ness manager, Paul W. Sand- siding at the trial of tbe case and overall operations remains
ers, was granted permission to brought by Mrs. Delores Range, with the centralized manager,
attend a workshop in business 668 Mankato Ave., whose hus- he said.
management at tha University band, 60-year-old Milton J. There are many more posiof Minnesota for six days dur- Range, was killed In a traffic tions
for managers than there
accident here Sept. 0, 1965.
ing December,
¦
Defendants are Wilmer E. are capable persons to fill them,
Westling, Hawarden, Iowa, and said Mrs . Woodworth. Thus, it
Second Immunization Van Buskirk Construction Co., would be well for a city to reHawarden, alleged to be the move as many conflicts as posSlated at Rushford
driver Md owner, respectively, sible and make the position ss
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special) of a pickup truck that struck attractive as possible ii lt con— The second immunization Mr. and Mrs. Range as they templates hiring such an administrator, she advised.
clinic in the current series will crossed Mankato Avenue.
be at RushfQcd High School In her complaint, Mrs. Range In reply to a question by
Wednesday storting at 9 a.m. says that tbe accident happened Bambenek, Aid. Briesath and
Students and pre-schoolers on the evening of Sept, 9 while Stoltman said they find , a
may receive their second boos- she and her husband were walk- rising interest among city votter shots or smallpox vaccin- ing across Mankato Avenue at ers in the commission's studies
and its eventual report.
ations at the clinic. A 50-cent East Mark Street.
fee is charged.
•
¦
Winona Barradu N*. ltd
m
a
METER OWNER FOUND
A Rochester man , owner of
the postage meter found Sunat
day near tho South Branch of
will matt
to* V.F.W. Halt,
tho Whitewater River near
VJO^emjffl
Crystal Springs has been notiSr
NOV.
17th—« P.M.
THURSDAY,
^ESafl
fied, Sheriff Gcorgo Fort said
xNHp*r
Auxiliary *u m*«t al Tumiltrt HalU
this morning. Olmsted County
Mr*. Haiti Oltan, PratWtnl
^^ ^
in....m
authorities are continuing te
HiNRY WAUN3KI,C«mma«*r
W
check the case.

Some Color Changes
Made in High School

What This Pound
Needs Is Good Home
BUFFALO CITY, Wis. Buffalo City has a new dog
found , but when it had its
irst occupant Monday, there
was an uproar among the
people.
The canine shivered in the
cold — the pound is only a
fenced " enclosure. Some
women took him blankets to
lie on, some took him food.
Others contacted Larry
Dennison, city policeman,
who refused to release him
because he hadn't impounded him.
Mrs. William Ferguson,
city clerk, who reportedly
had put him in the pound
early in the morning, refused offers of money to let
him go.
Phones buzzed : Many in
the city were really alarmed that the dog should be
left without food and shelter in the airy enclosure.
Finally someone got him
released, and he is now back
with his owner, Arnle Langreck , much to the relief of
the dog lovers of Buffalo
City.

ONE-EYED?

Blue-Eyed Holdup Man
Gets $400 at La Crescent

tion and didn't know if there
was anyone else in the qar.
SHE DESCRIBED th« man as
5 foot 8, weighing about 140
pounds, his blond wavy hair
receding from his forehead.
Mrs . Troke said he had blue
eyes. There was something different about his left eyeball, it
might have been a glass eye,
she said. She described it as
"deformed. " Ho , wore tan
gloves all tho time he was in
the supper club.
Before he left with his $400
take, Mrs. Troke said he warned her not to describe him or
something would happen to
her children.

Woman Asks
$75,000 in
District Court

. _

r^flBgf
e, Veterans of
15_f World War I
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From Late Show
To White House

Bv EARL WILSON
'
NEW YORK —¦ For 10 years, Hollywood told its favorite
Ranald Reagan slory.
His ex-wife Jane Wyman in analyzing his character said ,
"He 's the kind of man . if you ask him what time it is, he
tells you how the watch was made. "
That was considered a knock by some of Reagan 's friends.
Now that he 's Governor-elect , they say it's an indication of
which
could
i thoroughness
' sweep him to the White House.
Stripteaser Man" Rooney, one
of two topless waitresses at the
. Crystal Room who got a sumj mons, said a couple of hours
Dew Result*
(after she started, that tips were
i.bacL " "Not a cent so far, " she "There were lots of hunters
jsaid. "Nobody 's leaving!" . ... but few deer '' was the report
IMary. seeking a stripper job, today, on the three-day Zone
! got 'hired as a waitress. "Trou- Six shotgun, white tail season
j'ble ' •..;.«> , I know nothing about be- on which the curtain dropped
(ing ' a waitress. "' she complain- last sunset. George Meyer ,
ed . . Her fan club members Whitewater Refuge , estimated
Association
for
The Minnesota
Retarded Children is urging jsaid , "'" Nobody 'll notice that!" that one in five hunters in the
area residents to have their i. Mary ' . - and topless waitress area bagged a deer. The perchildren vaccinated against -;-Ruby Diamond . took attention cent in other areas was as low
, away from singer Betty Barnes as one out of 25 hunters.
measles:
The association states in a ;(a real talent ) whose lovely
Weather was a factor
leaflet being distributed by/yoT- voice nobody looked at when
unteer block workers for the they could look at the topless Saturday with zero readings
Friendship Campaign fund drive waitresses. New York's getting along the Whitewater and
which is now under way : "Mea- to be something when a cus- Root in the morning. Sun, ales is not a harmless child- tomer turns away from the star day it warmed up and thedeer rested on the sunny
hood disease ; it can kill or leave to drool over the waitress.
lifelong after effects such as Secret Stuff: One of Amer- slopes. On Monday there
were not enough hunters
ica 's most eligible and lovely
mental retardation. "
about to keep the animals
young
ladies
got
her
nose
shorimmunizations
are
ex"These
! tremery effective so it seems tened and it now gets into no- moving.
worthwhile to get them for the body else's business (No guesschildren when one thinks there ing! I . can't tell!) . . . Natalie Hunting pressure reached its
U a possibility of preventing Wood was at "La Mancha" peak Sunday when there was
this sort of tragedy from hap- with Britisher Richard Greg- an invasion of hunters from
pening," said Dr. Warren W. son."Shi? might marry him," across the closed half of
Haes^. city health officer.
somebody said, to which we southern Minnesota and an overThe Minnesota health depart- wittily replied, "Him , too?" flow from the Twin Cities &rea.
ment's division of disease pre- Those are the things a column- In Wabasha and Houston counvention and control says that ist thinks are funny till next ties on Sunday 75 percent of
.'- till children 12 months and old- day when N atalie arsenics his the hunters checked by warer, who have not had measles, coffee . . . Seen dancing cheek- dens were from outside these
"
should be immunized against to-cheek and surprisingly ro- counties.
T the disease, the association
mantically at the Plaza at the
Of course, a lot of those
. . points out.
"Is Paris Burning?" ball: Mr. hunters returned to their
Informationon measles is be- and Mrs , Ear! Wilson, Mrs. Wiling distributed by the Minne- son leading . .. Benny Good- home communities disap«ota .Association for Retarded man 's doing a great business pointed because they did
Children (ARC) a_ part of a at the Waldorf . Empire Room not know the area deer
used. The same thing was
nationwide campaign by the but some scoundrel said, "Not
true
of local hunters ven. National ARC to help eradicate quite as good as Maurice Chemeasles by promoting use of valier." Then another scoundrel turing into northern Minnethe vaccine. The .program is said; "Benny isn't selling out sota. Some of them also got
based on information and rec- because he isn't old enough skunked.
ommendations from the United yet.". . / .V :
One party which traveled
States Public Health Service.
most of Friday night to get to
TODAY'S
BEST
LAUGH:
A
Facts about measles listed by B'way character went to a International Falls
woke up
the association in its leaflet:
psychiatrist to end his egoman- Saturday to eight inches of
Four
million
children
in
the
•
snow in
UnitedStates get measles every ia, and reported back, "I'm ings of 20the woods and readstraightened but — in fact , now
below. One of them
y * *i ;
Tm the nicest guv in the told us: "We did hot see a
Five
hundred
of
them
die;
•
'
single deer."
world. ".
• 4,000 measles' victims an- WISH I'D SAID THAT: A
nually develop encephalitis and
Coming home Sunday eveof those, 1,606 become mentally woman complained about the ning ' on Highway 65 they
theater;
"There's
nothing
worth
retarded, and
hearing on stage — or even ran into a 20-mile-lorig
traffic jam near Cam• 12 million children nation- during intermission!"
wide have not yet been vac- REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
bridge. Most of the cars
cinated. "/ ¦
' ¦'
Someone offered the secret of had no deer on them.
• . . . '¦
financial success: "Spend ¦ what "There were a lot of huntLOAN AT ARCADIA
you have left after saving, in- ers in the woods there," wie
ARCADIA, Wis — The Small stead of saving what you have b/
the party reported , - 'but
Business Administration re- left after spending.
they were all complaining about
ports that it has approved a EARL'S PEARLS: An office no deer
$14,500 loan to Dairyland Labo- building's being planned for was that. The hunter's opinion
the deer there starved
ratories, a commercial! labora- Manhattan so tall the eleva- last winter.
"
tory, at Arcadia.
tors will feature in-flight mov:
Sunday was a fine day
ies.
. (
Some people discussed Jack- to be outdoors and it got
ie Mason, allegedly shot at in warm before noon and huntTUESDAY. NOVEMBER 15, IW
Las Vegas. "Remember the ers found their red clothing
old days, '' someone asked, a bit warm. In fact , we obVOLUME 110, NO. 305
"when, if they didn't like your served several
hunters
Published dally except Saturday and Holwalking on roads with their
Waya by Republicm and Htrald Publish- act they just booed?" That's
ing Company, Ml Frinklln St ., Wlnom, earl , brother.
red coat hanging on the
Minn, 55917.
barrel of their gun.
LEWISTON PATIENTS
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
tlnglt Copy - 10c Dally, 20c Sunday
LEWISTON. Minn . (SpeciaD- An unusual factor of the seaDellvtred by Carrier—Per vVeek <o cent» Earl Albert is convalescing at son in the Whitewater Refuge
U w—k» ttt.TS
52 weeks S25.M) his home in rural Lewiston fol- was that Sunday instead of SatOn
•y mall strictly In advance; caper ttop- lowing eye surgery at Commu- urday was the big day.
pad en expiration date.
nity Memorial Hospital , Winona . Saturday, 641 hunters were
In Flllmor*. Houston, Olmsted, Winona. Robert Bearden is i ecovering at checked with 63 deer less than
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jtckson, Pepin and his home here following eye ten percent success. On SunTremptaftau counties and armed forces surgery at Rochester.
Mrs. Wil- day 670 hunters with 133 deer
pcrtonntl In the continental United States,
liam Anderson, New Brighton , passed the checking spots, or
•r evtrsett with APO or PPO addresses
l »lf ..
13,10 had major surgery last week
112,00 J months
about one deer to every four
t months ..
»4 .S0 \ month ..
*|.15
at Unity Hospital . William A. hunters.
All other suescrlpflons:
Larson, Wabasha, had leg sur1 month
ll .to 1 months ..
%4 7i
About 50 percent of fiie
WOO I year
IIS.OC gery Monday at Methodist Hos• months
pital , Rochester, where it is hunters on the refuge Suntend changt of address, notices, undelivday were repeaters. They
•re. copies, subscription orders and other expected he win be confnipd
mall Items to vVinom Daily News, P.O
three weeks. Mrs. Anderson and did not get a deer on Sat¦a* n, Wlncna, Minn. 55967
urday so were back on
Larson are formerly of
Second class postage pale at Winona, Mr.
Minn.
lewiston.
Sunday convinced that their
chance to bag a deer was
best there.

Voice of the Outdoors

ChildrenUrged
lo Have Shot
For Measles
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Passes Not Honored
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The tracking snow had pret
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"GOLDFINGER" 7:15

HUNTER GUESTS . . . Seventy-five percent of the hunters in Zone 6, Southeastern
Minnesota, on Sunday were from outside the
rone, coming from the big closed section of
ty well disappeared by Sunday
afternoon ; but it still helped.
The;, trails that deer had recently traveled could be easily
observed. However, on both
days most of the hunting was
stand shootingiv.A" lot of hunters were frozen put Saturday
and could be seen in heated
parked cars.
Locker plants reported
quite a few hunters still
bringing in deer Monday.[ .
Some of them had been harvested during the day.
' .• •¦" .
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30 Country

SING 35 SONG HITS!

ROD TAYLOR • JILL ST. JOHN • TREVOR HOWARD
FROM ONE HOT INTRIGUE TO ANOTHBRI

IN

"The LIQU IDATOR"
IN COLOR
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l
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m
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
United States must help meet
world food needs, says the master of the National Grange, but
not at the expense of the financial integrity of American
agriculturt.
"We must aggressively seek
to bring agriculture of the world
into proper relationship with the
non - agricultural people,"
Herschel D. Newsora told the
Grwge's 100th annual conference Monday. ¦
N.wsom, chairman of the
World Food Crisis Committee
and immediate past president of
the International Federation of
Agricultural Producers , said the
United States is using food as a
positive instrument for peace
and freedom.
But he said any upward revision in U.S. food production
goals must riot sacrifice the
farmer 's financial integrity.
"This is not a selfish, mercenary idea which ignores humanitarian requirements," he said.
"It is : a policy we must adhere
to if we are to preserve the

ASHEV1LLE, N.C. (AP) Sponsorship of a motion picture
aimed at litterbugs caused some
embarrassment Monday at a
meeting of the Citizens Committee on Beautification and Cleanup: "I hate to say it ," observed
Mrs . Melviri Taylor, chairman
of the 21-member committee
appointed by Asheville's allDemocratic City Council , "but
the film is narrated by Ronald
Reagan. "
Reagan is the Republican
governor-elect of California.

Wednesday's Jr
Luncheon J/|r
Special wj[ ^
u * '¦< "• 2__^S"-^-..

Hot Beef Sandwich
Only 85c

Choice steaming hot , tender
roast beef on bread, served
open-face with whipped polatoes covered wilh our own
beef gravy and plenty of Cocka-Doodl«-Doo coffee.
Cock-a-Doodl*-Doo

All Coal Users

ELGIN HIGH HONOR ROLL
ELGIN, Minn . — Three students at Elgin High School at
tained the A honor roll during
the first quarter: Bruce Ihrke,
grade 7; Cindy Beck, grade 8,
and Barbara Ohm and Robert
Rahman, grade 12.

PARTY AT ST. CHARLES
ST. CHARLES . Minn. (Special) — Hugh Watson Post, American Legion, St. Charles, will
hold it$ annual stag party Nov.
22 with games, refreshments
and lunch, including turkey
sandwiches.
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Commander Rang*
Commander e>3
Commander Lerge Lump
Illinois axJ
Winter King Small Lgmo
Berwlnd Briquettes
Petroleum Briquette*

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pocartentaj Furnace Siia
Petiy Stoker
Commender Stoker
Ruby Glow Stokir
Orlmf Stoker
Petroleum Coke

THIRI IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THR
COZY COMPORT OF COAL HRAT

Joswick Fuel & Oil

901 E. Sth St.

B^nK^^____________________________ t<s *
H *^^*>_________________________ B

Phone 3389

Where You G«i More Heat At lower Co»l

m
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The McCoy Show
featuring
m The McCoys

• Shadows of Knight
• ? and the Myslerlans
• The Outsiders

SATM NOV , 19
8:00 P.M.

. Mary Sawytr Aud.
La Cross*
Tickets $2.50 Adv.
$3.00 Door
-4)n Sale-^

Hardt's, Winona

Leithold's, La Crosse

(

'

'
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MISSISSIPPI ROOM i COFFEE SHOP

C«rry-Out Orders Available
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if? Call Another Couple —
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TOMORROW ^.Sy

Baked Short Ribs Dinner

A wonderful Dinner that includes Soup or Juice. .^^ f ej
Bread Basket , assorted Relishes, choice of *r I '*''•»*
Potatoes, Salad, Dessert, and Beverage. All
¦
You Can Eat. . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . .
..............
"

THURSDAY THURSDAY
"Ventian " Night

Genuine Italian Meat Balls and Spaghetti — a af
af . P
tremendous recipe furnished us by an Italian _k tM
1D 5
Chef — includes authentic Italian Garlic Bread; *r I v **^
¦
Italian Salad and ail the trimmings. All You ,
¦
Can Bat
.' .

(giifirim
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^^ ^
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SUPPER CLUB
Fountain City, Wl*.

Everybody's^^]

¦« ¦&

Going! o

$* $88 /&& *¦/?
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WE HAVE A Full LINE OF HIGH GRADE
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IH PERSON

SERVING 5;30 to 8:30 P M.
J '
ADULTS $1.75 CHIIDREN $1.00
. , . \\^
jM / . y . Remember tur Seafood Buffer
.- •' ¦'• ' : .w|H|_B . ¦ ¦¦;¦ ¦
served every Friday 5:30 to 1:30 p.m. . . •" -" ¦ ^j^S

m^

On

Highway M —10 Miles North

of

Winona
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|^a Includes:

Slaw, Mashed Potatoes, Rolls arid

W^^

M * SHORT RIBS & Dressing's1.50 mm

ffi '* Pan-Fried CATTISH . /?$I>5o HJ
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SPECIAL WEDNESDAY -
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Served < 'Til l 0:30 - Bakeid "Chlcken-AII"
with Mash«d PotaKhis, Rich Gravy, vegetable . Cole Slaw , Dinner Rolls , and Bever*
age . . , THE "ALL"
tf*g % \f tx
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EAT. Try itl
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Served 4 TII 10:30-Famlly
. . . scrumptious servings of
and Chlckon—all 3 comhiafion s served family s(yle,
ALL YOU CAN EAT
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Variety Night
Shrimp, Fish,
aT «sQ
t C
^| "" *
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Served 4 'Til 10:30
BATTER - FRIED "FlSW • ALL" with
French Frios . Cole Slaw , t *00 \\\
Dinner Rolls, and Bever- ?FT *'*'
|
age. ALL YOU CAN EAT,

Oariclng on Saturday Nlghtt
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TOMORROW and every Wednesday
SERVED 1:00 te »:M P.M.
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• RUSHFORD

•ft We cater te private groups far get-togethers, banquets,
parties, etc.
¦*\ Open daily 4 p,m, - l) p.m. eervlnj Lunches and Dinners
\
at lew at J2.
f * Dancing Saturday Nights — Special Dinner Treat* Sun| days tar SI 59.
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A SIZE AND GRADE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

• ENDS TONITE •
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the state. Typical of these hunters were these
three Austin youths, left to right, David Undergart and Thomas and Donald Gundersoii. (Daily News photo)

Beauti fication Film
Narrated by Reagan

ATTENTION!

"DR. NO" MO

Grange Master
Warns America
On Agriculture

CHICKEN BUFFET
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MISS HONEY.. MISS GALORE
\
HIVE JAWES BOWD BUCK FOB WORE!

[ very capacity of the American
i farmer to produce."
He added that the recent rise
in prices paid to farmers was
long overdue. However, Newsom
said, it will take all of the price
improvements of the last year
and a half, and more, to maintain tbe necessary production of
fluid milk.
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District Helps
On Gilmore
Valley Reading

RECEIVES AWARD . , . David Schultz,
secretary of the Wisconsin Association of Fuleft , Mondovi. FFA safety chairman for
ture Farmers of America, presented the
1965-66, holds a plaque denoting Mondovi as
plaque. Kenneth Ward , center, is this year 's
the state farm safety winner for the 1965-66 - Mondovi chapter FFA president. (LaCroix
school year. Doyle Beyl, right, executive
Johnson photo)

300 Honor Mondovi
Boys for Safety Wo rk

By GLENN H ELGELAND
Bally News Farm Editor
MONDOVI, Wis. - Nearly
300 people from Mondovi , the
state of Wisconsin and several
professional organizations gathered here Monday night to honor the Mondovi Future Farmers of America chapter as the
outstanding farm safety chapter in Wisconsin.
Mondovi has now won this
award three times in the last
five years,

"NO CHAPTER in Wisconsin
has done a better balanced job
of safety campaigning," said
Randall C. Swanson, farm safety specialist at the University
of Wisconsin.
"I hope everyone here realizes what a real award this is,"
he said, pointing out that 275
chapters in Wisconsin competed for the safety award . The
goal should be to make farming as safe as other industries,
he added, noting that safety
work is trending in that direction. In 1946, 168 Wisconsin
farmers were fatally injured in
farm machinery accidents, This
year it should be down to about
85, Swanson said.
Donald Leibelt, FFA adviser
and vo-ag instructor , said, "The
boys decided in July 1965 to
have a safety campaign and do
as many projects as well as
possible. And they went out
and reached their goal ;
'.'They didn't wait for things
to happen ; they made them
happen . They had farmers and
everyone else in this community
aware of the danger of accidents before accidents could
happen , not afterward ."
REFERRING t<> several safety displays at the rear of the
basement of the Sacred Heart
Church, where the banquet was
held, Leibelt noted the most important product can't be shown
by displays . It will only be
shown as a safer community in
which to live , he stated.
Mondovi Principal J o h n
Herpst and Superintendent William Hehli lauded chapter mem-

bers and Leibelt for the benefit they have been to the community. "It woke us all up,"
Hehli said.
David Schultz, FFA safety
chairman of 1965-66 — the
school year for which the award
was won — stated main satety
activities. He mentioned the
safe - corn - harvest drive, the
slow-moving-vehicle (SMV ) emblems, of which 125 have been
sold for moun ting on farm machinery, and the pesticide and
chemical safety program.
"This last safety program is
becoming more important every
year because farmers use so
much more chemicals each
year ," he said.

SCHULTZ and Kenneth Ward,
the 1966-67 FFA president,
thanked local sponsors, businessmen and farmers for their
interest, cooperation and help.
D. C. Aebischer, head of the
agriculture department of the
Wisconsin state board of education , compared a strong
safety campaign to other wetfknown "eternal vigils."
The tools of modern farming
are a mixed; blessing, he said.
"To survive in a modern agricultiiral society you have to
be aware of the daily' hazards,
account for them and respect
them, accept the fact that now
and then an accident will happen , but be prepared at all
times to minimize the accident
potential."
It' s basically knowing your
personal limitations and forming good safety habits early,
Aebischer added.
Doyle Beyl , executive seer
retary of the Wisconsin FFA,
presented a plaque to David
Schultz, and a $100 cheek to
Kenneth Ward. The check is
part of the total award.
CHARLES! "RUT" Walter ,
University of Wisconsin track
coach, spoke about the positive
effects "desire and dedication"
qan have in everyone's personal life. He used anecdotes
about several U.S. Olympic
track athletes as examples.
Toastmaster was Donald V.

Jensen, emergency preparedness specialist at the University of Wisconsin,
Special guests included Gal
Sprain, Eau Claire, president
of the Wisconsin Farm Electric
Council, Inc.; Eli Maule, LaCroix Johnson and La Verne
Graske, Buffalo Electric Coop; Marwn Steinke, president
of the Wisconsin Implement
Dealers Association; Dennis
Schloesser, Durand, and Ted
Richards, Menomonie; Archie
Brovold, Buffalo County agent;
William Baine and Richard
Timmerman, state FFA officers, and Floyd Doering, of the
state vo-ag education department.;/
Farm safety committee menv
bers of the Mondovi FFA
chapter for 1965-66 were Dennis Anderson and David Schultz,- chairmen; and Dennis Werlein , Gary Moe, James Hart
and Lynn McDonough , members.
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HARMONY, Minn -All staff
members of the Harmony
school have contributed or
pledged to the 1966 Community
Chest drive. The 50 employed
by the system contributed a total of $465.50 for an average of
$9.31 per person. Individual donations ranged from $i to $35.
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FOR THOSE WHO PREFER KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-THERE IS ANOTHER GREAT SUNNY BROOK- ,; <cfi»
The mature and mellow whiskey 86 proof in the familiar square bottle,famous since 1891.
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SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
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1. Strength. The '67 Ford is the strongest ever.
And quietest. Because it's built better.
2. Style. All-new fastback roofline and
luxury interiors.
3. Options. Lfl;e Cruise-O-Watic that also works
manually. Forced ventilation that works with the
windows closed. Even 425 horses, If you like.
See your Ford Dealer. Get all the reasons
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Plenty of reasons!

4. Safety. Ford Lifeguard-Design safety features.
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Area boys are among the
eight Scouts and Explorers selected to attend the XII World
j amboree in Idaho as representatives of the Gamehaven
Council, Boy Scouts of America.
Scouts are Tom Green , son
of Mr. and Mrs . T. Charles
Green, 462 W, King St.; Michael
Forsythe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. F. Forsythe. 610 W. Belleview St., and Christopher Johnson , son of Dr. • and -'Mvs . Curtis Johnson , 206 E. Wabasha
St., and Rudolph Storm, Dover .
The World Jamboree will be
held at Farragut State Park ,
Idaho, Aug. 1-9, 1967 — the first
time that the Boy Scouts of
America has served as host to
this type of worldwide encampment. World Jamboree Scouts
were reviewed by a special
committee representing Region
10 of the Boy Scouts of America before being approved.
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HARMONY STAFF GIVES

we offered so
Never before
cr t0 In King's Optical History hove
muc
Branded
""'•' ^'"^ °' "' American mode National
frames, complite with Single Vision top quality
American leniei that you need, at the one low price of
$10.98. If bifocals are needed or desired , then for only
$12.98 you have your choke of the kind of bifocal you
need-Kryptok , Ullex or Flat-top, at Ihe one low ,, low price.
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Winona/ Area
Scouts lo Attend
World Jamboree
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Livestock Show at Eau Claire.
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ALSO adopted Monday night
was a resolution for renewal
of the Winona district's participation in Title II benefits of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act providing library resource materials.
Winona has been participating
in the program which finances
purchase of library materials
and an application for participation must be made annually
if a district is to remain in the
program.

SUNIN BROOK OISTJIUWCO, CI«M»Tr,OHI0. BUNDED WHISKEY 8fl PROOF,'8» GRAIN HEUTML SPIRITS.

THE superintendent said that
Gilmore Valley has assigned its
eligibility to the Winona Special
School District; and has asked
that services be provided similar to those how furnished Muv
nesota City and Ridgeway.
The Winona District assigns
the instructor and does the administrative work but there is
no cost to the district since
The porpoise has a brain big
the program is fully financed
ger and in some ways appar
by federal funds.
After approving the agree- ently more complex than man's

THIS YEAR'S committee
members are James Hart and
Dale Larson, chairmen ; and
Larry Gehrke, Daniel Heike,
Norman Hock, Ernest Werlein
and Daniel Brantner , members. V
In addition to the top state
safety award , the chapter has
won several other honors for
1965-66. Tops probably was the
designation as a "gold" chap
ter. Only 61 chapters from
among the more than 10,000 in
the United States received this
rating last year.
Other awards included the
state cooperative leadership
award , state concrete usage
award, Wisconsin Junior Dairyman's sweepstakes championship and a first place judging
team at the Northwest Junior

~~
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A cooperative agreement with
Gilmore Valley School District
2610 to provide supplementary
reading instruction for children
enrolled in the Gilmore Valley
school was approved Monday
night by the Winona Board of
Education,
The program will be financed
by allocations under the federal
Elementary and Secondary
School Act and will be similar
to cooperative programs previously established with the Minnesota City and Ridgeway districts* .
. NELSON, superintendA. 1
ent of schools, explained
¦"
¦ ' ' ¦ to
directors Mon~T
~\
day that prof ,
visions of the
JCnOOl
federal act allow for projD ^_ „J
DOar Q
ects only that
w i l l involve -~—-———J
expenditure of at least $5,000.
A number of school districts,
Nelson rioted, have need for the
benefits of the program but are
not large enough to qualify for
the entitlement.
Such a district, however,
after establishing need, can assign its federal eligibility to a
larger district and participate
in the program cooperatively.

ment with Gilmore Valley the
board approved the appointment of Mrs. Leonard Carlson ,
Winona, to be Instructor on a
part-time basis at the rate of
$5.50 a day.
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FORD COUNTRY-AS CLOSE AS YOUR NEAREST DEALER

WORLD TODAY

Hardwood Nurseries
Could Be Expanded
THE LAKE STATES forest Tr—

provement Committee, meeting In Madison, Wis., recently urged on tbe tree growing agencies of the several states a campaign to increase the quantity and quality
of high value hardwood timber. There is,
it was pointed out, a "growing shortage of
high quality haidwood timber supplies,"
and it's time to do something about it.
Thanks to visionary conservationists
like Richard J. Doner, Minnesota has done
something about it . when the state legislature founded the Minnesota Memorial
Hardwood State Forest, embodying many
hardwood timber tracts in Southeastern
Minnesota.
Under the direction of George Hammet, district foresler; with headquarters at
Lake City, the purchase and development
of this forest in the bluff area of the river
counties has been progressing slowly with
county foresters active.
HOWEVER, ALL thote foresters ere
producers of the conifer age. More pine
trees are their goal, as well as that of the
state forest nurseries. Only a very limited number of hardwood plantings are
available — production of these valuable
trees is slow.
This fall, to speed Up this work , Forester Hammer secured 500 bushels of walnuts, some picked locally, and planted
them at a state tree nursery. A year from
nest spring these seedlings can be transplanted to suitable Memorial Forest acreage. Hammer hopes also to be able to obtaij more hardwood seeding! in his annual
allotment for the Memorial ForestProbably due to the shortage of foresters, the Memorial Forest is understaffed,
flight now, Hammer has openings for four
foresters. Acreage purchased is only 12,090' acres of 200,000 acres designated for
purchase by legislation. There are ample
funds available to add many more acres
now, if appraisals and surveys were completed.
OF COURSE, any forest proarem is a
long-term undertaking. A tree. is not grown
In a year, but likewise, trees — good hardwood trees -- are worth^
Now, as the Lake States Forest Tree
Improvement Committee aays, that Minnesota has a hardwood forest started, it is
time something is done to make ample
hardwood seedlings available to plant in the
forest's areas suitable for increasing hardwood production.
ARIA; LEGISLATORS might consider
expansion of hardwood nurseries a part of
their work at the 1967 session of the Minnesota legislature.

Safety: Council Will
Seek Major Changes
MAJOR CHANGES in Mtnimota traffic safety laws to impose heavier penalties for tratffic law violations, increasing
the state highwiy patrol and requiring periodic eyesight and traffic law knowledge
examination of motorists will be sought in
the 1967 Legislature by the Minnesota
Safety Council.
Its program, approved by the board of
directors, was made public by M. J. Calvin Sr. of St. Paul , president.
Proposals include:
L Reducing the allowable alcohol content of a motorist's blood from 0.15 to 0.10
percent in determining presumptive intoxication.
2. Using blood, urine, saliva and breath
tests in checking for intoxication.
5. Conformity of the state "implied consent" law with the American Bar Association and uniform vehicle code which would
permit municipalities to apply it and permitting trial of drivers charged in their
home counties instead of in counties where
the offense occurred.
4. Increase the state highway patrol from its present strength of 878 to 746
within the next five years , beginning with
115 additional patrolmen in each of the
next two years and adding 4« each year
for the next three.
. Requiring motorists to undergo eyesight examination and test of knowledge of
stale traffic laws when applying for drivers' license renewals.
A SIXTH PROPOSA L for atiffar pana) ties for traffic law violations is being
prepared lor later submission by the council's legislative study committee.
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No Progress
Toward Peace

Inv

'Yes Thanks; I'm C«m%table — But I'd Feel Better if I
Coiild Move to Another Room!'

By JAMES MARLQW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP ) — The Manila peaca
conference looks like ancient history now.
As a result of it, peace is no nearer and, so
far as can be seen, it won't be. It Just . looka
like one of those things.
And now, less than a month after the conference, hardly a word is heard about it.
The Communists of North Viet Nam and
China have ridiculed all American peace
proposals as double-talk , including the one at
Manila. \
U. S. talk of peace down through the months,
and Dow the years, has been repeatedly
Vague, which Is. understandable. By being
less than absolutely precise, the United States
leaves itself room for maneuver if peace
talks start.
THIS WAS REPEATED In tbe October communique put out at Manila by President Johnson and the six men who met with him there,
the leaders of Asian and Pacific nations who
are involved on the American side in Viet
Nam.
Since the United States has not won the war,
it is not in a position to impose peace terms,
unmistakably clear. It can only suggest some,
If it could impose terms, there would be no
need for vagueness.
So: far the United States has been simply
trying to get North Viet Nam started in discussing peace. The settlement would have to
come out of..the talks.
At Manila the seven agreed the allied forces
In South Viet Nam would be withdrawn "as
the other side withdraws its forces to the
north, ceases infiltration , and the level of
violence subsides.
•'THOSE FORCES WILL be withdrawn as
soon as possible and not later than six months
after the above conditions have been fulfilled."
The communique didn't say whether the
North Vietnamese — and — the Viet Cong
would have to withdraw to the north. It said
the other side would have to cease "infiltraT
tion" without explaining whether this meant
the North Viet Nam:— arid — the Viet Cong.
And it said allied forces would be withdrawn only when violence subsided, without
saying whether violence by. North Viet Nam
or the Viet Cong or both.
BUT THE IMPLICATION seemed plain
enough: that the allies would not pull out
until the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong
stopped molesting South Viet Nam.
And the communique was vague on who
would decide when violence subsided. Obviously only the allies would decide and that gave
then a lot of time and a big loophole on just
when they thought violence had subsided
enough to get their forces out.
The allies would hardly leave it up to the
North Vietnamese or the. Viet Cong to tell
them when violence had^subsided;

IN YtARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago .y. . 1956

Miss Patrice Munsel, Metropolitan Opera
star and wife of former Winonan , Robert SchUler, will sing on the new Walter. Winchell . TV
show. Mr. and Mrs. Sehuler and their children
just returned to New York City from the West
Coast where they spent the summer. /
A warehouse on West 5th Street has been
converted into a modern business building. Now
open for business is Doerer 's Genuine Parts, a
new automotive, truck and farm implement
wholesaling firm that will serve a wide ' area
'
around Winona.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1941

The recently organized Credit Bureau , Inc.,
will move into the building at 117 Center St.
The agency, which is expanding its services,
will occupy the entire second floor of the building. ' ' .
A reception for the Rev. and Mrs. Robert
Benedict was attended by over 60 persons at
the First Baptist Church . He is the new pastor here.

F ifty Years Ago . . . 1916

Dairymen decided on a uniform eight cents
a quart rate for milk consumers. This is an
advance of four cents on a gallon.
Merie Jewell, physical director of the Normal Elementary School, is drawing up a basketball and volleyball schedule for the city
school Athletic Federation to whom it : will be
submitt ed for revision and approval .

Seventy-Five Years A go

... 1891

R. G. Stern of Cleveland , who came to Winona to attend the opening of The Model , left
for home.
Mrs. J. E. Woodford of Minneapois spent
the day in Winona visiting her father , Mr. A.
Langdom.

One Hundred Years Ago ... 1866
The fashion and style of Winona have warranted the opening of a new millinery store.
lt is located on Main Street.

Try and Stop Me
\

__ By BENNETT CERF

American booksellers, anxious to make
a hit with their customers , might borrow a
gimmick from Maxwell's well-patronized
bookshop in Oxford , England. Mr. Maxwell
offers what he advertises as the "blue
flag" treatment. A customer who wishes to
browse undisturbed may have, for the asking, a blue flag, which he may carry about
or tuck into his hat band as he wanders
about examining books. Seeing the flag,
Maxwell clerks will keep their distance unless actually summoned by the customer.
rA Mr, Campbell , Brentwood , Calif.,
bookseller , commented , "Blue flags may
all be very fine in England , but what we
need Is a red flag for browsers who devour
our girlie magazines from cover to cover
and then walk off without buying so much
as a rubber band. When our clerks see the
red flag Ihey would boot these free-loaders
out into the UCLA disposal plant. "

I acknowledged my sin unto thee, and mine
Iniquity have I not bid. I said, 1 will confess
my transgressions unto the Urd : and thou
Tuesday, November 15, 1866 forgavcat tlie Iniquity of my ¦In.-Psalm 32:8.

WASHINGTON CALLING

R§al Victory
¦
Sought in 68

By MARQUIS CHILDS
WASHINGTON — 'Twis a famous victory but why It
happened hardly a Republican can tell in the cold light of
day with the battle flags coming down. That is the puzzle this
party must solve if 1966 is to he the beginning of a march to
.
a real victory in 1968.
.^
The realists who do not delude themselves with easy
rhetoric know that the triumph was the result of a series of
happenstances. It followed
the landslide of 1064 sweep- To Your Good Health
ing in Democrats in so many
normally Repuhlicw districts. To a greater extent
than almost anyone had anticipated Americans voted their
discontents;
They may not have known
what they wanted but they
knew in large numbers what
they didn't want. The Republicans must prepare in the
By J. G. MOLNER, M.D.
short spaa of a year and a
half to show that they have
In my mail comes a letsome answers and that they
ter from a grandmother,
are not just the agin party.
worrying about a baby
This is a large order, for it
grandson, "who is eight
was abundantly plain in the
campaign mercifully ending
months old and has never
on Nov. 8 that they had failed
had any shots of any ,
to mount a national attack.
kind or even a visit to
While it may have been ina doctor. He has bad 1 a
evitable hi an off-year election no national voice spoke
cold ever since he was
the aims and aspirations of
about a month old. Every
one of the two great political
time I ask why they don't
parties.:
take the baby to a doctor,
THE PARTY sutlers from
his mother says he . has a
a kind of war-lordism. <As in
cold so he can't get a shot
pre-Mab China* there are
anyway. I am worried.—
reigning lords exercising .
s.R^;. - . .:>;> ¦
their authority over limited
territories and prescribing
By eight months, a baby:
their own individual ideolo- should be well oh his way
gies. To date they have to full protection against the
shown no signs of composing D-P-T diseases — diphtheria,
their differences. What the pertussis (whooping cough)
country will want to know is and tetanus (lockjaw). And,
whether one commanding fig- of course, polio and the newure can give a unified lead.
est of the general vaccines .
There are candidates for
that role. Richard M. Nixon
There are times when inis the most obvious, and he oculations may be postponhas been working hard to give ed because a child has a :
himself the right look as the cold Or rash, but that doesn't
new, new, new Nitfon. No po- mean that inoculations muslitical divining rod is neces- n't be given then. The risk
sary to sense bis tactic in the involved in the diseases is
months ahead. He will offer
so vastly greater than the
himself as the acceptable ¦. possible discomforts of the
compromise between the con- shots, that immunizations
servative war lords and the should be given. Brief poist^
moderate - progressive war ponement is one thing; leavlords
ing a baby without any piroBut to many in his own tection is another.
party Nixbn is a souffle that
After all, the greatest share
has fallen twice before. And of oiir increased life expecthe election returns in Michi- tancy has come from reducgan have put forward a hew ing infant mortality, and vacman with a demonstrable cination has played the jjreat
vote - getting appeal. Gov'. role in that. , : / . -; . V' -vS :
George Romney won re-elecA further: thought about
tion to a third term with a your grandson>that "cold"
000
by
unoffimajority of 536,
may
not
be
a
cold
at all, but
cial count. Equally significant
is that his hand-picked Sena- ,'¦•' allergy, and if it is ^erfcas
an excuse for skipping vactor, Robert Griffin, rolled up cinations,
what is there to
a lead of more than 250,000
look
forward
to? Eventafllly
G;
Mennen
Williams
over
an adult who has no immuniwho was for so long the
zation at all?
Democratic champ.

Baby

Needs
Shots

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Kerr 'S^^^di^^^^rud
Umy erstfyw

By DREW PEARSON
LOS ANGELES - Things
are moving fast in the upcoming Reagan administration for California.
Watch for President Clark
Kerr^ one of the outstanding
educators of the nation, to
resign or be fired as president
of the University Of California. Reagan expects to appoint John McCcne, former
CIA " chief, to investigate the
University. There have aiready been three investigations of student activities, but
Reagan wants another.
This will touch off a wholesale exodus of Berkeley professors. Tod many other colleges are eager to snap them
"PWatch for John Wayne , star
of "Stagecoach, " "Reap the
Wild Wind," "The Lady
Takes a Chance ," "Tall in
the Saddle, " "Wake the Red
Witch," " B l o o d Alley ,"
"Wings of Eagles, " "North to
Alaska," and many other
westerns, to run for the U.S.
Senate against incumbent
Senator Tom Kuchel , now Republican whip.
Of if Wayne doesn't want
to desert Hollywood , the nod
may go to Chuck Connor, exball player and star of "Rifl eman."
Also watch for Reagan 's
appointment of Mayor Sam
"Yorty of Los Angeles to replace Sen. George Murphy,
the ex-actor who is- expected
to retire for reasons of health.
YORTY, an alleged Democrat , who supported Nixon
against Kennedy in 1960 and
Nixon against Brown for governor in 1962, hustled back
from Mexico one day before
the elections to clinch his support for Reagan.
He had already turned over
his fires to Reagan, and his
staff went down the line for
Reagan. On election night
Yorty appeared at the Cocorut Grove victory breakfast
with Reagan where the Reaganites gave him a grateful
ovation.
Unnoted in the headlines of
the Ronald Reagan-Pat Brown
race was the defeat of some
of California's most dedicated
legislators. Here are some top
crusaders for the public who
won't be in Sacramento anymore:
Assemblyman Jack Casey
of Kern County, who pushed
the passage of California's
medicare bill.
SEN. FRED Farr of Carmel, who fought the big lumber companies and battled
against the billboards.
Sen. Jim Cobey of Merced,
who fought the utilities on
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water and public power .
Assemblyman John Williamson of Kern County, who battled for beaches and parks.
Sen. Eugene Nexbit of San
Bernwdino, who fought for
the pubEc interest generally.
Sen. Al Weingand of Santa
Barbara, who fought for birth
control and aroused such bitter animosity that during one
birth control battle he got a
letter from a constituent saying,"! wish your mother had
taken one of those pills."
Sen. Virgil' b'Sullivan of
Colusa County, who fought the
oil companies and succeeded
in reserving the revenue from
offshore oiT for California education. O'Sullivan wears an
old coat, has eight children,
spends his time fighting the
oil lobbyists. After he was
defeated, he telephoned Gov.
Pat Brown, also defeated:
"We got the tidelands oil bill
on the statute books," he said.
"We may be out, but 1hey
can't turn the Taw back. "
LAST WEEK'S election
high-lighted the melting pot
that is America. Three Rockefellers, scions of one of the
wealthiest famines in the
world, were elected in three
different states , two as Republican governors of New
York and Arkansas, one,
John D. Rockefeller IV , as
Democratic state senator in

West Virginia . . . In the saime
election Louis Kruger, son of
a Jewish taxi driver , ran for
the N.Y. Assembly in the 66th
"silk stocking" district on the
East River. He got 12,000
votes but lost .• ' . .. . . The sons
of three famous men — Bob
Taft successfully ran for
Congress in Ohio; FDR, Jr.
lost for governor in New
York; Adlai Stevenson Jr.
won the attorney generalship
in Illinois . . . Out in Nevada,
Woodrow Wilson was elected
to the assembly, unlike the
late President Wilson, this
Woodrow Wilson is a Republican and a Negro.
Three Greeks ewere elected
in diverse parts of the U.S.A.
Peter Kyros was elected to
Congress in Maine, and Nick
Galifanakis was elected in
North Carolina — both Democrats. Spire* Agnew , Republican, was elected governor of
Maryland, defeating an Irishman and a Jew . . . The son
of a Basque sheepherder, Paul
Laxalt, was elected governor
of Nevada , . . Two women
won triumphantly in opposite
portions of the eastern seaboard; Lurleen Wallace, Democrat, got 67 percent of the
votes for governor of Alabama, while Sen . Margaret
Chase Smith, Republican, got
69 percent for re-election in
Maine.

JJuL $Vrf &

D e a r Dr. M o l n e r :
OBSERVERS at Romiley's
Would
there be any harm
first press conference on the
in using toothpaste to
day 'after the election felt that
clean the teeth of my
his triumph had given him re- /
14-month-old daughter?
.
newed confidence. He talked
Would
it
be
too
strong
as
issues
such
state
about
taxes and air and water pol- ' ' for her, or for her¦¦¦¦teeth?
¦¦
lution, but quickly these were . - MRS. M. C. ' . , • . . ' .;.
translated into national isNo, no harm to teeth :or
sues. Understandably, he to the child,
and you are esturned aside the big question
tablishing
a
useful hahUof whether he will be a canAnyway, you need only i a
didate for president in '68. .
little bit of toothpaste.
It is too early for that and
If I'm wrong in this aninsure
done
to
much must be
swer
— but I don't think so
proper timing and the proper — I'll promptly hear from
setting. But Romney cannot
dentists, and will tell you
wait too long. For the conservative war lords in his own what they say.
A little smitch of toothstate as well as around the
country are lining up their paste, if swallowed, won't do
any harm, and won't harm
forces to block the man who
the
teeth.
successfully evaded the Goldwater curse two years ago to
Dear Dr. Molner: Is it
win his second term as govtrue that parsley and garernor.
lic pills are good for
conservatives
Republican
controlling high blood
"
in Michigan have never forpressure? — P. G.
given him. Last spring they
got together to raise money
No, in spite of all the old
for Ronald Reagan's primary tales.
campaign In California. One
of the signers of the appeal erate-progresslves In the parwas Arthur Summerfield, ty have appeared hesitant and
Postmaster General in the uncertain. Events leading up
Eisenhower a d m i n i s- to the Goldwater nomination
tration and a leading money were for the moderates a disraiser for the party. Whether aster. The election in the govthese same conservatives con- ernorship victories greatly
tributed to Reagan's fall cam- strengthened their hand. to
They have a chance
paign is not known.
prove what they can do. An
SHREWD TACTICS dictate early opportunity will be tho
that they move quickly to conference of Republican
offset Romney'a candidacy. governors in Colorado Springs
They could do this in Rom- on Doc. fl. Uniting behind
ney's own state by declaring Romney at that meeting they
for either Nixon or Reagan. would be off to a meaningful
And this would play directly start. The old jealous, fuminto Nixon's hands. Since bling war-lordism will give '
Barry Goldwater has at least the game away by default.
twice declared Nixon acceptable as the '68 candidate he
already has a leg up.
Again and again in the past
two and a half years the mod1

"Oh , dear , I was hoping you 'd go with pastel colored
zinnias better than you do. "

By Park«r and Hart
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Tuy Hoa Opens
45 Days Ahead
^ Schedule

I

DENNIS THE MENACE

TUY HOA, South Viet Nam
(AP)-This $50-million U.S. Air
Force base began combat operations today 45 days ahead of
schedule.
Gen. Hunter Harris, commander of the U.S. Air force in
: the Pacific, said the new base
will permit quicker air strikes
in support of ground operations
in the midsection of South Viet
. " Nam.' : '
Lt. Gen. William M. Momyer,
chief of the 7th Air Force, said
Tuy Hoa will "play a role in our
Increased flexibility in dose
Bttpport of ground forces" in the
2nd and 3rd Corps areas, which
have seen some of the hardest
fighting in the war.
Harris Momyer and other Air ¦'
:
Force and Vietnamese officials . ;*Tw!Mi>isf i»ifr :;sR^^..N^»rt;^64 KNOW/
witnessed the landing of the
first F10O Super Sabre Jet fighter-bombers on the 3,470-foot Lewiston Jaycees
runway.
A 10,000-foot runway—capable Honor Bartleson
of handling the nation's heaviest
bombers-rwill be completed by LEWISTON, Minn..'(Special)-:
May along with the rest of the Curtis Bartleson, 26, has been
base. :
named Jaycee of the month for
Leading his squadron ih was November by the Lewiston area
Lt. Col. Alan Wockerfuss of
Webster, S.D. He has been in organization.
Bus driver and custodian at
Viet Nam for seven months.
the Altura school, he was
Wockerfuss and the 18 planes chairman of the Jaycees gun Formal authorization for an
of the 308th Tactical Fighter
advertisement for bids in the
Squadron were fresh from program, active in the speak-up sale of $200,000 in bonds to help
strikes against the Viet Cong in program, and has attended all finance th e Winona pubfio
a number of sectors, including meetings. He and his wife have school's current $6 million exthe battie of Tay Nihil Province. three children.
pansion project was voted MonThe bj ise still is little more Lewiston Area Jaycees won day night by the Board of Edthan an air strip amid wide ex- the regional touch football ucation.
panses of brown sand along the championship at Lanesboro by
shore of the South China Sea, defeating the St. Charles and The bonds for which bids will
he opened Nov. 22 are tbe resome 235 miles northeast of Sai- Vrinona teams.
maining unissued portion Of a
' •' . ¦' .
gon. ,.
$5.98 million school bond issue
The Air Force garrison arid
approved by the city at a 1965
the civilian construction men TO LEAVE GALESVILLE
live in tents or trailers. There GALESVILLE, Wis; (Special) referendum election.
are great piles of building ma- — Mrs. Frapk M. Smith; who THE $200,006 had been withterials, and equipment in the sold her home in Galesville, held from the original sale with
area. Foundations for perma- will be a resident of the Mor- the thought that the full amount
nent buildings are taking shape. row Home, Sparta.
, of the authorized issue might
not be needed for construction
of the new _ ______________
Senior H i g h C-L
l
^^
School a n d OCHOOI
_
a building to
.

School Bond
Bids Asked
For NoV. 22
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Wabasha Cotuity Association
for Retarded Children at the
armory here Dec. 4.
Gifts will be presented to the
children and entertainment will
be furnisehd by the Wabasha
Girl Scouts. After the luncheon
a short business meeting will
be held.
It was also decided, at a recent meeting of the association
at Millville, to prepare Christmas boxes for the children at
the Faribault institution. Containers will be placed in various business establishments
throughout the county the week
after Thanksgiving, so that the
people of__ the county may donate toys or other gifts.
Mrs. Quenton Lynch, a teacher of a trainable class at Kellogg, spoke on the challenges
of niental retardation at the
meeting. She pointed out that
there are more than a million
retarded children and adults in
the United States and there is
a great need for qualified
teachers for them.
' ¦
¦¦ '
¦¦

.

¦•

Wabasha Farm Class
WABASHA, Minn . — The Wabasha adult fanners class: will
meet Wednesday at 8 p.m. : at
the high school. James Dose,
county ASGS office manager,
will discuss 1967 federal farming programs. All area farmers
have been invited. Lunch will
be served by Wabasha FFA
members. John Loehler and
Joseph SchuTtz are chairmen of
the lunch.

LEWISTON, Minn. — The
Bev. Walter Meyer, pastor of
United Church of Christ here;
St. John's United Church of
Christ, St. Charles, and St
Paul's United Church of Christ,
Theilman , submitted his resignation Sunday, effective Dec.
27-^' :::;

He has accepted a call to St.
Luke's Church, Wellington, Mo.,
just outside of Kansas City;
WHILE IN Lewiston for more
than 10 years, Rev. Meyer has
rebuilt the church, constructed
a new education and meeting
facility in the basement and
improved the parsonage. He
has served as president of the
Lewiston PTA
and tbe district
O r g a n it ation and was
Winona County
Mental Health
«'B e l l r i n g er Chairman"
in 1962.
He organized
and led the
Christian Rural
Overseas corn
i n g a t h e r- Rev. Meyer
ing program fOr the relief of
the hungry. He helped organize
the Lewiston Lions Club, served as an officer; is director of
the Minnesota Lions eye bank,
collecting corneas: for the blind,
and is on the district 5 lions
board. During the 1965 flood,
Rev. Meyer manned a Red
Cross truck, serving food to the
dike workers.
In his church . Rev. Meyer

The City Planning Commission will meet Thursday at 7:30
p.m. at City Hall with only one
item on its agenda.
Commissioners will review a
preliminary subdivision plan for
newly rezoned residential land
south of Westgate Shopping Center. The proposed, plat consists
of about
26 lots on a shelf of
1
land carved out of the bluff side
between Terry Lane and Clark's
Lane.
WEAVER GIVES $1«
WEAVER, Minn. (Special) —
Miss Eleanor Johnson, chairman of the Red Stocking drive
in this area, and: her assistant,
Mrs. Eugene Lamey, rural Kellogg, report receipts of $16.60.
was counselor at camps and
conferences for youths and
spoke at 4-H and other meetings. He has been an officer of
the Winona Area Ministerial Association, sharing in the concerns for radio and hospital
ministry to the convalescent
and retirement homes.
A CONSTANT visitor at Winona, Rochester, Wabasha and
Lake City hospitals, he has ministered to a wide area of persons of all faiths. Hia concern
for town and country church
life and its future led to the
conference Thursday at St.
Rose of Lima Hall here.
His wife, Louise; a native of
Boonville, Mo., is a teacher in
the Sunday school and is a
nurse at Community Memorial
Hospital, Winona, a few days
each week.
Their children, Dons, Donald
and Beverly, are all teaching
in California. Doris is a graduate of the University of Minnesota and Donald and Beverly, Winona State College.

Clinic Nov. 22
On Shoplifting

A ^'shoplifting cBnic" will be
held Nov. 22 at 7:30 a .m. in
the Hotel Winona Gold Room.
The clinic, which will be an
attempt to help merchants curb
the. shoplifting menace before
Christmas, was originated by
the Retail Board, a group of
merchants representing each
retaif area of the city.
The guest speaker for the evening . will be a top security
officer from a large corporation. He will speak on the various aspects of shoplifting and
an instructional movie will be
shown.
Retail Board representatives
are: James Brown, Louis Kober
and Mrs. Lucille Ehmcke from
the downtown council; Stanley
Meyer and Russell Matar from
Miracle Mall r James Hogue
from Westgate and William
Doerer from West 5th Street.
The St. Paul Chamber of
Commerce will release a fourpage report on shoplifting to all
retail firms prior to the clinic.
•
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Mabel-Canton High
Releases Honor Roll
MABELrCANTON, Minn. —
Attaining the A honor roll at
Mabel:Canton High School during the first quarter were the
following:

Grade Jl—Lynn ftrerww, Peg_y Dohiv
mann, JoAnne Hosting, Merllee Martin, Bonnie Minnie. Susan Ruehmann,
Jane Spande end Cynthia Flak, Gra<J»
10—Ronald Welper. Grada •—Brian Aberg, Diana Bergay; ... Sharon Cuterrofi,
Susy Lowa, Oebra Martin and Marcla
Ward.
.
Grada S—Connie Elken, Susan Hafltvedt, Irmgard Hclri,- William Herzog,

Elba Treasurer
Contest Develops
ELBA, Minn, (Special) —
Three new officers are likely in
the village of Elba next year
as a result of the filings for the
Dec. 6 election.
Two fired for treasurer succeeding Peter Kronebusch,- who
resigned because of ill health.
Grace Tschumper and Harry
Haack will be on the ticket.
Leon Selk filed for clerk to
succeed Alois J. MuelTer, who
no longer seeks the position.
Bernard Kirch filed for councilman succeeding Fred Dorman , who isn't seeking the position again.
Polls will be open from noon
to 8 p.m.
Julia Millar, Care) Myhrev Nancy RuetV
mann, Paul Street and Jackie Williams.
Grada 7—Mary Houskar and Otbblt)
Paulson.

_^3
MOBIL
HEATING OIL
Burns Cleaner
and Hotter

JOSWICK'S FUEL
& OIL
901 East Sanborn'. St."
Phon« 338»

Wher« you get mora htoi
at lower cost.

Board

nona A r e a'U———__—__.
V.o .c a t i onal-Technical School.
With both projects now in
progress the board finds that
the full amount will be needed
to meet the costs of the two
jobs.'' - "
The new issue will be retired over a 20-year period.
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Planners to Meet
Thursday Night

Lewiston Pastor
Resigns; Takes
WABASHA, Minn.—A Christmas party will be held for Missouri Parish
members and families of the

Wabasha County
ARC Plans Party
For Retarded,

Jl ¦

THE EMPLOYMENT of an
instructor for a course to be
offered in the vocational-technical school was approved Monday by the board,
William Larson was hired for
a course in auto body repair
which will begia Dec. 5 under
provisions of the federal Manpower Development and Trying Act.
Larson, who previously bad
taught another similar course,
will be paid $181 a week.
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A contract for furnishing and
installing a pump for the deep
well drilled on the site of the
new Senior High School to furnish water for the school's heat
exchange system was awarded
by the Board of Education
Monday night to Bergerson-Cas'
well, Inc.,. Minn e t o n k a, I
Minn., on Its School
, ,,w»
bid of $20,916. * **
Bergers o n D^-- J
CasweU's was . POara
the low b i d
among five received at the bid
opening. Completion date for
the installation designated as
120 calendar days.
Other proposals were received from McCarthy Well Co.,
Minneapolis, $22,777; LayneMinnesota, Minneapolis , $23.879; Keys Well Drilling Co,,
St. Paul, $22,490, and Thefo
Well Co., Clara City, Minn.,
$24,000.
Acceptance of the low bid
was made by the board on the
recommendation of the school
architects, Eckert & Carlson,
Winona.
Payrolls approved were for:
Hotnebound Instructors , $1,299; substitute teachers, $890;
evening s c h o o l instrdction ,
$563; work-study program , $343;
miscellaneous Instruction , clerical, custodial and other scrvlc
es, $1,921; cnletcria workers,
Madison School , $111; Jefferson ,
$I9C; Wncoln , $88; Central Elementary, $69; Washington - Kosciusko, $54, and Senior High
School , $140; cafeteria helpers,
$511; substitute secretaries and
custodial helpers , $256.
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ESTRILU ACRILAH*

GLENVIEW WOOL

Classic beaut//, natural Man-made fiber offers the
resilience in o random- soft warmth <md beauty of
sheared cut-and-loop pile. ' wool in easy-dean aeryIk fiber. Ohoose from 3
Sheds soil — jfays newlooking for years. 7 solid patterns, 16 colors includcolors,4 tweedy mixtures, ing soil-matlungtweeds.

DYNASTY NYLON Ml*

DuPont continuous filament
nylon —• unsurpassed for
long wear,clear color,and
easy care. Tri-level ran*
dom sheared loop or rich
tweed patterns; 10 colors.
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WESTERN MOTOR SALES, 225 W. 3rd St.

j

Overtime payrolls were approved tor custodians, $711,
and cooks, $9.

CUBS AT TREMI'EALEAU
TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Special) — Cub Scout Pack 101 of
Trempealeau Is ono of four
packs in the district to receivo
the national summertime pack
award for its summer program.
The cubs are sponsored by tho
Federated Church,
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Fea«t your eyes on the new Magic Chef Rang*.
You'll love the feature! that mak. cooking
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Thli beaut, 'ul earthenware lervlng platter , featuring embossed
turkey design in full , natural color on eggshell background ii
WxW oval shape, -And wilh it you get a beautful turkey
to aerva on It.
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Women Bake
1,500 Cookies
For Servicemen

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — American Legion Auxilijtry held a Bake On of cookie* for Thanksgiving for the
boys in service oversew, Sat?
qrday, at which 1,500 cookies
were baited and packed by
eight members and one nonmember. Four other Altura
women contributed cookies,
cash, and ingredients.
The cookies were mailed to
all boys of tbe St. Charles area
whose addresses were known.
There were 16 soldiers who are
in Viet Nam , 2 }n Korea and 1
in Guam. Enclosed in each
pacjcage was a written prayer
for each soldier's safeiy and
happy return.

Dohh Burleigh
To Appear in
Play Production
Donn Burleigh, 168Q Gilmore
Ave., is among 23 students
named to the cast of Luigi Pirandello's "Six Characters in
Search of an Author," the first
maj or theater production of the
school year at Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis,
Under the direction of F.
Theodore Cloak, the play will
be presented at 8 p.m. at the
college Music-Drama Center on
Nov: 16-19.
Burleigh , who has received
high honorswiecognition, is affiliated with 'the Phi Kappa Tau
social fraternity. He has participated in the crew work of two
past Lawrence Theater group
productions.
_..___., :....«-._

:.:.:.:

Mary Ellringer ,
David Fredricksen
Exchange Vows

Erick Hawkins Dance Group
To Perform at St. Ma ry 's

A high degree qf variety and Critics have recognized that
contrast *rfr evident in the pro- in Erick Hawkins and his comgram that Erick Hawkini will pany, there is a new kind oi
present here with his advflDt- American dance of a different
guard dance company at 7:30 leadership, a vision of new
tonight in the St. Mary 'i Col- American dance.
lege gymnasium.
As a part of the St. Mary's
College convocation aeries, the Arcadia Seniors ta
program will consist of « lec- Give Class Play
ture pn the meaning and techniques of npodern dance along ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) with performances by rqerqbers The senior class of Arcadia
of the group. Th>
¦ event is open High School Will present its
to the public. ;
class play , "Gentlemen Prefer
Erick Hawkins* art is large Blondes," »t 8:15 p.m. Wednesand open and extremely human day in the high school auditn its appeal. It has been des- torium. Miss Carole* Johnson
cribed as "sensuous human- is the director.
ism". Hawkins' theater is noted The cast includes Kathy Koetfor the closeness it establishes ting, Claire Halvorson, Carl
MR, AND MRS. O^RENOT MYTER, Trempealeau,
with the audience. Just as he Kuoe, George Kiehl, Ken MyWi«.,
will celebrate melr golden wedding anniversary with
feels ignoring music is to in- ers, Nancy Sonsalla, Marlys
an
open
house from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday at Mount Calvary
sult
music,
Be
maintains
also
OE8 OFFICERS ;... . . Winona Chapter matronj Mrs. George Falconer, Austin,
Kolstad, Ruth Filla, Ruth Mat- Lutheran Church social room. No invitations have been sent.
that
to
ignore
the
audience
is
chey, Donna Klonecki, Bruce
141 of the Order of the Eastern Star held worthy grand matron; Arnold Ulrich, Roto insult the audience.
Meistad, Daren Sobotta, Gayle
an initiation of officers last night with grand
chester, worthy gr^d pairon, and Herbert
Hu particular form of humor Reedy, Mike Lien, Paul Tyler, DR. MEYER LECTURE
cer in connection with • film
officers in attendance. Local and grand of- Schiadipske, worthy patron . (Dairy News
has
become famous for laying Karen Reedy, Tom Pyka, Gay- INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spe- sponsored by the American
ficers are, from left , Mrs. H. A. Stow, worthy • Photo).
"Hello" to the audience in a lord Metzler, Michele Stevens, cial) — Dr. C. F. Meyer spoke Cancer Socjety. Mrs. Ernest
way that has reminded critics Dennis Berg, Barb Bautch, to the menihers of the Ss. Pe^ Sobotta and Mrs. Cliilprd SoLUTHERAN GUILD
of Chaplin .'¦¦¦' #is love dances Julie Lorch, Jayne Fetting and ter Paul's Women's organi- salla were in charge of the
Weaver Grou ps
zation Thursday evening on can- program committee.
ST. CHJIRLES, ^linn. (Spe- have been considered the great- Nancy Zabinski.
To Ho) d Meet ings
and most moving in the
cial) — Ladies Guild ot the est
modern repertory.
WEAVER, Minn. (Special)Faith Lutheran Church will hold Emotion, Hawkin' style, Is
s
The Woman's Society of Chrisa guest night at 8 p.m. Wednes- an expression of warm , excittian Servicie of the Weaver
Firte
HOUSTON, Minn, (Special) - day. Ginny Ask , the daughter ing, tender, passionate and serMethodist Church will meet at Houston
Collection Of
High School senior of Mr. and Mrs. Wally Ask, who ene humanity antf cpjnes as a
Se® 0ur
^
^vIl^
2 p.m. Thursday at the Social class members will present the speijt the sumnner .in England , kjnd of triumph after the deHall.
two-act comedy, "The Mouse as part of the American Field cades that bogged down AmeriOriginal
can theater with unrelieved
California
The choir will meet at the That Roared," Saturday at 8
Ceramics
church for Th<mksgiving serv- p.m. in the school auditorium; Service program, will speak neurosis, cruelty, violence, and
MJp^^^^tW^- l
ice practice Thursday evening Tickets may be jurchased or re- and exhibit slides of her trie. vulgarity.
Viking Modern & Colonial
which will be at the Weaver served at a small additional
¦Ejfelij§5^^^w
church. The three churches, cost at the Houston Drug Store.
__ __ __
Plainview, Kellogg and Weaver
::
¦
HUNTERS
SERVICE
will be singing as a group in
Bar Glass Wa re /
Van " y ¥ \^--/
9 »wrthro«gh 5 p.m.
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special ) special music.
DR. C. R. KOLLGFSKI
. The pastdrial commission will Living Hope Lutheran Church T ' '
'm 0: : .
:
be meeting at the Plainview the Rev. Harold Aasland, pas- -• DR. MAX £%BOLT ' ; ' *WW&U>
church at .7:30 p.m. Saturday. tor, will have a deer hunters
'
. . '. • Optametritts :
The MYF of the Plainview, service at 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Kellogg and Weaver churches Fred Gardner, game warden,
THIRD AND M AW STS. P HONJ 685Q - 3631
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Sunday will present movies and baked
_n!._E.^_lLJLJ "
' .- .m
ynpj*Taffi¥a|MS|il»«pf
Open Weekdoyi 9 to 9 Sot. 9 to 5
at Weaver. Young people 15 beans and sandwiches will be
years and older are invited.
served. '—-———-———4-i
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Houston Seniors
To Give Two-Act
Political Spoof
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EYOTA, Minn. (Special) Mary Ellringer, daughter of aaaaea___a«a|^|_*e__aeB4»«pea_________B_B»^
JH_ |^t
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Ellringer, and David Predricksen, ion
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fredricksen, were married Oct. 29
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. A. P .
Layne officiated at the cereA i^^ML ESTABLISHED
mony at Holy Redeemer Ca¦
IN 1902
¦ ¦ ¦¦
; : X
'• ' .. W ^ :'W ;
''
J^ ^BJ
tholic Church,
» k\W ' ^V i" - " ->- ' v - - -i :
The bride wore a floor-length
gown of taffeta and lace styled
: ¦ ' ¦ ¦' ' "' ¦
P^ ^^^^ ^^^P VVINONA'S IAROEST
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with long sleeves and a face- ¦
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trimmed watteau train.
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Attendants were Jackie Nigon,
m^m
Eyota, maid of honor , and Beth
Larson, Byron , Mirjii., bridesmaid. William Keller, Rochester, was best man . Wayne Ellringer, brother of the hride
was ringbearer. Robert ERringer, another brother, of the brjde,
Encampment , Wyo., and Jerol
Fredricksen, brother of groom,
Eyota, ushered.
A reception was held in the
church parlors.
Both the bride and groom are
1965 graduates of Dover-Eyota
High School. The couple will
live in Fort Bliss, Tex., where
the groom ig stationed in the
Army.
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BLAIR , Wis. (Speclal)-Miss
Sylvia Dahlby, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. LeRoy Dahlby, became the bride of Terry Saunders, son of Mrs. Rachel Emerson and Rolla Saunders, Black
River Falls, Wis., Saturd ay.
The Rev. H. P. Walker performed the ceremony at the
South Beaver Creek Lutheran
Church , rural Ettrick, Mrj .
Walker was organist and Mrs.
Donald Johnson , soloist ,
THE BWDE wore « noorlength istln gown fashioned
with short sleeves and square
neckline. Her finger-tip illusion
veil was held by a matching
headpiece. She carried a bouquet of white carnations and
pink roses.
Rebecca Simmons, Blair , was
the maid of honor and Mn,
Tom McCormJck, La Crosse,
sister of the groom, bridesmaid.
They were dressed alike in
sleeveless street - length pink
frocks and carried white carnations.
Dennis Nemitz, Menominee ,
Mich ., was beat man and Dennis Saunders, Honey Creek ,
Wis., brother of the groom,
Sroomsman . Thomas Dahlby,
Hair , brother of the bride , and
Mike Wogaloski, Menominee ,
Mich., ushered,
A RECEPTION was held In
the church parlors with the
Mmes. Lyman , Bamboo, Wis. ;
Ronald Saunders , Hixton , Wis, ;
Dennis Saunders, Honey Creek ,
and the Mis.scs Dorothy Dnhlby,
Racine, Wis., and Stephanie
Saunders . Baraboo, nsslsting.
The bride nttended Blnir High
School and the groom attended
Blnck River Falls High School.
The couple wifl make their
homo in Milwaukee where the
Rroom is a mnchlnst nt Harnischfeige r Corporation ,
HOMEMAKKI t CLUB
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) Tlie Mendowlark Ilornemnker
Club will meet on Wednesday
at tho Willie Wlrcdlwnd Room
in the Trempealeau Electric
Co-op building. Because the senior doss play will bo presented
the snme niflht , tho time ol
meeting has been changed until approximatel y 10 p.m.
Mrs. Paul Sylla , delegate to
dect meeting, will give the
on on antiques.
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CST to Host Federal
Institute Next Summer

CANDY STRIPERSTEA ... Attending the
tea held at the CommunityMemorial Hospital
solarium for the youth volunteers are, from

Jeffe rson Students
To Give Two Plays

left, Mrs. D. A. Eitsert, Mrs. Lester Olson,
Lynda Leininger and Kathy Eitsert. (Harriet
3 . Kefley photo)

Hospital Group Awa rds
Girl Service Volunteers

The College of Saint Teresa in theatre, set design, scene
has bees announced as the site construction and lighting.
of a National DefenseEduca- Eligibility requirements are
tion Act English Institute in Ap- a master's degree or its equivplied Theatre Arts for the sum- alent; or a bachelor's degree
mer of ,1967. Mr. John E. Mar- or its equivalent. A minimum
zocco has been named Director qf three years of teaching Engof the Institute which will be- lish in a secondary school sysgin June 19, 1967 and continue tem <wi at least one year of
experience in directing or prothrough July 28, 1967.
The Serious/Comic Theatre, ducing dramatic activities in
Theory, and Technical Proced- the high school is also necesures win be offered at the Col- sary. Participants must be
lege ot Saint Teresa Institute. teaching or preparing to teach
The 1967 Institute will be the in the 1967-1968 academic year
second Institute of this nature and be responsible for directto be held on the Winona cam- ing or producing plays and
pus.
dramatic activities in the 1967Purposeof the Institute is to 1968 yean. , .;
provide high school teachers of
English in grades 9-12 with an A UNIQUE feature of the
opportunity for instruction and NDEA Institute is the, opporoptional participation in thea- tunity of observation of the Witre arts with a semi-profes- nona Summer Theatre on the
sional resident producing com- college campus. Now in its
pany together with accredited third year of operation tbe Wicourses. Selection of partici- nona Summer Theatre is a
pants will
be on a national semi-professional resident-pro¦¦¦
duction company. It is not fibasis. . '.
WORLD FELLOWSHIP WEEK . . . Ennanced by the NDEA grant and tertainers at the Fellowshipprogram presentBOTH tlie academic program is a separate program in thea- ed at the YWCA Monday nigit are Philippine
and the opportunity for observ;
ance of and optional participa- NDEA participants in the girls, from left, JuUta Gonzales, Micaela
tion in the resident production English Institute have the opcompany will enable the par- portunity for observation and I Hardest Adjustment
ticipants to gain an extensive optional participation. The proknowledge of play production, gram of the Winona Summer
both practically, theoretically Theatre is open to interested
and artistically. The program students, teachers, and comwill, include stage direction and munity residents who do not
Composition, costuming, voice ^qualify for the NDEA grants.

Bennett, Zenaida lUsurreccion and Mary
Bennett The girls are all foreign students
attending college
in Winona. (Daily Newt
¦ ¦

¦PhOtO):' ' ¦¦ ¦ :. '

South Africa.
Following the discussion, four
girls from the Philippines performed the ; very tricky TMkling (The Bamboo Dance) with
Zenaida Resurreccion and Micaela (Mickey) Bennett from
the College of St. Teresa dancWhen asked what seemed to med it up, "I've lived here for ing nimbly between two clank,
be the hardest thing to adjust 17 years and I haven't gotten ing bamboo poles; and Mary
Catherine Bennett. (College of
to in the United States, a group used to the weather yet!"
*
of foreign students speaking at Other students participating St. Teresa) and Julita Gonzales
in
for
Carinosa, a
Joining
the YWCA Monday night seem- in the program in conjunction
folk
dance.
The
girls
also.sang
that
it
was
the
ed to agree
with World Fellowship Week at
weather. Amandina Lihamba, the YWCA November 13-19, a melody of songs, with Miss
CCoiiege ot St Teresa) coming were: Alex Pin (College of St. Besurrecckm and her guitar
from the warmth of Tanzania Teresa) • from Mexico City, providing the accompaniment
on the east coast of Africa, Mexico; Julita Gonzales (Wi- The program, to emphasize a
was greeted by a -20° tempera- nona State College) from Ma- desire for world peace and betture when she got off the plane nila, Republic of the Philip- ter understanding among nain Minneapolis. The students, pines; Celine Ma (Winona State tions, was sponsored by the
who answered questions about College) from Taipeh, Taiwan; World Fellowship Committee
their families, their education, Carol Chang (College of St. of the YWCA, with Mrs; David
everyday life in their countries, Teresa) from Hong Kong; and White, Mrs. William Miller,
came mostly from the warmer Beatrice Russo (College of St. Mirs. Lars Granberg, and Mrs.
areas, such as Mexico where Teresa) from Paris, France. LaVerhe Olson in charge.
the range is from 60-80*. But Moderator was Mass Maureen
'. :
;. . ¦
as Molly McGuire, Winona Sen- Van Eeerden, teacher at Winoior High School student repre- na Senior. High School, who was A ball parte favorite, the peasenting the United States, sum- horn and raised in Durban, nut, is not a hut but a legume.

Foreign Students Agree
On Minnesota 's Weather

Two one-act comedieswill be
given at 7:30 pm. Saturday by
Community Memorial Hospital Solarium was the
JeffersonSchool Drama Club in
scene
of a tea honoring the Candy Stripers, the auxilauditorium.
school
the
'The Curiosity Cure,'* by iary's teenaged volunteers, and their mothers oh Sat- 'Not a Cloud . .
Harold Roketh has a cart of urday afternoon.
Pink and white striped carousels and napkins and
nine students: Doug Marston,
Whirte
flowers on a pink cloth cauried out the Candy
Dan Tushner, Scott McLaughStnper
theme at the tea
lin, Fatty Gepser, Sue Block, table. Mrs. L. A Slaggie
Leslie Boerst Lynette Krage, and Mrs. Ruth Reynolds Wabasha Legion
Debby Bnmberg and Diane Lucas were the hostesses. Auxiliary Plans
"Not A Cloud In T^e Sky," hy Josephine LawHorner, Sue Drazkowski fa the This group of young women,
rence,
was reviewed by Mrs. Thomas Cavariaugh MonWABASHA, Minn. — Wabastudent d!irector.
organized in 1965, numbers 40 sha American Legion Auxiliary day afternoon at a meeting of Ruskin Study Club
In tlie cast of "Keep Your girls who have given at total members will meet at 8 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Herbert Bierce.
Thursday in the Legion clubBak Stra_j_fat,'' by Anne Coul- of 2,024 hours of service.
Suggesting what might be the disposition of aged
ter Martens, the following stu- FTVE GIRLS have given rooms.
persons in 1975, under a theoretical National ComMembers are reminded to pulsory Act For the Agdents are taking part: Gordon more than 100 hours each and each
bring two dozen wrapped
LADIES AID
eight
girls
over
50
hours.
The
ing, the review brought MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. Lofqudst Paula Austin, Janet
cookies
to
the
meeting
for
the
Ctuidy Stripers were
State Hospital, Cook- many outbursts of amuse- Lutheran Church Ladies Aid
WoIUn, Debbie Dwyer, Charles thirteen
presented with the offi- Rochester.
project
from Mrs. Cavan- members will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Hansen, Sandy Brows, Vickie each
ie
Jar
American Hospital Asso- A prograon will be given and ment
Dalenbergand George Schumin- cial
augh's
audience, along Thursday in the church baseciation teenage volunteer pin cards will be played at the
ski. Karen Erickson is the stu- in
with serious contemplation of ment.
recognition
of
their
services.
Close of the business meeting. the disadvantages that ensue
dent director.
T. H. Underdahl, presi- Lunch will be served.
Earl Schreiber and James MTs.
when there is too much re¦
women's auxiliary,
Martens are toe faculty¦ ¦advi- dent of thepresentation.
gimentation and control of
made the
' .'. "'
sers. . '
those over 65,
Legion
Group
In a talk to the group Mrs.
Throughout the took, a voice,
REWING CIRCLE
Slaggie, volunteer service To Hold Meeting
sensible and indignant, is
The Sewing Circle of St. Mar- chairman, remindedthe young
tin's Lutheran Church will ladies that they represent a TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) - speaking against the tendency
meet 7:30 p.n_. Wednesday in pubUc relations media in the Hixton - Taylor American Le- to consider individuals in
the church social rooms. The community.
gion auxiliary will meet at 8 groups or under labels.
Rev. Merlin Wegener will have Their funtcion is to supple- p.m. Monday at the Legion hall. THE PI»BLEMS___«L the.
the devotions. Mrs. Arttnir ment the servicesof the hospi- . ..fflxtco ^-Ta^or-American-Le' cSi_rac^H
,"Harper and Drusil\iw/
j l AND COMPANY
FOi_ghoeft-^*-~MrB^
_F* **^1ST ^Tl
tal personnel
, thereby releas- gion and Auxiliary held its an- la Brownell, unwilling resiSmith will be hostesses.
ing them for the more techni- nual Veterans Day supper at dents at "Tranquil Acres," a
cal duties and ministrationsto the Cherokee Club at Black retirement community, axe
HEBRON SOCIETY
River . Palls, Wis., Friday eve- humorously narrated by DruALTURA, Minn. (Special) - the patients. At tbe present ning.
stlla. Bland diets, innoucuous
The Hebron Moravian Mission- time, they are helping in the
pastimes, ramps, instead of
ary Society will meet at 8 p.m. Pink Lady Gift Shop, the Cof- CHURCH SKIT
Thursday in the social rooms of fee Shop, on tie Flower Cart TREMPE-^LEAtJ, Wis. (Spe- stairs, and curfews are only
the church. Follorwingdevotions, and at the Hostessand Infor- cial)—The Women's Society of part of the hypothetical housthere will be Bible .Study and mation Desk.
Trempealeau F e d * r a t e d ing settlement which 65-yearelection of officers. All women Those who have already Church, evening group, will olda are legally compelled to
of the congregation are invited earned their srvice award pins meet Thursday for a program accept as they retire from acto attend
are — Nancy Ames, Lori Bam- to be presented by women of tive life/
benek, Cherie Biltgen, Kathy Bethel Lutheran Church, La Miss Lawrence, whose first
MORNING CIRCLE
Nancy Fouman, Bren- Crosse. A skit, "Women of the novel, "Years Axe So Long,"
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spe- Eitsert,
Carol Korda, Bible," will be given for mem- was a book-of-the-month selecda
Jungerberg,
cial) —. The Morning Circle of Nancy Olson, Linda
bers and' their guests. The skit tion, has been a newspaper wothe Methodist Church will meet P a t t i e Sizemore, CPearson,
has been presented in several
h
e
r
i
e
at 9 a.m. Thursday at the Squires, Barb Voss and Penny church groups of the city and man for the Newark Evening
News since 1946. Her ironic
church. There will be a nur- Weimer.
area.
treatment
of the problems of
'
'
sery- ;•
retirement is done with warmth and compassion according
SENIOR CITIZENS MEET
Senior C i t i z e n
groups,
to Mrs. Cavanaugh.
"Friendship Four" and "GoldTHE NEXT meeting date
en Years" will meet at 2 p.m.
for jjtuskin Club was changed
Friday at Lake Park Lodge.
to Dec. 19 and will be at the
The Rev. Russell Dacken, First
home of Mrs. Richard CalenBaptist Church pastor, will
show pictures of his trip to Portia Club members meet- mally wasted, find their way der for the traditional Yuleing Monday at the home of into soups, sauces dips, sand- tide tea.
the Holy Land,
Mrs. S. O. Hughes heard a talk wich spreads ana beverages. Mrs. J. Milton Dahm, presiLANESBORO BROWNIES
oo "New Trends in Blender These foods can be prepared dent, was in charge of the
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special) Cooking," by Mrs. Kay Goergen, in a minimum of time and are meeting. Mrs. Robert Selover
economical. Baby foods can also presided at the tea table.
—Miss Frances Williams, a NSP home economist.
member of the Lanesboro Pub. Mrs. John Tweedy introduced be made more economically and
¦
lie Lftymy Association assist- Mrs. Goergen who stated that with greater variety. Special
ed in the observance of Na- the blender came into being as diets are created in the blender Lutheran Groups to
tional Book Week by present- a means of liquefying fruits and with greater taste attraction,
ing the program at the Lanes- vegetables for more nutritional she said.
Meet, Hold Services
value. Now, with improved de- Mrs. Goergen listed many
boro Brownie meeting.
signs and experimentation in tasks performed with more et- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) ETTRICK PATIENT
cooking, the /blender can be fjciency by the blender such Hardies Creek Lutheran Church
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - used m a variety of ways to as grating, chopping, pulveriz- Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. John Olson of Hegg is a add many interesting foods to ing, shredding, pureeing and Friday at the home of Mrs.
hospital patient at La Crosse. the diet Odd bits of food, nor- homogenizing. She demonstrat- Alfred Byom. TreMure chests
ed her talk with tasks involved will be collected.
in making a lemon punch, The Luther League will meet
honey-celery dressing and liver at 8 p.m. Sunday. A program
paste.
will be presented.
Mrs. John Miller, Portia A Thanksgiving service win
Bridge Marathon co-chairman, be conducted at 8 p.m. Wedexplained Rule 2, about which nesday, Nov. 23.
there has been some questions,
Creek Lutheran
as follows : Score for rubber South Beaver
will have a Thanksgivbridge (not party bridge ) . If, Church
service at 11 a.m. Sunday.
on (he last hand (20th) of a ing
The
Rev. H . P. Walker is
round there is an incomplete
rubber, allow 50 for part score pastor.
and 300 for each game.
Mrs. Miller also announced FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
second round Marathon scores Mr. and Mrs. George Plett
that have been turned in as will be guests of honor at an
folfows : Team 1 — Mr. and open house Sunday in celebraMrs. M. A . Goldberg, 8570; tion of their 50th wedding anteam 2 — Mr. and Mrs. William
Zilliox, 7560; team 3 — Mr . and niversary. Hosts for the 2 to
Mrs. John Steffen , 6S20; team 5 p.m. reception at Zion Luth- I . . . just the things for the girl who loves putting two and two together.
The service center for building
4 — Mr . and Mrs. Enrl Kane , eran Church dining room are
8240; team 5 — Mr . and Mrs. children of the couple. No in- 1
The zing-iest group of sweaters ever . . . plus pants / skirts and ja ckets.
Phone 3373
Winona
Harry Meyers , 6410; team 6 — vitations ore being sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Kohner,
'
SWEATERS-CARDIGANS AND PULLOVERS
7610; team 7 — Mr. and Mrs.
I
You don't need cash at Standard Lumber.
l
from 0.00 to 13.00
Richard Baylon, 9960; team 8 —
Ute our time-pay plan. Pay a fraction each
Mrs. Katherlne Garry and Mrs.
I
month. Term* as long as 60 months. Free
Loul. Feiten, 6920; t«am 9 —
I
SKIRTS-ALINE AND HIP HANGERS
Mrs. Earl Kane and Mrs. Stanestimate/.
11.50 and 12.00
I
,
ley Hammer, 7130; tetim 10 —
Jt ^k
Kermit
Halvorson
and
Mrs.
No one works harder to please
>s|
P
|
CHELSEA INSPIRED COACHMAN JACKET
Mrs. Argen Johnson, 7400; team
:
The wool mark It awarded by The Wool Bureau to
18.00
11 — Mrs. Robert Horton and
Mrs. William Biesanz, 8100.
quality-tested products made of tha worldYbut
Players in teams 1, 2, 3, 6
-fun v""n *"*
are to turn in their scores to
Sportswear Dept.
Mrs. T. H . Underdahl ; teams
Ml Watt Sacood Stra«t
PHONE 5344
4, 5, 7 to Mrs. S. A , Sawyer
and teams 8, 9, 10, 11 (all wom-i-ai»iie -aniiii M«B4»i»«-a-^^
f i-e4»M4n4n«4-«4ni4
en's teams) to Mrs. Hughes.

Book Views Regimentatibn

Of Persons Over 65 Years

many wardrobe iJMl
^^^M±^^i
'
j magic looks J^K^^f^tl

Home Economist Discusses
Blender Use at Portia Club

Kitchen
Remodeling...

j in pure virgin wool M ¦ w ^^

STAIiTDAFtD
iuxnJbojr

j . Match-makers Fling
1

SHELL
FURNACE
e Oil
Burmeister Co.

j

The Ddify jiscorrf
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
patient*: 2 to 4 and J to 8:30 p.m.'{No
children undar 12.)
Maternity patlanti: 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
|:M B.m, (AdWlta only.)

MONDAY

O ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Amelia Krage; 158 W.
Wabasha St.
,. Miss Mary Falkowski, 911 E.
Wabasha St.
Donald ¦Erpelding Winona Rt.

I.;

¦- ' : ¦ ¦ ' • . - ''. ' .

in Stueve,
Kev
-'

653% E. 2nd

St. :-;
Mark Carey, St. Mary's College.; - . .
Louis ¦ Walters, St. Charles,
Mtoh. . ;

Mrs. Calmer Wood, Lake
Boulevard.
Stephen Libera, 659 Main St.
Mrs. Jay Doolittle, Preston
Nursing Home, Preston, Minn.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. L. E. Adams, Trempealeau, Wis.
J KU Sue Rivers, Rollingstone,
¦
Minn.
- Donald Erpelding, Winona
Rt. 1.
Mary Warneke, Winona Rt.
S,

: '¦

David Blgelow, St. Mary 's
College.
Mrs. Henry , Stankiewicz , 69
E. King St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Pdz
anc, Rollingstone, Minn., a son
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Todd
Winona Rt. 3, a son.
Mr. and Mrs, John Burdick
1337& Vine St., a son. ,
Mr. and Mrs. William Grant
West End ¦Trailer Ct , a daugh
¦
ter. - ' ¦¦'. ¦' ;. ' . ' .
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Grob
IS23 Lakeview Dr., a daughter

Winona Deaths
Mrs. Ervin C. Bublitz

Mrs. Ervin C. Bublitz , 56, 1080
Marian. St., died Monday at 9:30
p.m. at her home following a
six-month illness.
The former Alone Jewell Garwell, she was born Feb. 17, 1910,
in Des Moines, lowa, to John
and Jean Skiles Garwell. She
was reared in the Twin Cities
and had lived ia Winona since
1933. She was married Jan. 23,
1934, in La Crosse. She was a
member of MeKinley Methodist
Church where she was a charter
member of the Woman's Society
ot Christian Service, member
of Circle 7 and a Communion
stewar d many years.
. Survivors are: Her husbandthree sons Robert, Winona; Er^

'2S.'P:« at bowe> and the Rev<
William

vp.. - .{>. . ~ 'w <:.

Mrs. Edifh Case

::. - :. ;. " -Mrs. Arnold Foulkert

11:50¦ a.m;
— Atlas, 3 barges,
¦

«P- . ¦";

12:30 p.m. - S. F. Reynolds ,
2 barges , up.
Today
12:35 a.m. - Charles W. Snl.
der , 2 barges, up.
4:40 a.m. — Tennessee , 11
barges, down.
9:15 a.m. — Hawkeye, 8
barges, up.

Municipal Court

•¦ • iWINONA ; ' -;
Forfeitures:
Joseph C. Page, 156 E . 5th St.,
$25 for speeding 50 in 30 zone at
West 4th and Grand streets at
5:35 p.m. Nov. 1.
Roger J. Goerish , 22, Sanborn,
Minn., $10 for disobeying traffic
signal at East 3rd and Franklin
streets at 7:17 p.m. Monday.
Rudolph L. Bode, 52, Courtland, Minn., $25 for speeding 42
In 30 zone on Gilmore avenue at
8:15 p.m. Thursday.
Vernal W. Johns, 159 E. King
St.,^25 for speeding 41 in 30
zone at East Broadway and
Hamilton Street at 9:35 a.m.
Monday, :

Dismissals:

William K. Christenson, 1152
W. 5th St„ charged at 10:20 p.m.
Friday with driving on Gilmore
Avenue without a chauffeur license in possession.

3 Plead Guilty
In Wabasha Co

WABASHA , Minn . (Special)Three young Kasson men pleaded guilty to theft in District
Court for Wabasha County as
the general term opened Monday afternoon, Judge Arnold
Hatfield presiding,
Warren Schwanke and Robert
Lewis Smeby, both 18, and
Robert Larry Drake, 19, wore
fined $100 each on charges , of
taking cigarettes and beer from
a tavern at Kellogg July 5.
Drake has been in jail five
weeks on failure to furnish ball ,
and the other two were in jail
three days before getting out
on bond. The charges against
them were reduced to theft
from burglary .
Jerome A. Schreiber , Lake
City , was counsel for Schwanke ;
Edward J. Drury, Wabasha , for
Drake , and Martin Hcaly, Wabasha , for Smeby . County Attorney John A. McHardy prosecuted.
F. C. Mayhall will be arraigned Monday morning on a (heft
charge . The Jurors are called
at ll a .m . Monday.

Publishers Believe
Romney in Race
BOCA RATON , Fla. (AP) A poll of delegates to tho Southern Newspaper Publishers Association indicates that most of
them believe Michigan Gov.
George Romney will oppose
President Johnson in the 1961)
election.

School Bonds Voted
WARWICK , R. I. Wl - Warwick school officials are planning a $6.3-miHion building program. Bonds for the work were
approved recently.
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Two-State Deaths
Htnry Ohlhabar

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special
— Henry Ohlhaber, 82, died this
morning at home. He bad not
been UJ. A retired Wabasha
County farmer, he had lived
here since 1944.
He was born Sept. 1, 1884, in
Belvidere Township, Goodhue
County , to Mr. and Mrs. John
Ohlhaber. He married OtUda
Schultz April 23, 1908, at Hay
Creek. They farmed In Mt.
Pleasant Township, Wab ash a
County, until retiring.
He was a member of St.
John's Lutheran Church.
Survivors are: His wife ; one
spn , Roy, Lake City; one daughter, Mrs; Ben (Norma) Stegemeyer, Red Wing; eight grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren ; two brothers, Carsten ,
Lake City, and John, in a nursing home at Walker, Minn., and
one sister , Mrs. John (Martha)
Wohlers, Welch, Minn. One
grandson
¦ ¦¦and two sisters have
died. • "
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at St.
John's Church, the Rev. Nor.
man E. Sauer officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at the Peterson-Sheehan Funeral Chapel
Wednesday after 7:30 p.m. aid
Thursday until 1 p.m., then at
the church.

Bublitz , pastor of Calvary Methodist Church , Phoenix ,
Ariz.; two daughters , Mrs. Donald (Bonnie) Heroff , Lamberton ,
Minn., and Mrs. Garry (Sally)
Laffin , Winona ; eight grandchildren and two sisters, Mrs. Ray
(Helen) Moser , Weston , Ore.,
and Mrs. Kenneth (Vera) White,
Cushingi Minn. One son , John;
died in 1941.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Thursday at MeKinley
Methodist Church , the Rev.
Glenn Quam officiating. Burial
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Breitlow
Funeral Home Wednesday from
7 to 9 p.m. The casket will not
Gustavo A. Fosness
be opened. Rev. Quam will conLANESBORO, Minn. (Speduct a devotional service at the
funeral home Wednesday at 9.
cial) — Gustave A. (Lob)
A memorial is being arranged. Fosness, 71, died of a heart attack Monday at 11:55 p.m. at
his home. He had been ill five
Winona Funerals

Funeral services for Mrs.
Edith Case , 420 Olmstead St.,
will be Wednesday at 8:30
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
a.m. at the Cathedral of the
Lorl Jean Cordes , 579 E. Sacred Heart , the Rt. Rev.
Mark St., 8.
,
Msgr. Harold J. Dittrnan officiating. Burial will be in Calvary Cemetery, Waseca.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
¦ Friends
bay call at the fuFlow — 14,600 cubic feet at neral home today after 7
p.m.
8 a.m. today .
Msgr. Dittrnan will recite the
¦'¦
; "Monday
Rosary at 8.
10:20 a.m.—Illinois¦, ¦¦3 barges
¦ ,
¦ ¦
Funeral services for Mrs.
Arnold Foulkert , 1884 W. 4th
St., were held today at St.
Mary's Catholic Church , the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward Klein
officiating. , Burial was in . St.
Mary's Cemeter-y.
Pallbearers were Joseph Poblocki , ' Thomas Drazkowski ,
Earl Reese, Arvid Papenfuss,
Willard CritChfield and Donald
Springer. ' • . ' :' ¦¦

Conservatives
In House Meet
On Saturday

ST. PAUL (AP) - Conservatives in the Minnesota House
w ill meet Saturd ay to name
their choices for majority leader
and speaker of the House in the
1967 legislative session.
Rep. Lloyd L. Duxbury of
Caledonia is expected to be
named to a third term as speaker and Rep. Aubrey Dirlam oi
Redwood Falls likely will again
be majority leader. Both have
held those jobs since 1963.
The choice ol the Conservative faction will be elected once
the session convenes and elects
a speaker { since Conservatives
hold a 93-42 edge. Liberals will
name their own floor leader and
nominate a token candidate for
speaker.
Duxbury has been in the House
since 1951 and served as minority leader before Conservatives
regained control in 1963. Dirlani
has been a House member since
1941.

Trucker Killed
In Collision

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
part-owner of a trucking company was fatally Injured when the
car In which he was riding collided with a truck.
The death of Loren Pinske, 35,
Arlington, raised Minnesota 's
1966 highway toll to 816, compared with 737 a year ago today.
Pinske. an auctioneer and part
owner of L, and L. Trucking Co.,
Arlington, died Sunday in a Minneapolis hospital.
He was Injured a few hours
earlier when a car collided on
Minnesota 55 about V/i mlks
east of Maple Lake with n milk
truck driven by Larry Kraus,
about 25, rural Rogers.
Treated and released were
Pinske's son Jeffrey, 8, and the
auto driver, Ervin Fenskc, about
45, Arlington.
Near Mesa, Ariz., Ralph Haataja, 38, of Duluth was killed
when his car collided at a rural
intersection with an auto driven
by Sid Price , 51, of Phoenix.
¦

Honor Head Master

WASHINGTON (AP) - Tlie
Rev. John ' D, Verdery. head master of Woostcr School In
Danbu ry , Conn., was elected
recently as president of the National Association of Episcopal
Schools.

Durand Wins
13
Buff
silo
Co.
Eau Claire
Debate Meet 4-H Clubs Git^cl

TUESDAY

years.

A retired power plant worker, he was born here Sept. 6,
1895, to Anton and Caroline
Fosness. He married Ella Sande, Rushford , Sept. 30, 1937, at
Rushford. He served in the
Navy during World War I and
attended a Navy electrical
school; Then he worked at a
power plant in Slayton after
which he moved to Lanesboro
where he was employed at tha
power plant and also was a projectionist at the Lanesboro
"
theater.
He was a member of Bethlehem Lutheran Church and a
former member of the American Legion.
Survivors are; His wife; one
brother, Carl Axel Fosness ,
Lanesboro , and one nephew,
Wilbert Johnson , Minneapolis.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at Bethlehem Church, the Rev. Leon
Holtan officiating. Burial will
be in Lanesboro Cemetery. ,
Frends may call at Johnson
Funeral Home Wednesday afternoon and evening and at the
church Thursday after noon.

Two-State Funerals
George Steuemagel

THE U.S. WEATHER BUREAU'S thirty-day precipitation and teihperatufe forecast for the mid-November to midDecember period is shown in maps above. .(AP Photofax)

Weather
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — The Weather
Bureau's 3<Way forecast for
mid-November to mid-December calls for above normal
temperatures in southern South
Dakota, Minnesota and Wisconsin and near normal readings
in North Dakota and northern
and central sections ol South
Dakota, Minnesota and Wisconsin, jc Precipitation will average
below normal oyer most of the
region, except for near normal
amounts in extreme northern
Minnesota and northern North
Dakota. :
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low Pr.
Albany, clear ..... .. 46 32 .,
Albuquerque, clear . 67 36
Atlanta , clear .. .. . 62 44 ..
Bismarck, cloudy .. 34 13 .
Boise, cloudy ..... . 60 54 ....
Boston, clear ...... 45 37 ".. .
Chicago, clear ... .. 43 39 ..

Cincinnati, cloudy .. 55 33
Cleveland, cloudy¦ .. 50 25 ..
Denver, cloudy • ' . '... 60 40 ..
Dies Moines, cloudy 51 41 .:
Detroit, clear ..... . 47 24 ...
Fairbanks, clear .. -22 -32 ..
Fort Worth, clear .. 73 41 ..
Helena, cloudy .... 62 42 ..
Honolulu, cloudy .. . 84 7L ..
Indianapolis, clear , 56 30 ..
Jacksonville, clear " . 63 49 ..
Kansas City, clear . 67 51 ..
IiO_ Angeles, clear . 70 56 ..
Louisville, clear ... ' .' ¦56 31 .'.
Memphis, clear .... 64 37 ..
Miami, clear ....... 76 56 .23
Milwaukee, clear .. 37 29
Mpls.-St.P., cloudy .31 28 ..
New Orleans, clear . 71 53 ..
New York, clear .... 48 39 .
Okla. City, clear ... 71 _* ;¦ > .
Omaha, clear ...... 54 49 ..
Phoenix, clear .. ... 85 50 ..
Pittsburgh , clear ... 55 24
Ptlnd , Me., clear ... 38 32
Rapid City, clear . 48 36 ..
St. Louis, clear .. .. 61 37 ..
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 65 46 ..
San Fran., rain .. .. 65 59 .29
Seattle, cloudy
. 4 8 45 .87
Washington , cloudy 54 38
Winnipeg/ clear .. . . 22 19
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN

LEWISTON, Minn - Funeral
services for George Steuernagel, Minneapolis, a f ormer resident here, who died Sunday at
his home in Minneapolis, will
be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday at
North Prairie Lutheran Church ,
the Rev. Percy Larson officiating. Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Arvid Hermanson, Victor and Martin Burfeind, Tony Holzer, Curtis Shattuck and Chalmer Perry.
Survivors are: His wife, the
former Alice Manion ; two
daughters, Mrs. Jerry (Sharon)
Williams, Anoka , Minn., and
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Maxine , at home; his mother
Stage Today Chg.
and two brothers, of Lewiston,
and one sister, Chicago.
Red Wing . . . . . 14 2.3 .. ..

..

..

150 at Alma
Legion Dinner

Lake City ,
Wabasha

12

6.0
6«

4,1
Alma Dam ....
Whitman Dam . .. 2.3
3.3
Winona Dam . . .
WINONA
13 5.5
Trem'au Pod . .. 10.1
Trem 'au Dam . .. 4,2
Dakota
7.6
Dresbach Pool . . . 9,5
Dresbach Dam . . . 1,7
La Crosse
12 4,6

— .1
- .1
...'

..

.. ..

— .1

.. ..
ALMA, Wis. (Special)-Some
— .1
150 Legionnaires, wives and
guests attended the annual Veterans Day dinner served at the
+ .1
Legion hall here Sunday,
Tributary Streamt
Chefs James Brevlck, Harley Chippewa at Durand 2,0 — .1
Hager, Sidney Moham and Clar- Zumbro at Theilman 27,8 — .2
ence Roloff prepared the turkey Trem'au at Dodge .. 1,8 •+ .1
Black at Galesville . 1,5 — .1
dinner.
La Crosse at W. Sal. 3,3
Louis Chicquette, Bay City, Root at Houston .... 5.3
10th District commander, said
RIVER FORECAST
the district is in third place
(From
Hastings to Gu(tenberg)
in state membership. He spoke
of the interest in the Leglon- A stage of 5.5 is predicted for
Bponsored high school oratorical Winona Wednesday and 5.4
Thursday and Friday.
contest.
Commander Chicquette encouraged all posts to welcome
Viet Nam veterans info membership. Other officers attending were Clifford Stuber, Fountain Clty-Cochrane City post,
who is bi-county commander ;
Mrs. Sidney Moham , president
of the lflth District Auxiliary ;
Monday
Mrs. Clarence Clark , president In a brief meeting
afternoon the Board of Municiof the bl-county Auxiliary, and
one contractor's
other local post and Auxiliary pal Works paid voted
to invite
estimate and
officers, including Commander
waterworks officials
regional
Bergle Rltscher.
to Winona next Bprlng.
Mrs, Ray Salisbury reported
The first and final estimate
82 paid-up members in the Alma of Winona Plumbing Co. for
Auxiliary, of which she is pres- 1,010 feet of new main to
ident. She thanked the Legion Northern States Power Co.'s
for improvements In the kitch- gas storage plant totaled $3,en , new table tops and new sil- 671,16. The department will be
verware cabinet. James Brev- reimbursed for all costa by
ick donated his time to the proj- NSP who sought the extension
ject. Clarence Roloff did the for fire protection for its stapainting as a donation,
tion on Highway 43, Just outA meeting of the Buffalo-Pep- side city limits in West Burns
in County Council of the Amer- Valley .
ican Legion will be held tonight
Board members directed G.
at the Legion hall here, follow O. Harvey, .water commissioned by an oyster Btew.
er, to Invite the American Wa-

Water Board
Pays Estimate

Buffalo Co.
Board Joins
NationalGroup

ALMA, Wis. (Special)—Members of tbe Buffalo County
Board, convening Monday for
their annual session , voted to
join the National Association of
Counties (NACO) at $53 per
yearj providing them with the
official magazine of the organization and research services.
A resolution was passed
charging out-of-county prisoners
housed in the jail here $5 a day
plus costs of meals , medical
bills and matron services .
BERGIE Rltscher of the highway department, reporting on a
highway hazard survey ordered
by the state last year, said 120
bridges in Buffalo County are
too narrow or wearing out.
Many of them were built -40
years ago, he said.
According to state regulations, the width of bridges on
county highways must be 28
feet. Ritscher suggested that at
least one bridge be improved
in each town every year, and
that the project be started at
once.
He suggested getting a special engineer from the state
to recommend the type ot
bridge to replace each hazardous structure. He said posting "Narrow Bridge " signs
costs about $20 each. He mentioned County Highways E,
Waumandee, and H in the Mondovi area as heavily traveled
roads with narrow bridges.
NO ACTION was taken Monday on a resolution which would
increase the staff of county law
officers from the present sheriff , deputy, night deputy, two
traffic officers and jai l matron.
District Attorney Roger Hartman said the force is so busy
that frequently officers dont'
have time to make proper criminal investigations, resul ting in
cases going to trial , increased
costs of juries, etc.
At the suggestion of Sheriff
Myron Hoch, $12 a day was
voted for deputies hired U> accompany him to the state prisons and state hospitals. The
present pay is $6 per day, plus
meal.
The 1967 schedule of salaries
set up by the state for employes
of the vwelfare department was
adopted. Employes are paid
from county, state and federal
funds.
BOARD members were guests
at noon dinner Monday at the
Buffalo County Teachers Col
lege. Chris Castleberg, Nelson,
board chairman, brought up the
question of whether such county colleges wil l be closed. Attorney Oliver Weinandy, Cochrane, member of the college
board , and Mrs. Wilma Austin ,
head of the college, said closing of county teachers colleges
Is a legislative matter on which
no action has been taken .
The board reconvened ' this
morning and expects to complete its session Wednesday.
terworks Association to hold a
regional seminar In Winona
early next year. Harvey said
the- one-day events are held
semi annually at various points.
Th o Winona seminar would be
fo r Southeastern M innesota
and would bring an estimated
90 to 100 people here, he gafd.
Board members wilt hold a
special session today at S
p.m. They will confer with representatives of the .Army
Corps ot Engineers and the
Minnesota
Department
of
Health. Conferees will discuss
feasibility ot protecting the
Johnson Street pumping station and well system from flood
waters.

DURAND, Wis.—The Durand
High School debate squad had
its best showing of the season
Saturday in the Eau Claire Memorial invitational tournament;
Winning 17 of 18 debates, Durand captured third place in C
division, second in B division,
and first in varsity competi¦¦
tion., '
The varsity team of Kathy
Forslund and Mary Shafer, aff irmative, and Mary Splndler
and James Forster, negative,
won the trophy by defeating all
six opponents. The affirmative
won over Park Falls, Chippewa
Falls McDonell and River
Falls. The negative won over
Rhinelander* Eau Claire Regis
and Barron.
The B team also went under
feated but lost out to La Crosse
Aquinas on points. Cheryl Ward
and Nancy Morey, affirmative,
defeated Rhinelander, Park
Falls and Osceola. Chris McNaughton and Gary Wekkin,
negative , won over Rice Lake,
Barron and Chetek.
Helen Simpson and Janet
Weishapple, affirmative of the
C team, won over Amery, Abbottsford and Barron . Betsy
Bauer and Sue Sperger, negative, defeated Flambeau and
St. Bede's of Eau Claire and
lost to La Crosse Aquinas.
The squad was led by Mary
Shafer, who accumulated 28 out
of 30 possible speaker points.
She was followed by Mary
Spindler with 27 and Gary
Wekkin with 26.
This Saturday . the squad will
attend two tournaments — at
Viroqua and Madison West.

ALMA, Wis. - Thirteen 4-H Winona, received a fpedal
clubs and 29 adult leaders
were honored here Thursday
night at the Buffalo County 4-H
leaders banquet at St. Lawrence Church.
George M. Robertson Sr„

Electric Change
Order at New
School Approved

A change order m the electrical contract for the new
Senior High School now under
construction near the west end
of Lake Winona was approved
Monday night by the Board of
Education.
Installation
of
additional
equipment covered in the change
order would permit the school,
directors were told, to benefit
from a new rate schedule recently adopted by Northern
States Power Co. for buildings
for which electricity is the primary heat source.

Buffalo Co.
Commissioner
Gets New Term

ALMA , Wis. (Special) - Delbert Stelmach, Mondovi, reelected Buffalo County highway
commissioner by the County
Board this morning for a twoyear term, took the members
out to noon dinner today at ihe
Alma Hotel .
The board voted to place $500
in the 1967 budget to pay for
fire damage occurring to motor
vehicles on county roads.
According to state law, counties are required to pay up
to $100 for each such loss. When
they occur on state highways
and on city streets, the states
and cities are liable.
THE BOARD decided that
now is the time to dispose of
the funds left when the county
superintendent's office was discontinued in 1964.
There is $3,376.19 left in the
superintendent's fund and $7,195.84 left in the fund for supervising teachers. The total will
be reapportioned to the taxing
districts that were taxed to create them, based on 1964 equalization valuation.
The board voted to table a
proposal to hire an additional
employe in the law enforcement
department . District Attorney
Roger Hartman had suggested
that an additional traffic officer
be hired , at a starting salary
of $390, to assist the present
staff of six in law enforcement ,
including the jaif matron, to
give officers time to make
proper investigations.
ED BAECKER , Town of Montana , Christian Schultz, Alma,
and Ed Sendelbach, Waumandee . were appointed to make a
further study for the proposed
new highway shop for Alma
and report Wednesday. Baecker
is chairman.
The board received a box of
cigars from Judge Lawrence P.
Gherty, Hudson, new Circuit
Court jud ge, and a note expressing his appreciation ol the
tine working conditions in the
new courthouse, where he presided at his first trial recently.

THE general academic area

of the new school will be. heated
by an electrically operated heat
exchange system while
¦ the¦¦gymnasium/ a n d -. ' - ':¦¦'¦. '. -. . . • ¦¦.¦¦
shop a r e a s . I _ -. - , ...
have another
SCnOOI
heating
sys-

tem- - ;„
A r c h i t ef c t s

[

Board

for the new
school , Eckert & Carlson, Winona, advised the board that
if equipment were to be installed to permit separate metering
of the academic area it appeared that substantial electrical
savings could be realized under
the new rate structure.
A CHANGE order In the electrical contract would be required to provide for the installation of a new control panel and
auxiliary equipment required.
Although the exact cost of
this work, to be done by the
electrical contractor, Bauer
Electric, Inc., Winona, was not
immediately known, it was
estimated that the work could
of about
involve an expenditure
' ¦¦: ' . • ¦ ¦¦ y :
$2,900.- ; '
•
The architects indicated that
the board might realize annual
savings in electrical costs equal
to, or even exceeding, the outlay for the work. ;
Directors agreed that it would
be advisable to accept the recommendation and authorized
the architects to go ahead with
tbe drafting of the change
order. . . \.
IN OTHER actions Monday
night the board approved the
employment of a hew secretary
at Senior High School and authorized salary increases for
four other members of the secretarial staff.
Mrs. Henry Long, 352 E. 5th
St., was hired as attendance
secretary in the Senior High
School principal's office to fill
a vacancy created by resignation. Her salary will be $309 a
month.
In subsequent action the
board granted adjustments in
salaries of Mrs. Richard Olson,
a secretary in the principal's
office, from $309 to $317; Mrs.
Sherman Woodward, vocational
office, $283 to $291; Mrs. Freeman Schroeder, business office,
from $283 to $300, and Mrs.
Charles Russell, business office,
$291 to $309.

Car Stripped
In South Valley

When Conrad Fossom , Rochester visited his cabin in the
South Valley of the Whitewater River during the weekend,
he noted something unusual
about his Jeep.
It Had no grill, no radiator ,
no front fenders and no headlights.
Fossom reported the peculiarity to Winona County authorities at 9:15 a.m. today,
He told Sheriff George Fort
that he always leaves the vehicle at his cabin the year

Mrs: Llnse

Mrs. Balk

"friend of 4-H" award.
LEADERS Ignored included
Mrs. George Engel, L 30-year
leadership certificate; Mrs.
Oscar B a l k ,
20 - year certificate, a n d
Mrs, Alvin Huber, Mrs. Herman Llnse and
Allan Mpy, 15y e a r certificates. Mrs. Engel and Mrs.
Huber w e r e
Moy
not able to at.
tend the banquet.
4-H reHippy-Go-Lucky
The
ceived a special award as the
outstanding 4-H club in Buffalo County in community ser»
vice work. Club members are
building ways|de parks for picnics and camping.
Other clubs honored for community service were the Lookout Go-Getters, Waste Valley,
Sisson and Cream.
Additional leadership awards
went to:
Ten-year certificates — Mr«. Jamat
Pattlsoiy Mrs. Hllmer Gtamman, Mlw
Eunice Gehrks, Raymond Johnston, Mn.
Lyhi Robella and Mrs. Genld Andre,
and five-year certificates — Mrt. Anion Zlerl, Edward SchloSser, Anton
Zlerl, Mrs. Gene Jonas, Mrt. Marvin
Posplshll, Mrs. Eldrld Branger. Mr*.
Vernon Fernholz, Mrs. Ray Bagnlewskl, Mrs. Vilas Hovey, Elroy Rein-nardf, Reuben Lyngdal, Mr*. Doris Te»sendorf, Mrs, Leonard ' Rfeck. Homer
Larson, Mrs: Edwin Schaffner, LaMar
Plank, and Leslie) Ness.

Other club awards included:
Health — BBC's and Eager
Beavers; safety ^- Hutchinson
Rockets and Oak Grove; recreation — Devaney and Glenand conservacoe Hustlers,
¦
tion .— Lucky Seven and Gilman Valley. . ;
THE COMMUNITY^ service
winners activities were: Lookout Go-Getter — wayside park
construction j Waste ; Valley —
clean , maintain and pay insurance on old Waste Valley
School as a community -building; Sisson • — erected signs
naming all valleys and "welcome" signs to several communities, and Cream — erected
"welcome" signs a r o un d*
Cream and placed trash cans
in- the community.
Leaders honored, but who did
not receive certificates, included : Anton Wolfe, 17 years;
Elmer Bade, 17 years; George
W<aste, 18 yews; Mrs. George
Waste, 21 years, and Norman
Nyre, 29 years.
Miss Nancy L. Gerner, Buffalo County home agent, and
Albert C. Frankenstein, Buffalo County 4-H agent, awarded
the leader recognition certificates.
NORMAN O. Everson , an assistant state 4-H leader, spoke
about expanding the 4-H program. He suggested dividing
the present 4-H system into
three groups. This would inr
elude "exploring 4-H" for 9Md 10-year-olds who could
carry introductory projects;
junior 4-H for 10- to 13-year
olds, with individual projects
and group activities, and senior 4-H members 14 years and
older. This would include group
projects planned by the group
with optiohal individual projects.
Everson also included an informal Fogram for youths not
in 4-H clubs. Programs and activities would be adapted to
their needs.
About 120 people attended.
around , and this was the first
time it had been damaged. He
made no estimate of the value
of the missing parts, all of
which were yellow.

THANK YOU
May I take this means of extending my sincere
thanks to the voters for their loya l support at the
polls last Tuesday. I will continue to serve all the
people of Winona County to the best of my ability.

George L Fort
Sheriff , Winona County
^

*

CLAY TO TERRELL ^ YOU'RE NEXt!

Clay Batters Big

Mrhm> Ewbank
lefen l
^
Defense Units

• NEW YORK (AP) — Wally
Lamm and Weeb Ewbank, two
form«r National Football
League coaches, have come: to
the defense of the American
Pootball League's much - maligned defensive units.
It wasn't too long ago when
comparisons between the defenses of the two leagues
brought « chuckle from proponents of NFL superiority. Biit
Lemm and Ewbank can't buy
that anymore.

Lemm, who left the NFL'i St.
Louis Cardinals to take over at
Houston, said:
"Before I went to St. Louis 1
always heard that the NFL's
defensive backs were better.
When I got^there I found that
wasn't the case, but I did find
that the linemen were bigger and that was their strong point.
Now the AFL's linemen are just
is big and strong."

Probei||JS|

Allis Ice Rink

The senator asked for the
probe at the same time as the
commissionwas approving money to complete the $585,720
projecton the state fairgrounds
in the Milwaukee suburb. The
agency also authorized $526,800
for repairs to the Coliseum and
grandstand at the State Fair.
The ice rink, how costing well
above the original estimate, was
approved by the last legislature
after the Wisconsin Olympic
Commission said federal funds
would pay half of the construction amount.

"I think there was a good
deal of misunderstanding," said
the B u i Id in g Commission's
chairman, Gov. Warren P.
Knowles , who . reported there is
no specific federal aid earmarked for ice rinks.
Leonard called for a full investigation by the Building Commission secretary and said, "I
just don't think people have a
right to come to the legislature
asking for money and then not
tell the truth."

... IS COST. ANO FEDERATED
COSTS LESS-SUEtSTANTIALLY
LESS! BEFORE YOU
ENTER INTO A LIFE CONTRACT
INVESTIGATE...
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THIS PUNCH FLOORED WILLIAMS FOR LAST TIME
. , . Heavyweight champion Cassius Clay uncorks a right
to the head of challenger Cleveland Williams which knocked
him down for the fourth time in their title bout in Houston's
domed stadium Monday night . The punch was landed in the
third round and moments later referee Harry Kessler put
a stop to the mismatch , awarding Clay a technical knockout.
:' ' ¦ ¦;,_ ¦' (AP .Photofax X'

George Weiss
Ends Successful

Baseball Career

Geotfrion, making a comeback
with New: York after a two-year
layoff , scored one goal and assisted on six others, climbing
into a seventh-place tie in the
scoring race,

Rod Gilbert and Phil Goyctte
of New 'York share third place
with Montreal's Bobby Rousseau at 13 points apiece. They
trail the co-leaders , Stan Mikita
of Chicago and Norm Ullman of
Detroit , by three points. Geoffrion, with 31 points, Don MarBetween brawls, however, shall, with 10, and defenseman
Fleming scored three goals and Harry Howell , with nine, are the
added four assists to jump from other high-scoring Rangers.
a 77th place tie In scoring to a
share of 16th place.
Five Rangers are among the
top 15 poinunakers, including
Bernie (Boom Boom) Geoffrion ,
who matched Fleming's pace
with a seven - point pickup.

THE BIO
DIFFERENCE IN
LIFE INSURANCE

.They are expected to meet on
Feb. 6, at Houston, Chicago,
New ¦York,
Vegas or Toron¦ ¦ ¦; ' ¦ Las
'
toV ;/ ;:
Houston has the edge now after drawing an indoor record
crowd of 35,460 to the jnagnificent Astrodome. The gross*gate
'
'
was $461,290.
/ '•
The undefeated, 24-year-old
Clay floored the 33-year-old Big
Cat from Houston three times in

The commission did approve
a final $3,050 for the 400-meter
rink, to be the nation's first
Olympic - size speed skating
course.
The half-million dollars for
repairs to the state park's
grandstand and Coliseum was
approved 5-1.
Exposition board Chairman
Herbert P. Velser said the
grandstand hadn't been painted
or patched up for 19 years. And
he Cited a State Industrial Com- NEW YORK (AP) - Bing"
mission letter in September Devine took over as president of
warning the Coliseum should be
closed for safety reasons un^ the New York Mets Monday, but
as he graciously said;
less repairs were made.
"This is George's day."

Rangers Muscle
Into NHL Scoring

NEW YORK (AP) - Rugged
Reg Fleming is throwing his
weight around the National
Hockey League again and his
New York Ranger teammates
are muscling their way into the
Individual scoring race.
Fleming, the NHL's penalty
king last season, was tagged
with 37 penalty minutes last
week for a league-leading total
of 47, according to weekly
figures released today.

HOUSTON IXI — After battering Cleveland Williams from
a»big cat into a puny mouse in a
little more than two rounds,
heavyweight champion Cassius
Clay turned to Ernie Terrelj and
shouted, "You're next. "
"I'm, ready, " said Terrell, the
6-foofc€ , 27-year-old Chicagoan
who is recognized as champion
by the ' World , Boxing Association/ ; "

Quote of the Week: Speedy
Duncan of the San Diego Chargers, the No. l punt returner in
the AFL , was asked about his
talents.; - Duncan gave the credit to
teammate Kenny Graham in
this manner:
"Kenny always calls what I
do, which w*.y I should go. He
always tells me the right thing
— even though they sometimes
cremate me."

Solon Demands

MADISON (A— A demand
for investigation of legislative
testimony leading to approval
of an Olympic-style ice skating
rink in West Allis was voiced
Monday by a prominent state
tenator.
Sen. Jerris Leonard, R-Baylide, told the State Building
Commission . that the legislature has been led to believe that
SO percent of the cost of the
htlf-million-dollarrink would be
paid with federal funds. No federal aid actually was available,
Leonard said.

Cat Into A Mouse

Ewbank . who brought Baltimore to the NFL championship
before joining the New York
Jets , said:
"It takes time to put together
a good defense. Across the
board, the defenses in our
league ? are improved over last
season. And I rate that Buffalo
front seven (linemen and linebackers) as good as anything in
'
pro football today."

Rick Barry
Boots Average
With 44 Points

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - I
Rick Barry 's sophomore jinx
seems only to have hexed the
other clubs in the National Basketball Association .
The slender blond forward
was the NBA Rookie-of the-Year
last season for the San Francisco Warriors.

For standing next to Devine
was George Weiss , who had just
ended one of the most successful executive careers in baseball
history,
Weiss served as genera] manager of the New York Yankees
from 1948 through 1960, winning
10 pennants. He started Casey
Stengel on his successful career
as a manager by hiring him to
manage the Yarikees in 1949.
And Weiss struggled for five
years with the New York Mets ,
who completed their bast season
in 1966, finishing ninth and
drawing 1 ,932,693 spectators , a
New York National League
record.
Weiss , now 72. began his pro
baseball - administrative career
as the owner of New Haven in
the Eastern League and later
became general manage of the
Baltimore Orioles of the International League before becoming Yankee farm director in
1932.
Weiss, who will continue In
an advisory capacity and as a
director of the Mets until Dec.
31 , 1971, also hired his successor as an assistant on Sept. 29,
1964.
Devine , 49, had been let go in
1964 as general manager of the
St . Louis Cardinals, who went
on to win the National League
pennant and World Series that
year with Devine 's players.

Devirie's career had been almost totally in the Cardinals'
farm system in various executive capacities before beconing
general manager in 1957.

Schmidt Beer
Keglers Win
By 880-872

New Clay
Plan: Ali
Shuffle

HOUSTON (AP) — Cassius
Clay says punching is no good if
you can't find something to
punch.
The unbeaten heavyweight
champion found something to
punch Monday night and he was
right on target when he quickly
disposed of challenger Cleveland Williams in the Astrodome.
Clay Indicated his fight plan
worked near perfection as he
made the sixth successful defense of his title- within a year.
The plan was a combination of
sharp punches and the champion's new offensive weapon, the
Mi Shuffle .
"I put it into use just before
the two good combinations," he
said. "It's just a quick shuffle of
the feet but it really confused
Williams. This is another rule of
boxing that I have created."
Williams hit the deck four
times and the bell saved the
Houston challenger in the second/
Williams said he wasn't badly
hurt at the time referee Harry
Kessler of St. Louis stopped the
fight, but he didn't take issue
with the referee calling a halt to
the proceedings.
"He thought I was hurt and
it's his job to decide," Williams
said moments after losing his
big chance at the . championship
after more than 15 years of
waiting in the wings.
*T made one big mistake," he
said. "I dropped my left hand
and he nailed me. I don't know
why I did it. "
Speaking through bruised and
puffed lips, Williams first said
he planned to keep fighting and
then said he was not too sure.
"If my wife wants me to keep
fighting, I will," he said. "If she
wants me to quit, I'll do that."
Williams' manager, Hugh
Benbow, had screamed many
days before the fight that Clay
couldn't hit nor take a punch.
"Clay is the real McCoy," a
grim Benbow said after the
fight . "I was mistaken. He
made a believer out of me."

The Schmidt's Beer professional bowling team from the
Twin Cities showed off its pin
prowess at Westgate Bowl Saturday , manhandling local keglers in headon match-play competition.
In a one-game team effort
lhe Schmidt's team downed a
Westgate Bowl team 880-872.
Scores in the team effort for
Schmidt's were: Rod Adolph
152, Jerry Ernster 170, Norm
Abrahams 216, Bill Fecht 177
and Eddie Maehren 165. For
the Westgate team. Bill Vogel
had 160, Frank Hengel 166,
N.B.A.
Mark Warren 214, John Van
Cuyk 149 and Jerry . Dureske By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MONDAY'S RESULTS
18.1
Sin Francisco 115, DelreH 104.
TODAY'S OAMCS
la two-game individual match Philadelphia
it New York .
play Winona bowlers managed Chicago
al St. Uouli.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
to salvage only one set when
York at Philadelphia .
John Sherman nosed out Lowell New
Lot Angilti vs . Cincinnati at Day.
Hanson„361-357. In other match Ion, Ohio.
play Ernster topped Vogel 420- St . Louli at Detroit.
N.H.L.
379. Maehren defeated Henge l
ASSOCIATED PRESS
385-374, Fecht outshot Dureske By THEMONDAY'S
440-339 (Fecht had a 25« game) , Ha games scheduled.RESULTS
TODAY'S GAMES
Abrahams beat Warren 331-327
scheduled.
and Adolph defeated Van Cuyk Ha fames
WEDNESDAY'] CAME
415-412.
Chicago at New York,

the second round and once more
in the third round before referee
Harry Kessler of St. Louis ended the slaughter with the bloodsmeared Williams wobbling on
rubbery legs. The time was announced at 1:08 of the third.
"I made one big mistake,"
said Williams, a 5-1 underdog,
"I dropped my left hand and he
nailed me. I don't know why I
did it."

ther flashing volley and Williams went flat on his back.
The bell sounded at five and
saved Williams from a knockout.
. ' ' :' ,.; '
Williams did not use a mouthpiece and suffered cuts inside
and outside of his mouth. His
mouth was bruised and bleeding..: ' ;.
"My plan for the fight was to
punch — and yotf saw it, " said
Clay, strong and fast at 212% Clay, obviously determined to
pounds, shot his right hand over show up to critics who say be
and decked the 210*_ pound can't punch.
challenger for the first time in
the second round/ Williams was Williams, a noted puncher
up at two and took the mandato- who had scored 51 knockouts,
was shot and bis insides torn by
ry eight count;
A barrage of blows, unleashed a policeman's bullet (still in his
by Clay with tne speed of ma- hip) two years ago. He was givchinegun fire , felled the dazed en up for dead but recovered
challenger again for two. The after three operations.
third knockdown came on an- Since his return to the ring in
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Badgers Waiting
ToJell-Warmath

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Murray Warmath warned his battered Minnesota Gopher football team Monday that records
mean nothing when Wisconsin is
the opponent.
And Wisconsin is Minnesota's
opponent Saturday at Madison,
Wis., in the 1966 season finale.

"We 're braised up like we often are the week after Purdue,"
Warmath told a fan club meeting. "And Wisconsin is a big
and strong team just waiting
for a chance to jell.
"When Minnesota plays Wisconsin, you Can just throw the
record book out the window."
' Warmath also stressed the
importance of the annual backyard scrap with the Badgers.
"The most important iaspect
of bur season is the Wisconsin
game," he said. "The game
coming up is always essential
for a successful season. -We 'll
have to meet that challenge."
Injuries suffered in the 16-0
loss to Purdue Saturday forced
Warmath to put three new faces
in his starting offensive line-up
Monday.
Biggest Gopher-loss is center
and Capt. Chuck Killian, who
suffered a dislocated hip in the
Boilermaker game. He will be
replaced by Steve Lundeen, a
Minneapolis sophomore.
MeKinley Boston, who started
earlier this year, moved into the
left tackle slot in place of Ezell
Jones, who has a sprained ankle
but may be able to play some at
Wisconsin ir. the season finale
next Saturday.
Joe Holmberg became the No.
1 fullback, replacing Dennis Cornell, who is out of the Wisconsin
game with torn ligaments in his

HOUSTON AP) - Minneapolis heavyweight Ron Marsh
scored a technical knockout over
Al Jones of St. Louis in a preliminary to the Cassius ClayCleveland Williams championship fight Monday night.
Marsh , who weighed 188V4 ,
stopped Jones at 2:30 of the fifth
round. It was scheduled to go
six rounds. Jones weighed 189%.

A meeting will be held this
evening at 7.15 p.m. at th«
Park Recreation Office for
managers of city league basketball teams. Wednesday night,
at the same time and place, indoor softball league managers
will meet.
'
' ' ¦: ¦ ¦¦

Wilt Chamberlain set a National Basketball Association
record when he registered with
28 foul shots in a game against
the New York Knicks in Hershey, Pa., on March 2, 1962.
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Preliminary
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maintained his team rushing
lead, now showing 529 yards on
128 carries for a 4.1 average.
Wintermute is second with 262
yards on 79 carries for a 3.3
average, ana Bryant is third
with 187 yards on 30 tries for
a 6.2 average.
Wilson's passing log lists 28
completions in 64 attempts for
290 yards, while reserve Larry
Carlson has hit 46 of 90 for 5(14
yards./ .:
Ken Last tops receivers with
28 catches for 342 yards, and
Chet Anderson is next with is
receptions for 152 yards.

All area basketball coaches arc reminded to call the
Winona Daily News, collect, phone No. 3324, following their
games. A reporter will be on hand to take your scores
beginning at 9:3(1 p.m. ecch Tuesday and Friday evening
daring the season .

You'll find a distinctly pleasing quality in the mellow
character of Cabin Still. This is Cabin's winning
difference, which we're sure you. as a sportsman, will
prefer. Rare Sour Mash Bourbon, for the man

^l' V^AJr^_lX/VAJ¦VJ>_^_r^_r-

MONDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HOUSTON-Cmlu, city. 31)' .. Lou.
livill a , Ky.. slopped Clmtlnni Williams ,
lit 1 ,, Houston . 1 Clay ratainid world
heavyweight Mil
BOSTON--Pit, Tom H/> ,, Nf«v York,
outpointed Ted Whlllield, 147 , Amherst ,
Mass., 11.

right knee. Cornell will undergo
surgery after the season.
Two sophomores moved into
the starting line-up ih switches
not related to injuries. Jack
Walsh displaced Tom Fink at
left guard, while John Wintermote took over for Dick Peterson at left halfback.
Defensive tackle Bon Kamzelski remains doubtful for the
Wisconsin
¦ game with a knee injury. V ' ¦:.
lhe Gophers worked indoors
Monday starting preparations
for the Badgers.
Quarterback Curt Wilson

If you have a taste f or
the outdoor ** we 9»ve made the
bourbon f or you *

This season, the Miami gradu' j ate is the leading scorer in the
league. His
points Monday
_HRfl ________l 1 night hel ped 44both his average
and the Warriors , who defeated
the Detroit Pistons 115-104 for
their fift h straight victory in the
!
only NBA game of the nifihl.
Barry hit 17 of DO from the
floor and «H 10 of his free throw
attempts .
___S^ "1
\tdMw m. The Warriors moved ahead to '
stay after the first five minutes |
of the game an _ were seriously I
challenged only once more. The !
Pistons moved to 85-81 three ;
minutes into the fourth quarter , |

':- * - ''NJB.'\m\mmmr

The ring-scarred veteran ef
16ryears of pro fighting had th«
consolation of a payday of about
$250,000. Clay's share of tht
gate receipts and the closed circuit television, '. radio,: films and
other ancillary rights, may hit
about $750,000.

[THROW RECORD BOOK OUT

Anderson ^pflL ;
Winona, Minn.

February, Williams won four
fights, two by knockouts, over
nobodies. He didn't look impressive but said he had regained
his old power. He showed nothing against the invincible boxing
master from Louisville, Ky.
It was Clay's sixth title defense within a year and only
Canadian champion George
Chuvalo went the limit. Clay 's
record is 27-0 including 22
knockouts.
Williams' record is '' 65-6-1. :'-Hft
has been stopped four times.

I 'OISTISG l oll YEAR'S Hlfi GAME . . .
Ara I'aiscghian . Notre Dame 's football coach,
had no ctuse for worried look as he watched
his team roll over Duke by a 64-0 score

Saturday. But this week his No. 1 rated and
undefeated Irish clash with No. 2 r ated and
undefeated Michigan State in college football's big game ol the year. (AP Photofax)

~

We guaramta you latufaetion. Should Cabin Still's winning
dillerence not prove superior to your teste |int write u« in
Louisville '.V* wli gfertly refund your money.
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Vikings Go
To LA Two
Days Early
MINNEAPOLIS ~ ST. PAUL
(AP)-Coach Norm Van Brocklin thinks his Minnesota Vikings
need at least two days in Los
Angeles to adjust to the smog,
so the Vikings are flying to the
West Coast Wednesday to prepare for their game with the
Rams next Sunday.
"1 don't think we would have
won last year out there if we
hadn't gone out early," Van
Brocklin said. "The heat and the
smog take quite an adjustment.'*

PARENTS NIGHT ' .; . . M r . and Mrs.
Eljgin Sonnemaa and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Miller watch their sons. and teammates scrimmage at the annual parents night for Win-

hawk cagers. Following the special practice
session, Coach John Kenney and his cagers
entertained the parents at a social hour in
the high school cafeteria. (Daily News Photo)

BillBonow Knots
HighSeries, 679

The junwr bowling programs
advocated by the local pin establishments are finally beginning to reap harvests.
Bill Bonow; an 18-year-old
product of the Hal-Bod junior
leagues, made all the effort
seem worthwhile Monday night
as he dug up a 245—679 for Winona Excavating in the VFW
' League at Hal-Rod.
Bonow, a 160 average bowler
who rolls twice a week, built
the big set around games of
213 , 221 and 245 as he raced into a first-place tie in the city 's
top 10 standings. Bonow gained
a share of the top spot with
some of WinonaVkegling elite,
Gordie Fakler and Dick Niemeyer.
His only error in the series
came in the sixth frame of the
221 game, but his ball was consistently buried in the pocket
all evening long to make up for
the one miscue.

THE 1966 GRAD or Winona
High School paced the Excavating team to l,0O3--2.939.
In other action Frickson's
Auctioneers moved into seventh
place in the team game standing with a 1,058 in the Community loop at Westgate. Ray
McNally struck the big blow in
the game with a 247.
Benson's Feed Mill totaled 2,929 behind Teman Benson's
' 572. : • " .
WESTGATE: Helen Englerth's 529 was the best women's score in the city as she
paced Main Tavern to 2,525 in
the Pin Topplers League. Les
Krage lifted Cca Cola to 902
with her 193, and Irlene Trimmer toppled 504.
Fenske Body Shop swiped
team laurels in the Alley Gater's circuit by pounding 910—
2, 515. Janice Drazkowski led
the individuals with 188-523
for Mohan's.
Arlene Sobeck smashed 192
—50? for Safranek's in the Ladles loop, while league leading
Haddad's was tagging 2 ,515.'
Ken's Hardware totaled 855.
In the Junior Girls loop Palsley Pops registered ' 705—2,014
behind Vlcki Skroch's 13R.
Corinne Douglas belted 377
for Alley Smashers.
ATHLETIC C L U B : Rich
Chuchna socked 230 and Leon
Edel 561, both for Quality Sheet
Metal , but team honors went lo
Home Beverage Service with
950 and Bunke's Apco with
2, 718.

In the Go Getters League
Mary Ann Lee led Steve 's
Lounge to 2,439 with her 178.
Carol Rolbiecki helped out the
cause with a 474. Kramer k
Toye tripped 850. Alice Bauer
converted- the 6-740 split ' and
Mavis Cisewski the 2-T-lu*.
RED MEN: Sunbeam Bread
closed the gap in the Monday
Nite loop with a 960 via Roy
Nelson's 467. Doerer's totaled
2,605, and Bob Nelson Sr., had
191 for Paffrath's Paint .
HAL-ROD: KWNO jumped into a first place tie in the City
League thanks to a 1,025—2,873
evening. Ted Mahlke rapped 558
for Hotel Winona, and Gordy
Addington slapped 224 for Oasis
Bar Cafe.
Charmine Kragon 's 179—312
two-game series helped Monkees to 1,146 in the Park Etec
Jr. Girls League. Jolly Rollers
had 629. ¦
¦ ' .- CITY-

.

Hal-Rod
W
L
Hotel Winona .;.......... »> _ I5' _
KWNO Radio
10V. 15' ,
Llnahins Inn
50
ii
A A D Bootery ......... 1»
17
waliVa, Fl. city
... 11 M
Pepsi cola .. .
i
l
11
Golden Brand Fooda .... la
11
Country Kitchen . . . . . : . . . II
11
Fekler Road Const. . . . . . . 17
If
17
Speed Waih ., . : . . . .
1*
10
Oasis Bar Cata
. . . . . . . le
Graham eV .McGuire ... . IT 11
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W
U
j
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Jolly Rockers ............ S
4
,.
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«
«
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..:.,....,.... Hi ' «>• >
Pour
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..........
4
•
¦ Beaglea
I
:. :. :..: '...-...:. 4
V .F.W.
¦
•' W .' _'¦ ¦
Hal-Rod
33
I
Wasons Supper Club
Winona extavMing. Co; ' .. . .- i t
U
Blanches Tevem
... l»
14
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IS
Ie
u
Bakken Const. . . . . .
Jones * Kroeger . . . . . . . . H t 7
1;
Watkins House of Klnj .. 1*
It
17
Robb Motor Salii
11
Bernies D.X, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
... 13
Abrams Furnace
2«
..:. 13
IS
Bauer Eloc,
JJ
Winona Milk . . . . . . : . . . . 10
RED MEN MON. NITE
Red Men
W
L
14
Paint Depot
1*
15
ii
Sunbeam Brsad
14
lt
Doerers
.
15
II
Paffraths Paint .. .

*

MONDAY LEAGU i

Athletic
W
Quality Sheet Metal
. .. 1»
Horns Beveriga Service , 17
17
Bunkes Apco
josw lcks Full t, Oil .
M' _
1st National Bank . . . . . . I0V1
Super Saver
. . . .... II
00 SITTERS
. Athletic
VV
17
t. B. 's Corner
17
Circle G Ranch
It
Kramer a. Toys
Winona Plumbing
. . . . . . U'ii
Graham A McOuIre .... i}< ,
II
Steve' s Lounga
WB3STOAT!
Community
W
23
Oasis . Bar
it
Benson 's Fieri Mill
la
Happy Cher ...
H
Johnny's Bir
1<
Sugar Loaf Inn
1«
Frickson 's Aucf
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*

L
11
11
13
13i ,
D'i
10
L
1J
II
14
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17
L

I
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1)
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v
V
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Sunbeam
11
Blumentrlttl -i .,..',...„..„. 11
11
. . . . . . 11
11
Erdmann 's "
WBSfSATE LADIES
. VT"" L"'
Westgate : ' -,
rHaddad's : , . ; . : \ . : . : : . : . . 34
f ' ¦•
Winona Typewriter . ... . . 19Vi U',_
14
Grulkowtki Biauty Shop . IS
Safranek's ,i„ -.: : :...., -, .„.._ . 14 . 1»...
KjiVy, Hardwwa :;.
Uli l&Va:
Midland ' Co-op . . . . .
. IS
13
PIN TOPPLERS
Westgate .
VV
L
LakesSBe Citjo
tl
4
Polachek. Electric . . . . . . . . ! lo
5
Watkins
Mary
King
...
....
•
i
¦ Hamemiks
Bir ............ 7
I
Coca Cola . . . . . . . . . . . .; . . . . . . . ' 7
Wallyj . . . „ . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . 7 :. . ¦ *
I
Main Tavern ..:. , . . , . . . . S
10
Winona Paint « Glass ... 4
11
ALLEY GATERS
Westgate
Pit,
Fenske Body Shop
. . . . . . . . 31
Mohan's Window Co. . . . . . . . . . 13H
Jeanette's Biauty Salon ...... 31
Curley's Floor Shop .......... !?',_
Montgomery Wards : . . .' .
15
Regan 's Insurance ............. itVJ
William 's Holtl. ' . •. . . . ¦;..:; '. .... ' .' . 1»
Llnahan 's
.. : . . . . ; . . 10',.
JUNIOR GIRLS
Westgate
W
L
Paisley Pops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
7
Monkees
13
I
Alley Smaxhiri ........... 11 , ?
Alley Buiten
1 II

Tarkenton'i five interceptions
Sunday compared with only six
he had thrown in the Vikings'
eight earlier games this year.
He now has completed 147 of 270
passes for 1,869 yards and 10
touchdowns.
Paul Flatley didn't catch a
pass Sunday, but still leads the
Club with 32 receptions for 501
yards and two touchdowns. Bill
Brown has caught 31 for 291
yards and Jim Phillips 24 for
387 yards.
Brown still leads the rushing
with 567 yards on 156 carries, a
3;6 average , while Tarkenton
has scrambled 47 times for 300
yards and a 6.4 average.

Badgers in
Good Shape
For Gophers

MADISON (fl - Coach Milt
Bruhn looked over the walking
wounded on the Wisconsin football squad Monday and concluded that the team should be in
good physical condition for Saturday's season finale against
Minnesota at Camp Randall
Stadium.
Three men who missed action
in last week's loss to Illinois,
tackle Don Bliss, linebacker
Bob Richter and end Warren
Dyer, suited up and participaLOS . AJTGELES (AP) - ted in the team 's light loosenSportsmen backed by $l million ing up session.
will meet in Southern California
this week to complete planning Bruhn said a knee injury to
for the formation of an eight- end Tom McCauley at Illinois
team United Basketball League, had caused some concern, Mcthe Los Angeles Times said Cauley, a Superior sophomore,
Monday.
has 40 pass receptions so far
The Times said the group, and needs eight more to break
which will meet either in Los the school record set by Pat
Angeles or palm Springs, Calif., Richter in 1962.
plans to organize basketball Bruhn indicated that quarterteams in Los Angeles, Pitts- back John Ryan, who saw acburgh Pa., Atlanta , Ga., Minne- tion last weekend, would be
apolis, Minn., New York. Cleve- given plenty ot work before Saturday but might not necessarland, Ohio and Seattle, Wash.
ily start against the Gophers.
Prospective franchise owners
He plans no p e r s o n n e l
are Bob Short , former owner of changes unless more injuries
the Los Angeles Lakers of the develop in practice.
National Basketball Association ,
Offensive tackle Phil SobocinGeorge Mikan , a former Lakers' player , and Wilt Chamber, ski won the "Bucky" award for
lain, player with the Philadel- his offensive play in Wisconsin's 49-14 defeat at the hands
phia 76ers.
The teams would begin play- of the Illini. Coaches could
find no defender meriting the
ing next fall , the Times said.
"savage " award.
Th-i Los Angeles Dodgers
beat ail but two National League teams in their season series. They divided 18 games
with both the Giants and Pirates.

To Plan

8-Team
Cage Loop

Harry Kesjler waved Clay to n neutral corner
the bell saved Wininms from a knockout. The
fight ended In the next round with Clay the
victor via a technical knockout. (AP Photofax;

Spartans, Irish to
Play for Top Spot

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS fourth, Georgia Tech fifth, ArThe votes have been tabulat- kansas sixth, Southern Califored, and the results show what nia seventh, UCLA eighth and
everybody already knows— Georgia ninth.
Notre Dame will play Michigan Purdue, l_ -n winners over
State Saturday for the No. 1 Minnesota last Saturday, moved
spot in college football.
into 30th, replacing Tennessee
Notre Dame, 8-0, is on top which lost to Mississippi 14-7.
again this week and Michigan Notre Dame has posted five
State, 9-0, is second again in sh*.*>uts this season while holdVan Brocklin also dismissed The Associated Press poll re- ing its opponents to a total of
28 points, and the Spartans have
Sunday's loss to Detroit, 32-31, leased today.
in which Fran Tarkenton threw The Irish drew 35 first-place given up an average of just 10
points a game.
five pass interceptions.
votes in the weekly DOJI and a
"It was just a bad day," total of ,42ft points while the The situation Is nearly the
Coach Norm Van Brocklin ob- Spartans were first on six bal- same as It was last year when
served. "Detroit deserved to lots and accumulated 392 points. the teams met at Notre Dame.
win. We didn't play well enough The rest of the Top Ten, with4 Michigan State was undefeatto win.'' ¦
the exception of 10th place,, re- ed and needed a victory against
And Tarkenton, prime archi- mained the^jaro&^s,4ast week the. Irish to complete an unbeattect of the previoiis week's-20-17 with ; Alabiutoa:- thif^NefirasfS: in''season .and^hold- Its No. 1
upset of the Green Bay Packers,
shouldered the blame. "It was
just me," he said. "I just gave
them the gift of a ball game."

Maulers Win
Flag Football
Title Game

The Morey Maulers of Winona State 's Tuesday night flag
football league topped the Raiders of Wednesday night 24-14
for the championship Monday.
Gary Connelly scored on
seven-yard and one-yard runs
for the Maulers and Mark Perix
scored on a 50-yard scamper.
For the Raiders, Bin Anderson scored both touchdowns.
One came on a 30-yard run
and the other on a flfi-yard pass
interception.

CLAY FLATTENS WILLIAMS . . . Cleveland Williarru Is spread-eagled on the canva*
in Houston's Astrodome for the third time '
in the second round of his bout with CM«I U »
Clay for the world's heavyweight championship Monday night. Mom«nts after referea

B OILERMAKERS RATED IQ TH

WATCH THOSE DOORS
BOSTON Ut) - When discussing means ol getting a team
"up for n game ." Bill Russell,
new player-coach of (he Boston
Celtics , recnlls the time lie
took over the team In Los Angeles In the absence of Red
Auerbach.
"I milly gave it lo the team, "
says Russell , "nnd they were
charged up. I could see this
players tensing up just waiting
tn run through the dressing
room door.
"When I finished 1 said 'OK,
now go out nnd get them, '
"They jumped up ready to
take the door off the hinges ,
"Wouldn't you know it , tha
door wan locked."

ranking in the country. The
Spartans attained both goals by
winning 12-3, Md all the Irish
got was their second loss of a
season,
The Spartans again need a
victory—this time at home—to
complete another unbeaten season and move from second to
first in the national rankings.
The Irish, however, are shooting for their first undefeated,
untied season since 1949 and
their first national championship since the same year. Even
if they get by Michigan State,
though, they have another game
against Southern California the
following week.
Two other members of the

Top Ten—Southern Cal and
UCLA—are involved in Saturday's second biggest battle
while four other teams are idle
—Alabama, Nebraska, Georgia
Tech and Georgia.
Arkansas is at Texas Tech
and Purdue hosts Indiana,
The Top Ten, with JSrst-plica
votes in parenthesis, and total
points on 10-9 etc. basis:
L Notre Dame (35 )
«20
2. Michigan State (6)
392
3. Alabama (1)
327
4. Nebraska
282
5. Georgia Tech
241
6. Arltansas (1)
208
7. Southern Calif.
172
8. UCLA
136
9. Georgia
102
10. Purdue
V 37

Michigan State
*
Notre Oamrl&tk
At Full Strength

CHICAGO (fl — Midwest Football Briefs :
Michigan State — The Spartans went through a light workout in sweat clothes antj then
heard scouting reports cn Notre Daine. Coach ( Duffy)
Daugherty said Spartan scouts
were impressed especially with
the Irish defense and the ability
to break games open with punt
returns, kickoff returns and
blocked punts .
Daugherty said the Spartanwill be at top strength with the
return of defensive linemen Phil
Hoag and Nick Jordan. Fullback Bob Apisa, who has missed the last two games with a
sprained knee, is expected to
.play. - .
Notre Dame — The Irish
will be at full, strength for Michigan State. Coach Ara Parseghian warned his team about the
skills of Spartan quarterback
Jimmy Raye. "Where are those
people who said Raye couldn't
pass?" Ara asked. Parseghian
said Raye has to be one of
the most underrated quarterbacks in the country. "He's
quick and is a dangerous running threat. You've got to be
i m p r e s s e d with Michigan
State 's over-all speed oh both
offense : and defense and thentwo fine receivers, Al Brenner
and Gene Washington."
Purdue — Rose Bowl-bound
Purdue will be in top shape for
its Old Oaken Bucket battle
against Indiana. Guard Bob Sebeck was withheld from Monday's practice but is expected
to be ready by Saturd ay*
Indiana — Injuries will hobble
the Hoosiers. Four regulars will
miss the Purdue game. End
Bill Couch has torn knee ligaments, guard Tom Schuette
broke a thigh bone, rov«r back
Bill Huff has a dislocated
hand and linebacker Kevin Duffy a ruptured spleen,
Illinois —The Illin! worked
out briefly and then took time
out to study movies and listen
to scouting reports on Northwestern. The Illini will be in
relatively good health .
Northwestern — Defensive
halfback Phil Clark is expected to be ready for Illinois despite suffering a pulled leg muscle against Michigan. Otherwise
Northwestern 'figures to be in
its best physical condition since
the beginning of the season,
Ohio State — Scout Ecco Sarkkinen warned the Buckeyes that

Michigan could be the best 5-4
team in the nation. Sarkkinen
also said Wolverine Jack Clancy could be the best split end
the Bi g Ten has turned out.
Minnesota — Disabling injuries and other factors caused
Coach Murray Warmath to
make five switches in the starting offensive unit. Two sophomores moved up in changes not
related to injuries. They are
Jack Walsh, who took over for
Tom Pink at left guard, and
John Wintermute, who replaced
Dick Peterson at left half.
Iowa — Linebacker Dave
Moreland will miss the Miami,
Fla., game Friday night because of a knee injury. The
Hawkeyes went through a
light drill in sweat clothes.

Chiefs Are
Statistical
Success, Too

NEW YORK ; AP _ With Leon
Dawson throwing, Bert Ooan,
Mike Garrett and Curtis McClinton running and Johnny
how
Robinson intercepting,
could Kansas City help but be a
statistical , as well as a: division
success?
The Chiefs, who head the
Western Division of the American Football League by two
games, held their No. 1 offensive ranking in AFL statistics
this Week after a 34-16 blitz of
Miami.

HIGH LEVEL CHANGES FOR METS . . . George Weks,
72, retiring president of the New York Meta, «dts at left
as the newly-named president, Bing Devine, 49, speaks at
hews conference at New York's Shea Stadium Monday. VL
Donald Grant, chairman of the board, stands behind Deviae.
'
" : ' " ' ¦;.:
; (Ap., photofax) .; . '

Spartan Coach
Worried About
Irish Running

EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP )
— For the game of the year,
Michigan State Coach Duffy
Daugherty came up with the
understatement of the year:
't
Kansas City has averaged "At least this week we don
have
the
danger
of
looking
by
361.3 yards a game, including a
league- leading 159.1 on the one game.
ground. The Chiefs are fifth in "And we don't have the probpassing, only because Dawson lem of anyone saying, 'How
does not have to throw as much much are you going to beat
because of the potent ground them by?' "¦ the coach of the naforce.
tion 's No. 2 ranked team said
New York took over the top Monday, five days before it
spot on defense , 257 yards a plays the nation 's No. 1 team —
game, despite a .4-3 loss to Buf- Notre Dame.
falo, Joe Namath also has "I as-sume we'll be the unpassed them to the lead in pass- derdog," he added,
ing with 242,7 yards a game.
He called the game a great
opportunity.
The New York Mets really "I can 't remember once in the
had a hand in stopping the history of the polls that the No.
Giants during 1966. The ninth 1 and 2 teams met ih the final
place Mets won 9 of the 18 game of the season ," he said.
games played.
Daugherty w««. worried about
stopping Notre Dame 's running
GRIN AND BEAR IT
because, he noted , they can al^
ways pass. And he was worried
ahout the Irish passing because,
he added , they disguise their
pass plays by faking runs.
Michigan State should he in
good health for the battle for the
national championship, Daugherty said.
Fullback Boh Apisa , who
missed two games with a knee
sprain, is expected to be ready
to play, even if he doesn 't start.
Duffy isn't too worried about
the squad's mental condition
either.

"And Iwith to thank our apoak«r for hit Intarattlng
talk in which wa all learned that a 'crash' and
a 'boom'arc not the tame thing."

"I don't think there are any
limits to desire and exuberance ," he said. "I don't think
you run out of this."
Notre Dame's star receiver , ftfoot4 , 205-pound Jim Seymour,
i. an outstanding player, Daugherty said.
"He has height and tuch
quick moves, the same suie
hands as (MSU end Al) Brenner
and outstanding speed." lie
said,
, Daugherty said t here wouldn't
he any special defensive plan
(or Seymour,
"You can't change your pass
defense going into the 10>th

game" he said. "We'll just jiava
to do everything better. "
Daugherty gave the scouting
report on Notre Darne to his
first stringers in practice Monday, and the players did some
running, but no heavy work,
Assistant coaches Ed Rutherford and Al Dorow scouted the
Irish for MSU.
"Both were very impressed,"
Daugherty said. "They said this
is a team that has everything —
size , speed, good coaching and a
happy blend of running and
passing."
Last year, when MSU wa«
ranked No. I and Notre Dame
No. 4, the Spartans scored a 123 victory and held the Irish to
minus 12 yards rushing and just
25 yards passing.
But Notre Dame is better this
year , said Daugherty, because
"now they 've got passing plus
the same running. "
265-POUND IS AVERAGE
HOUSTON to - Tackle Pat
Holmes of the Houston Oilers of
the American Football League
says there 's quite a difference
between the AFL and Canadian
football.
"Upu there (in Canada) I waa
the second or third largest player in the league. Here, I'm
just an average-sized lineman. "
Holmes Is fl-feet-5 and 265
pounds ,

Men Under 25!
To find out how you may
qualify for savings up to
$30 or mor* on
tar insuranca
coil

f|^#t RINfiiER

SENTRY INSURANCE

UVESTOCK

Market Cuts
tossed Steel
Shares Higher

GRAIN

NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market cut losses early this afternoon as steels advanced. Republic Steel raised its dividend.
Trading was moderate.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 1.12 at
612.63.
The over-all market continued
to decline as the Street showed
renewed caution in the face of
President Johnson's surgery
scheduled for Wednesday.
Losses of key stocks ranged
mostly from fractions to more
than a point, but selling presisure Was light. Many stocks
showed trifling declines, traded
unchanged or bucked the downtrend.
A steadier showing was made
by electronics, aerospace issues
and airlines as the session continued.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was down
<Flr»t Pub. Tuesday. Nov. 15, 1966)
NOTICE TO BANKERS
Notice Is hereby oiven that seeled
proposals for the SepOsit of the funds
of Winona County, Minnesota/ for the
musing two yearsy will be received by
?he Board of Auditors of said County, at
the office of Joseph . C. Page, Clerk ot
fhe DisfrJrt Court, In the Cbort House
In the City of Winona, In said County,
up to and until the 1st day of December,
IMe, af- .IO o'clock In the forenoon of
aald day, at which time . and place all
sweh proposals so submitted : will be
opened and read by and In the presence
•f said Board.
. Such proposals shall state what security will be given to iaid county for such
funds so deposited and what interest will
be allowed on'monthly: balances on condlrlori that such funds, with accrued
Interest, shall be held subled to draft
and payment at all times on demand.
The Board rejervfs fhe rJghf fo nefecf
any and all proposals.
Dated at Winona. Minnesota, thi* loth
*»y of November . 1M«.
sCARL PETERSON,
" ¦ . Chairman of said Board: and
Chairman Board of
Counly Commissioners.
. JOSEPH C. PAGE,
Cleric o< said Board, and
Clerk of lrie District Court.
ALOIS WICZEK,
- Member of said Board and
County Auditor.

Go To Cobell for
-¦

MINNEAPOLIS (*l--Wheat receipts Monday 388 year ago 363,*
trading basis unchanged; pri«s
ilk higher; cash spring wheat
basis, No. 1 dark northern, 11-17
protein'i'.89M»-2.0'lv _ ;
No . 1 hard Montana winter
1.88> „ -1.97li.
Minn
- S.D. No. \ hard win¦
ter 'lim-i.ttM.
No. 1 htird jmber durum,
choice 2.08-2.13; discounts, amber 2-3 ; durum 4-7.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.34Vi-l.'35%. '
Oats No. 2 white 69-74^; No.
3 white 66-72Vi ; No. 2 heavy
72V.-76; No. a heavy white
¦ white - '¦'
,70-74.
Barley, cars 121, year ago 171,
good to choice 1,18-1.46; low to.
iatermediate 1.14-1;38 ; feed 1.001.12 hom.
Rye No. 1 3.1< nom.
Soybeans No. l yellow 2.90T*.
1.2 at 297.1 with industrials off
2.4, rails off .3 and utilities off

Westinghouse Electric and
General Electric each fell more
than a point . Du Pont dropped
about l"V_, dampening the averages for the second straight session, .
Eastern Air Lines rallied
about 2 points and an American World Airways showed a
fractional gain. American and
United Airlines lost fractions.
Recovering from early losses,
IBM and Polaroid each climbed
more than a point while Xerox
Swift & Company
posted a i-point gain.
West Highway <(1
Still showing 1-point losses
Buying hours are : from 8 a .m. to 3:30
'
Monday through Friday.
were such stocks as Zenith, p: .Tn.
There will be no calf markets oti FriAmerican melting and Phelps days. ' . ¦
These quotations apply to hogs delivDodge (ex dividerdX
ered to the Winona station by noon toRepublic Steel showed a full day.
HOGS
1-point gain as it paced the reHog market: Steady.
covering steel section. US.
Butchers grading 34 & 38 19.2M».50
Butchers 200-230 l b s . . . . . . . : . . , . U.00
Steel, Bethelehem and Jones &
Sows 270-300 lbs!
17.25
taughlin edged higher.
CATTLE
Cattle market: Steady.
General Motors held about unHigh choice »nd prime . . . . . . 23^25
changed. Ford, Chrysler and Choice ' .., ' . . . . . . . ; . ; . . : . . 22.00-23.25 .
21.0O-22 .OO
American Motors were fraction- Good
Standard . . , . . . . . . , . . . . . . ; 20.00-21.50
al losers.
Utility cows
.. -15.IIO-H.00
Prices were irregularly high- ¦ Canner 4 Cutter . . . . .'. . 13,00-15.00
.
VEAL :
er on the American Stock ExVeal market: Weak .
Top
choice
..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3i.00
change.

WINONA MARKETS

¦
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AOVERTISEMEMT FOR

BIDS

Four- Door, Sedan Typa
PASSENGER AUTOMOBILE
Winona, Minnesota

¦ S«H UMtaffif

IEARIN©S
JAR STOCK * CORES
Twia Cifiat Stock
from Oar

C. E, G0BEIL C0MPAMr

UH ttftranU* A».St. rati *, aOao,

CHICAGO (AP) — UIDA - HOOT
4,000; butchirs 25 to mostly 50 hither.
Instances Ii hither; mostly )-i MO-230
lb butchers 21.25-21.75; mixed 1-3 1W-2JS
- 2Ibs 20.7S-21.2S; 125-240 lbs 2O.0O-207J,
3 310-240 Ibl 1f.'5-20.50; 24iV2W lbs j e.OO11.75;, mixed l-> 2SO-400 lb sows H.7I17.25; ?00-500 lbs WJ5-14.75.
Cattle 2,000; (laughter steers vrmven.
Steady to weak.; high choice and prime
1,050-1,250 lb slaughter steers 25.00-25.50,
choke ',900-1,250 Ibs 24.50-25:25; mixed
good and choice 24.00-24.50; high choice
and prime 850-1,000 lb slaughter heifers 24.00-24.25; choice 800-1,000 Ibs 23.2524.00; mixed good and choice 22.75-23.25;
utility and commercial cows 15,50-17.00.
Sheep 300; wooled slaughter limbs
steady; choice and prime and prime
90-105 lb lamb! 22.0O-22.5O; choice B0105 lbs 21.00-22.50: choice KM05 lbs
21.00-22.00; good and choice 20.00-21.50;
cull . to good
¦
¦ wooled slaughter ewes 5.000.00, . ' ¦ . ' "
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) —
(USDA) — Cattle 4,000; calves 1,500;
slow ; slaughter steers not . established;
early sales slaughter heifers weak to
25 lower; few loads still In first hands;
all other- classes ', steady; choice 8501,050 lb sieuBDIer hellers 22.75-23.25;
mixed high-good and choice 22.25-22.75;
utility and commercial slaughter cows
15.50-14.50; canner and Cutter 13.50-15.50;
utlllty and commercial slaughter bulla
19.00-22.00; cutter ' 17.00-20.00; choice
vealers 30.00-33.00; high choice and
prime 34.00; choice slaughter calves
21.00-24.00; good lB.OO-21.00; good 550750 lb feeder steers 22.50-24.00i 7iO-«X)
lb fleshy 21:00-22.50.
:
Hogs 1,500; trading moderately active;
barrows and gilts steady to mostly 25
lower; sows under 100 lbs steady; heavier weights not fully established; other
classes steady; 1-2 190-230 lb barrows
and gilts 19.50-20.00; mixed 1-3 1W-240
Ibs 19.25-19.50; 1-3 270-400 lb sows 16.7517.50; 1-2 120-1(0 lb feeder pigs 18-0018.50.
Sheep 4.500,* trading moderately active ; slaughter lambs 25 to mostly 50
lower; other 'classes steady; high-choice
and : prime 95-102 lb wooled slaughter
lambs 22.00; most choice and prime
90-105 lb 21.00.21.50; utility and . good
wooled slaughter ewes 5 .50-7.00; weights
over 150 lb! 5.0O-6.OO; choice and lancy
60-80 lb feeder iambs : 21.50-22.CK); 8090 lbs _6.50-21.50.

Sealed proposals will be received up
fa Thursday, DecemBer i, 1966, at 5.00
p.m.; and publicly opened and read In
the Off Ice of the Btard, City Hall, at
5:00 p.m. on the same day, for furnishing a tour-door, sedan type, passenger automobile to ttia Board of Municipal Works, Winona, Minnesota, all In
accordance with the specifications, therelore, prepared by the City Engineer,
Winona, Minnesota, and now on file at
his office. There will be no trade-in,
Each proposal mutt be accompanied
by a certified check In the amount of
live percent <5%) of the bid.
The right to relecf any and all bids
Is hereby reserved;
Mali or deliver all bids to:
Gerald O. Harvey, Secretary,
Board of Municipal Wortu,

¦

Good and choice
' Commercial .
. . ... . . .
: Boners

25.00-32.00
2O.0O-2i.O0
' . . , ' .;. 18.00-rJown

; Winona Egg Market

(Winona Produce, Zlebell Produce)
These quotations apply as of
10:30 : a.m. today.
Grade A lumbo
. . . .45
Grade A largt
. . . . . . . . . . . .'. . : . . . .40
Grade A medium
.....i..... .33
'.: Grade A small
. .18
Grade B . . J .
;...
.35
Grade C . .;. . . . . .-.....,......,....18 .

PRODUCE

1 P. M. New York
Steele Prices

CHICAGO (A) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
Allied Ch 34V< Honeywl
57% steady ; wholesale buying prices
Allis Chal 22% I B Mach 351 unchanged; 93 score AA 67; 92
Amerada 7&% Intl Harv 35% A 67; 90 65%; 89 C 63%; cars
Am Can SO Intl Paper 27% 90 66%; 89 C 65.
Am Mtr
8& Jns j L
47% Eggs firm; wholesale buying
prices unchanged to % higher;
AT&T
56 Jostens
—
70 per cent or better grade A
Am Tb
31% Kencott
37% whites 48%; mixed 48; mediums
Anconda 81% t-orillard
44y4 40%; standards 42; decks 36.
Arch Dn 34% Minn MM 80
NEW YORlT(A) -- (USDA)
Armco Stl 46% Minn P L 25% — Butter offerings increased.
Armour 30% Mobil Oil 47% Demand fair to good.
Avco Cp 21% Mn Chm
41 .
Wholesale prices on bulk carBeth Stl
30% Mont Dak 32% tons (fresh);
Boeing
59% Mont Wd 23% Creamery, 93 score (AA) 67%Boise Cas 20Mi Nt Dairy 37
68% cents; 92 score (A) 67%-68.
Brunswk 1 N Am Av 48% Wholesiale egg offerings'light ;
CatpiUar 37% N N Gas 50% demand good.
Ch MSPP 32% Nor Pac
47% Wholesale s e I I I n
g prices
C&NW
81% No St Pw 33% New York spot quotations:
stanChrysler 32% Nw JVir
108% dards 45-46%; checks
39-40%.
Cities Svc -47% Nw Banc 44%
Whites: extra fancy heavy
Com Ed 51% Penney
55% weight (47 lbs min)
48%-50 ; fanComSat -41V8 Pepsi
72% cy medium (41
lbs average) 44Con Coal — Pips Dge 65%
45; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs
Cont Can -40% Phillips
52%
min) 47%-48%; medium (40 lbs
Cont Oil «38 Pillsby
36%
average) ;42%-43% ; smalls (36
Cntl Data 30% Polaroid 153%
Ibs average) 38-39; peewees (31
Deere
62% BCA
47
Douglas 41% Red Owl
13% NEW YORK
(A) - CaDow Cm 59% Eep Stl
39% nadian dollar today .8234
, predu Pont 159% Rexall
27
vious day .9235; .
East Kod 124% Rey Tb
36%
Firestone 48% Sears Roe 49%
FV)rd Mtr 40% Shell 0U 67% CHICAGO (A) — ( USDA) Gen Elec 96% Sinclair
65% live poultry: WholessUe buying
Gdn Fbod 78% Sp Rand
27 prices unchanged to % lower;
Gen Mills 63 St Brands 35% roasters 23-25%; special fed
Gen Mtr 71% St Oil Cat 64 white rock fryers 18^-20; young
hen turkeys 30-32• young torn
Gen Tel
43% St Oil Ind 53
Gillette
41 St Oil NJ 69 turkeys 27-29; geese 31-33.
~
Goodrich 65% Swift
41%
Goodyear 48 Texaco
73% CHICAGO (A) - (USDA) Gould
22% Texas Ins 112% Potatoes arrivals 87; on track
Gt No Ry 52% Union Oil 57% 219- total U.S. shipments 256;
Greyhnd 17% Un Pac
37% supplies moderate; demand
Gulf Oil
59% U S Steel 38 slow; market for best stock
Hanna M 51>A Wesg El
48% about steady r others dull ; carlot
Homestk 37% Wlworth
20 track sales: Idaho russets 3 50;
Minnesota North Dakota Red
River Valley round reds 2.85;
TAXES AND LAWYERS
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — The Wisconsin russets 3.50-3.65.
26th annual tax institute for
Minnesota lawyers will be held CRASH DAMAGE $2O0
Winona police investigated a
Dec. MO at the Holiday Inn
Central , Minneapolis. Among two-car accident at Main and
the many timely subjects to be West 4th streets at 2 pirn. Moncovered will be ''An Advance day. It resulted in about $200
Look at Minnesota's New Inher- in damages but no injuries. A
itance Tax Regulations .V The Royal Cab driven south on
one and one-half day program Main Street by Charles F. Ciis presented by the Minnesota zak , 23, 56 Otis St., and a southState Bar Association section on bound car, following and maktax law in cooperation with the ing a left turn onto 4th Street
University of Minnesota^ Lec- at the intersection, collided.
turing will be 11 experienced The right rear of the taxi cab
practicing lawyers from Minne- was hit Damage to each was
apolis and St. Paul.
about SUM.

Wa nt Ads I
Start Her©

-- ' ¦ • ¦

-

'

In Mcmoriim

IN AN ERA of paper dresses, cardboard
furniture and soup-can art, you will ba
IN LOVING MEMORY of Mri. Prank
happy to hear thins* haven't changed
Mullen, wtio pasted »way 4 year* ago
at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, m E. 3rd
' -today, '
St. Stmt good food, friendly service,
Take her In Thine arrhi, dear Lord,
budget prices, relaxing atmosphere.
And iv«r let hor b«
Stop
fodiyl
V
A musenger of love
Batwwi our hearts and -That.
Sadly missed by Dad a> Children ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Man or woman, your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
Lost md Found
4 want help. Contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General DeLOST-Thurt. atttrnoon, very friendly ftlivery, Winona, Minn., or Tel. 8-<MlO
male Boston Terrier, tnnvera to name
evenings 7-lo. Send for a copy of-our
Squirt, while face and neck, wearing
newspaper, "The Eye Opener.'' lfi
collar and license tad. Tel. 2395, ask for
free. Box 442, Winona, Minn.
Hippy Dan, Ml W. 7th;
TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
¦ " ¦¦
' ;•: ; .7
'Personals ;
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
NOON SPECIAL WEDNESDAY-Swedtsh
Meat Bolls, whipped potatoes, gravy,
salad, roll, butter, beverage, 85c. SIDEWALK CAFE, Mlracla Mall,

.

l_ aB__ a____ BBaaw_m^a__a_______ja_a___<____M__«gaa«_ ^

GOLTZ PHARMACY

Auto Servica, Repairing

AUTOMOBILE

LADIES: If you want to drink that's.
YOUR business; If you DONT want to
drink, that's our business. Contact
Women's AA for private, confidential
help with your drinking problem. Call
' 8-4(10 evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of
our newspaper, "The Eye Opener^', lfi
free, Box 4*2, Wlhdna, Minn.

.

Lake City Veterans
Units Join in Prog ram

.

'

at

WARD'S AUTO SERVICE
*f £ . QC
«PU. 7J

— 6 cylinder

(plus parts)
LAKE CITY, Minn. ( Special)
— Special guests at the Veter<t7 QC — 8 cylinder
ans Day program Friday at
T ':;• 7J (plus paints)
Lincoln High School auditorium
were Mrs. Robert Taylor , WW
president ; Mrs. Melvin Lilje^
vail, American Legion Auxiliary
¦a* n ' si « • o JW • •* » w *- "P _ l
president ; Sig Petrich, VFW
commander; LaVern Herron,
. }: MIRACLE MALL
;
Legion commander, and William EUwoodi commander of
14
Lakeview Barracks World War Business Services
I yeterans.
DOZING WORK and timber dozing wantDonald Miller, . Burnsville, ed. Tel. 8-1372.
commandant at the Minnesota
21
Soldiers ¦Home, was guest Plumbing, Roofing
speaker; . ' ¦
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
About 200 attended the allFor clogged sewers and drains.
stag Veterans Council dinner at
CALL SYL KUK0WSKI
the VFW Club near Lake City Tel. 9509 or 6434 1 year guarantee
Friday evening. Proceeds will
be used to finance the Veterans Septic Tank & Cesspool
Day program and Memorial
Cleaning Service ;
Special Truck. Sanitary & Odorless.
Day observance. The three vetG, S. WOXLAND CO.
erans organizations comprise Rushford, Minn.
Tel. , 4M-924J
the council.
Jerry's Plumbing Service

AWARDS 1

827 E. 4lh

..

.

Tal. 9394

AS LONG AS you are dreaming, do It In
color! We are speaking of. your new
bathroom and Its fixtures, See the
handsomely designed closets, luxuriously contoured lavatories, gracefully styled
tubs. In beautiful pastels or steaming
white. Quality fixtures . at a budget
price. See our plumbing experts for
. free estimates.

a^amaamiaa^amaWamaaT»maaaaTmamaaatWawatMamaaaaamaaratataaaa

Frank O'Laughl in

Female—Jobs of Interest—26
RELIABLE FULL-TIME beoysltttr wanted. Tel. 8-+M8.
WE . ARE NOW taking applications , for
extra Christmas help. Must be able to
work alternating hours . . .:¦ 9-5, 9-9/
12 noon, 5-9. Also 2 women lor giftwrapping, full time. A. H. Krleger,
Main Office , H. Choate. & Co. .

/

REX MORGAN, MD.

By Dal Curtis

WAITRESSES WANTED - Immediate
openings. Apply
Downtown Country
Kitchen.

Male —Job. of Interest—27

It's estimated that more than 20 million people own shares
in American business. Possibly you are one of them. Or perhaps you are just beginning to see yourself in the role of investor and are considering putting some of your funds to
work in the market.

PART-TIME HELP, between 20 and tt,
for day and night work. Write C-78
Dally Mews. .

GROWTH: Your goal may be to benefit from your Investment in later years—perhapsto help finance a college education, to cushion your retirement years, even to treat your family to some long-talked-about luxury.
• • *
. So you consider common stocks of companies which strike
you as having good prospects of growing. Although the past
doesn't guarantee the future, many common stocks listed on
the New York Stock Exchange have grown impressively
through the years.

Over-The-Road

TRUCK DRIVER
Good fringe benefits.
¦ ""

NANCY
'
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Apply In person.
'
' '—

By Ernia Bushmiller
'¦—

¦
I I ¦"J*— " — ¦¦' -¦' '-' —

¦¦

- I—ii ——.1.

e

i'«

{Healthy growth is one thing ; the dazzle of the "hig h f lye rs"
may be another. The one sure thing is that stock p rices ebb and
f low for many reasons, so there is risk in any iny estment.)
INCOME: If your ambition is to spice your regular income
with dividends, your interest may focus on a stock's dividend
record and prospects. Possibly preferred stocks «r bonds.
* # •
Some 500 stocks listed on the Exchange have paid quarterly dividends for 20 years or more without a miss.
# • #
SAFETY :If your circumstances suggest a more conservative
tack , then you would weigh (be relative safety of principal combined with a good yield that high-grade preferred stocks or
bonds might offer.
• • «
Settlingy our mind on a realistic goal isj ust one of f ourguidelines that vise investors usuall y f ollow.
•

¦ m
.

Bv Saonderg and Ernsr

MARY WORTH

Members New York Stock Exchange

Mail lo a member flrrh of lhe New VorJi Slock Exchanie in your community, or to New York Slock Exchange, Dept, 6-SE, P.O. Box 1070,
New York, N.Y. 10001.
4«
.
:

^
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WP COD«

lor Lubricant Salesman to present
top quality Una of specialized products
to contractors, truckers, farmers, and
ranchers In local protected territory,
This connection will furnish five-figure
Income lo energetic producer, Knowledge ot equipment and/or previous
sales experience desirable. Sincere desire for high Income end ability to
mnnsge your own time essential, Company training, national advertising
and technical assistance. Commission
and bonus Life and hospitalization
Insurance programs. For personal Interview, write In complete conildence

.

MARRIED OR single man wanted en
farm, good starting wage, modern hooting, partly or all furnlthed If wantedi
Tel. .Altura i7M. Norbirt Speltz.
MARRIED AWN wanted tor farmwork .
All modern house to live In. Feeding
steers and brood cowu alio unloader* .
and all automatic feeding. Modern tractors to operate. Call or Write Frank V.
Wickerf, Canton, Minn. Tal. 7434641.
MANAGER TRAINEE-We Wa now accepting applications for manager train-'
ees for one of America's largest retell
shoe stores. Prefer someone with chain
store experience but nol necessary.' Excellent company benefits and opportunity for advancement. Contact Mr. Fry,
Schlff Shoes, Miracle Mill. An equal opportunity employer.

MAN WANTED: full-time receiving, display and stock work. Permanent position or aggressive young man. Paid vacation, group insurance and profit. ,
sharing plan. Apply ,Ray Jaszewskl,
. downtown

TED MAIER DRUGS

WE: NEED, : ..
• TV REPAIR MAN —
FULL TIME
To assist with TV and
radio repair. Must hava
some electronic knowledge.

• DEAPERY INSTALLATION — FULL TIME
To assist with hardware
installation for draperies ,
curtains and shades.
• APPLIANCE SERVICE
DEPARTMENT - FULL
TIME ;
To assist with delivery of
major appliances and dp
minor appliance repair.
Some mechanical ability.
40 HOUR WEEK
PAID INSURANCE AND
VACATIONS . EMPLOYEE
FRINGE BENEFITS
Contact Mr. A. H. Kreiger
Main Office —
E. CHOATE & CO.

If You Made Less Than
$150 Last Week , You
Should Read This Ad
At Once:

SALESMEN-

GET in NOW on BIG mon-

ey. Work high-commission,
pre - qualifed , pre - sold
LEADS: No hard "canvassing, " no "cold calls.". Million dollar 1966 ad campaign
pulling Teads by the bushel.

WE NEED HELP
Chance of a lifetime

Help—Mal« or Femal*

WAITERS OR WAITRESSES, full or parttime, <tvcnln _ work. No phone call*.
Sammy '* Pine, 116 Muln.

MAN OR WOMA N

Train for PRINTI NG

Pickup and Delivery

Hand Composition
Linecasting and Prcsswork

TRUCK DR IVER

r-

ir

Apply

Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School

Winona Craning Works

20 1 E.

for Catalog.
TIGER

¦ '" ¦ •

""

By Bud Blak»

28

PHARMACIST, alio woman pharmnclit
Interested In surgical support fitting,
for prescription pharmacy apeclallzlno
In hospital and sickroom supplies ind
orthotic supports and braces. Call collect , Al Simon, Hilton Prescription Pharmacy , 408-783-M66 La Crosie, Wli ,

VERN STEWART

Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currle Ave., Minneapolis

WE NEED

Send for Frtr Booklet: "STOCKS ON ri« wo aoA»n," new 52-p»go guido
groups more than 900 stock* by Industry for easy comparisons. Lets you
check growth in earnings per sha re, yield , dividends nnd other vj|»l
sialiMics. Valuable lo both new and experienced investors ,

STEADY EXPERIENCED man wanted
for general farmwork Including dairying. George Rotherlng, Rt. 1, Arcadia,
Wis. Tal. Waumandee J76-W7. .
.

Please give a full work resume, We'll get in touch
with you.

Lubrication Engineers, Inc.
3851 Riverside Freeway
Fort Worth, Texas 76111

•

Own your share of American butinies

St . Charles, Minn.

"

SERVICE STATION atflndaltt, MfnM*
tired men acceptable. HOME OIL CO.,
,
comer of 2nd & Washington.

Write
Edward Nuthak
706 Farmers & Mechanics
Bank Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55402

Home Produce, lnc
EXCELLENT
COMPENSATION

A second is to consider investing only money you don 't
expect to need in the foreseeable future , for living expenses
and emergencies.
• • *
A third is to ask y our broker f orf acts and advice in app raising a comp any 's business p icturt bef ore app ly ing yourj udgm ent.
The fourth guideline is to use the services of a registered representative in a member firm or the Exchange. HVs not infallible—who Ii?—but his knowledge of Investing cttn often help
light your way.

em

¦

Our AVERAGE man making
20% more than a year ago.
Top men "rolling in it. " WE
WILL PAY YOU $150 CASH
to watch us show you how
they do it , Must be bondable, drive or own good car,
aggressive , HUNGRY FOR
THE BIG MONEY. Why
pass up $150 cash?

Experienced

f l i ght now, you may be p uzzling the question of vhat your investment goal should be. Your answer may be in thef ollowing:

¦

SALESMEN—We have openings for shea
salesmen. Experience preferred but hot
necessary. Excellent company benefits
and opportunity for advancement. Contact Mr. Fry,. Schiff Shoes, Mired*
Mall, An equal opportunity employer.

TUNE UP

A BALKY zipper-Is pet peeve NoM, take
it lo BETSINGER to have it redone.
227 E, <th.

OLDEft MAN wanted for plowing or
^
Wis.,
ehorlng. Alfred Fouling, Alma,
¦ ¦ ¦ ' . . ¦ .;
- . .•
(Cresm).

PART-TIMERS-we need part-time h*l»
afternoons, evenings and Sundays ta
sell shoes, and do stock work. W P prefer
. retail experience but not necessary. Contact Mr. Fry, Schiff Shoes, Mlraelt
Mall, An equal opportunity employer.

Ready For
SUB ZERO Mornings
¦
. ' ; with i "

PLUMBING «. HEATIrJG
¦ Tel. 3703
»7 E. 3rd

free ing

"TV

1
0

Have Your

CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy to do
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampOMf,V: R. D. Cone Co. .

Investors* Corner

*4k\n

. - , TaL.lSO;

J74 I
. Jrd;

MEMO TO LEN: Sorry about thatl Ray
Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

By Alex Kotzky

:~

CHAUFFEURS WANTED-*!!! ,*** parttime, must be Jl. Apply In parson.
lems era concernedwith trie need for
ready cash! Should »fi» tiati iris* In . Royal Yellow Cab Co.
your Ufa, Itt us work tt out together.
vfantad, paid
FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE lor any EXPERIENCE BODY min
vacations and paid holidays. Inturenc*
worthwhile) purpose, and thtrt has been
benefits, commission or regu lar wages.
no Increase In tha Interest, charged on
Koehler Body Shop, and a. Walnut.
these loans: Your loan U held In tha
strictest confidence arid may ba arranged through one of the friendly officers BARTENDER—full time, lop wages. Apply Gokfen Frog Supper Club, Fountain
of our Installment Loan Oept, MER¦¦:¦
City, Wis. Tel. M67-4MI,
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK Of Winona.

*rtt>*0 MAHY •» OWa nc *t *rt& \t<t

BLIND ADS UNCALLib >0»—
C-4J, tr, *9, 70, 74, 77/ 71, 71.

APARTMENT 3-g
-

y7. MsU—¦Jobi of lnlerM*--27

ParMnala

Machinist Trainees ,
Foundry & Inspection

Workers.

Trninlng rate is $1 ,95 per
hour with automatic Increases. Work under incentive system ; enjoy generous
bonus and liberal fringes in
an expanding company. Contact Personnel. GOUkn ENC I N E PARTS DIVISION ,
Lake City, Minn.

3 rd

St.

Situations Wantad—Pom. 29
WILL DO btbyillllng m my hornt. T«l.
t- Vtt itnyllmi. i/7 W. Sth,

Butlnatt Opportunitln

37

FOR SALE -- Ar.orn Motel, Mlnnenola
City, Hohert Sullivan, Rl, 4, Rochester . M'nn

ATTENTION

CHPIS r^AS T R ER ion, Scolch Pine ,
Norlhern.o rfiw n (Aliwri counly). iihaar.
ed. well theped, full, pod color, J- te

QUALE TREE FARM

RMhlO'it , Minn.

|,|

50MlrV4 M/1

DOBI, P«t», Suppll,,
~

E

" »-.?M

~ "

'"J P pi« :- «°r

~

4j

»•!», Tel.

;

Dofli, P»H, Supplla*

42 yant«d—Farm Product 84

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS-2 males, 1 year
old, AKC rtoUtirtd, Tel. La Cross*
7M-M5I collect.

EAR CORN WANTED - 500 ton, itttt

GIVING AWAY German Shepherd pup*.
Sefiulte Bro*., Rt, 2, Arcadia, Wis. Ttl.
' '
•
¦ • ¦- • •
'
' '3»3<0,/ ' -. • - . • ¦•. :¦
' ..
.

Articles for Safe

REGISTERED SAMOYED AKC pup*, MS
arid *100. R. A, Brown, Sparta, Wis.
Til. 269-2S43.

Hortas, Cattlt, Stock
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SOWS FOR SALE — Burt Danlelion.
Mabel, Minn. Ttl. Rushford (64-7672.
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
boars. Harvey Bold I, U_ milts E. of
,. HoJlSton. Tal. 8W-3843.
LaFEEDER PIGS—50. Wayne Larson
¦
' . /noll!*. Tel. Wltpka 20S2.
ONE IOW with 10 pigs. Theodore Kuhn.
Cochran*, Wis. Tel. 2483316.
FEEDER 5TEERS-30 Herefords, approximate weight 850 lbs, Melvln A. Olson,
Rt. 2, Mabel, Minn.

57

HOSPITAL BE&-fof wl, . Til, wiT~"
RUMMAGE SALE-dally 1:30 ta 3:30,
lre
¦ er0M from SP*"* Hatchery,
? i",T, • .
In RolllnBiloni, Minn.
TREAT rugi /right; thty'll be I delight
'
" cleaned with Blue Lustra. Rent, tltctrie 5himpoo4_r, tl. H. Choate S. Co,
AIR CONDITIONER cows, Hia all
J"*". and »™a«l». «¦»*. SCHNEIDER
SALES, 3930 (th St., Gdvw .
ZENITH COLO R and black and whita TV.
Large junction. Low paymenls. FRANK
LILLA & SONS, 76) E. 8th. Open evenlngs.
EVERYTHING you twtd for your Thanks
giving Dinner, from roasters to the fowl
to put In It, Bt.BAMBENEK'S, "th &
Mankato.

QUICK SPECIAL, 1958 Estate Wagon,
standard transmission, JloS; 1 set Rigid
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
plot wrenches, «" to - 24". Tel. 337S.
, boar* and gills, new bloodline. Lowell
Bibcock, Utica, Minn. Tal. St. Charles
932-3437.
SEVE!L CESSES, for good wear, A-1
condition, sizes 10-15-14. Tel. I-30C0 alter
4 p.m. . .
REGISTERED HEREFORD heifers tor
sale. Rush Arbor, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
' ¦ .844-9122.. '¦ "
BEOSPRIN6 end good mattress, we
;
bought twin beds ; antique newly covered settee, walnut; 1 odd chair. Call
CHOICE SPOTTED Poland China boars.
at M E . Mark .
2. Ernest. Jameson,. Rushford, Minn.
y

94 ryptwrltara

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

77 Wantad to Rant

WESTINGHOUSE
HEAVY DUTY

Automatic Washer

NEW FURNITURE
1—Davenport & Chair,
nyfon covering,
beige :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $85
1—TV. lounge, tangerine
tweed cover, faded;
foam cushion
$69.50
8—Odd davenport chairs,
nylon 'covers, each .. $30
2—Cribs; & Mattresses,
complete . . . , . . . . . . ; $27
1—Damaged bedroom
suite, dresser, chest
& bed . . ; . . ; . . . . . . , ; . $99
a-Naugahyde Armless TV
lounges, each . . . . $39.50

Your choice of
-jif 15-Lb. Top Loading
>& 12-Lb. Front Loading
ON DISPLAY

¦ ¦' ¦
'
. . at- . ' . '•-' ' ,

:: '

;

Winona Electric
Constructioin Go.

119 W. 3rd

TeL 5802

HOLSTEIN COWS-3, i fresh and open. SCHWINN SIERRA bicycle, 15-speed, red,
chrome fenders, used about I year, ex'"¦ 1 springers. S6X, Tel. Alma 3587 evecellent condition,' Olds trombone. Tel;
Wanted to Buy
nings. • . . . . ' .
81
. 5413. .. .
FEEDER PIGS—Jl, «J and « weeks old.
AIR COMPRESSOR wanted, IVi h.p.,
DUE TO DEATH In family, will sell out
Glenn Lehman, Alma, wis.
state prlca and condition. Tel. 3831,
household goods real ' reasonable; 777 w.
HAMPSHIRE- BOARS—serviceable age ,
ath. Tel. 4431.
SINGLE DOS kennel crate for station
' priced reasonable iVIlo Wills, 11/3 miles
.
wfega_icaval wanted, Tel. 8-41S5.
TEENAGE GIRL'S Indoor roller skates,
E.' of Nodlnt. .
tilt 7; floor lamps; magailne basket;
WM. MILLER ItftAP IRON «, METAL
small redlosi kitchen stools; knife
PUREBRED DUROC boar* and gilts. ClifCO. pays tilghest prices for scrap Iron,
sharpener) electric heater) pictures and
ford Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn., (Pilot
metals, and raw fur.
frames; new Tupperware bowls; 12
Mound).
Closed Saturdays
.
place setting new dishes; square tub
222 W. :nd
Tel. 2067
PUREBRED BLACK Poland China boars,
Maytag washer; much misc. Sale all
week during daytime. 1114 W. 6th.
weight from 2OO-30O Ibs. Roger Boynton ,
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
aevylston, Minn. Tel, 3792;
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
RUMMAGE SALE—Wed., 9-5 pjm. 520 SPECIALI-10 lbs. LAZY-A Burbank Rusraw furs end wool!
sets, 39c. Pitted dates, 2 Ibs. 4>e. WlChatfield St.
NONA POTATO MARKET, 118 Warkef.
CERAMIC FLOOR end wall tile, any
INCORPORATED
brand available. Formica, Linoleum Suns, Sporting Goods
66 450 W. 3rd'¦¦ ..¦ ' ¦'
Tel. S847
and underpayments. Curley's Floor Shop,
:2 i s . . . . . . . : . : . . . , , $4.89
377 E. 5th, Tel. 8-1907 anytime. Open
; COMPLETE VENISON PROCESSING
mornings. Bene & Richard Sievers,
WARNKEN'S MARKET
,-"
owners.
. ' 477 W. 5th St.

HOME

Furniture Store
350 E. Sarnia St.

Good Things to Eat

Sam Weisrrian & Son

(Free balling gun)

Rooms With Mealt

Animal Health'Center
Downtown &. Miracle Mall

Poultry, Eggi, Supplies

44

LIVE CAPONS—30c ,lb. Lavema Sonsella,
Rt. 2, Arcadia. Ttl. 323-7334,
DEKALB 20 week pullets, vaccinated for
. Bronch itis, Newcastle and Pox, Raised
In our own pullet growing houses,
available year trourid. SPELTZ CHICK
HATCHERY, Rolffnasfone, Mlnri. Tel:
M69-2311. .. .

Terramycin
POULTRY FORMULA
¦H lb. . , . . . . . . . . . ; : $ 6.00
1 lb. . . . . . . . . . . . $11.50

• EGG .FORMULA

Animal Health Center
¦ ¦¦ ;. Downtown & Miracle Mall
.

Wanted—Livestock

.

46

<48

. ' .. ' CHAIN SAWS REPAIRED
8, RECONDITIONED
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLHI.
¦' 573 E. 4lh ;¦:
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fails, air Intake*, host
parts, storage cabinets.
Ed'a Refrigeration 8, Dairy Supplier
¦ ¦ S55 E. 4th
;
Tel. 5532
.._
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
Sea the famous XL Model*
HOMELITE ZIP JI29.50 & UP
• AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Ind <V Johnson
Tel. S45S

McDEERING

B ft. flail forage harvester,
In top condition.
KOCHENDERFER & SONS
Fountain City, Wis.

Corn Pickers
McCormick 2MH corn picker, fits Farmall Super
MTA or 400,
New Idea No. 10 1-row pull
" type.
John Deere No. 227.
TRACTORS
Allis Chalmers WD45 diesel,
wide front & overhauled.
Farmall 460 diesel.
Farmall 560 gas.
Farmall Super C with fast
hitch .
John Deere 7(1 diesel.
1951 John Deere B.
v

TWO USED 30" electric ranges.
B & B ELECTRIC
¦ '¦
;.. 155 E. 3rd . - ¦ • • .

See Us For Special Prices .

Steel plates, 4c per lb.; I-Beams; Pipes.
Many Other Items. . .
M & W IRON & METAL CO.
207 W. 2nd St.

PAINT DEPOT

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS ;
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
FREEZERS

IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
In and get our prices. WINONA FIRE
t, POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
LAVATORY TOWEL BARS may <lo away
with dripping on the bathroom floor
Pick up a pair today at

SANITARY

PLUMBING 8. HEATING
168 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737-

FIREPLACE
OWNERS

DOES your fire ttart tht first lime, keep
burning without coaxing? if not, or II
you want beautiful dancing flames, the
kind you see In pictures, write or call
for a free, no obligation demonstration
of the new Sky-Liter Fireplace Orate In
your home. Diamond K Enterprises,
St. Charles, Minn. Tel. 932-43M. Dealers wanted.
.. . .

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
BIRCH WOOD-for salt. Tel. M71.
BIRCH WOOD for sale, $13 a ton, plus
small delivery charge. John Hoffman,
Rt. 1, Wabasha, Minn. Tel. 5«-«08.

HAVE ROOM FOR lady In my board and
care home, -In Lanesboro, Minn. Cunningham Rest Home. Tel. 467-3462.

GUNS

New arid Used

TRAPS
AMMUNITION

Rooms Without Meals

Conebar and Fox

Musical Merchandise

86

THIRO E. 315^-Large pleasent .room.

Deer slugs, rifle and shotgun.
Will trade for used guns.
NEUMANN BARGAIN STORE

ROOM FOR RENT, ladles only. Inquire
. 168 Mankalo Ave.

70

We Service All Record Players
Complete Stock of Needles ¦
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

ROOMS FOU MEN - with er without
housekeeping accommodations. No day
sleepers, Tel. 4859.: ;
COLLEGE BOY—newly decorated large
sleeping quarters, private bath, close
to WSC. 7el. 8-3213.

Rent A
Musical Instrument

Apartments, Flats

l st and 2nd floor et FounTWO APTS.tain City, Wis. Tel. 8687-3502. .

TWO-BEDROOM and 4-bderoom apts. for
rent, slovi and refrlgeralor furnished.
Tel. 9110. V
THREE ROOMS with private bath, heat
. and hot vwiler furnished. 321 E. Sth.

HARu^^^
Music Store

carpeting,
FOUR
MODERN
rooms,
drapes, »lov» and refrljerstor. Tel.
¦ 8-1128. ; . '
.

116-118 E. 3rd St. ,
Tl

FREE

F/W ; ANTENNA
when you buy a
PiVKASONIC AM-FM
table model radio.

SUGAR LOA F APTS.-Deluxe 1 and 2bedroom, with carpeting and air conditioning. BOB SELOVER, REALTOR,
Tel. 2349; after hours 4JI1, 8-2181
or
• ¦ - -¦
ana. ; - . v . . -:;.:, : . / - / . ;/ ¦
.. .
CENTER JOOVi—3 rooms with private
bath. Carpeting, draperies, stove and
refrigerator - furnished. Adults.. $90.
By appointment only. Tel. eTJO.
DELUXE. GE all electric 1-bedroom apt.
Carpeted, air conditioned, Tel. BOB
SELOVER REALTOR, 234»,
WEST LOCATION-3 bedrooms, dining
room, living room, gas stove and automatic washer furnished. Tel. 7191.
WEST LOCATION—3 rooms wilh private
bath, heat and hot water furnished
Adults. J7J. Tel. 6790.

See the
¦¦'
ALL NEW¦:- : ¦ ,
WOOD DESIGNS
in 1 & 2 speaker
radios starting at

15-MINUTE DRIVE S E . on Hwy. 61. All
modern 2-bedroom duplex, furnishings
' ' optional/ available after Dec. 1. Tel.
Dakota 643-3070.

$34.95

LARGE 1-bcdroom, 2nd floor apt., stove
and refrigerator furnished. Available
Dec. 1st. Te). 9287.

The Tone Quality of
FM Will Amaze You.

ALL NEW 2-bedroom apt., heated, air
condition ing, carpeting, private bath,
private entrance, 4 blocks from downtown. Tel, 4125 or 8-1615.

Hal Leonard Music
64 E. 2nd

Tel. 8-2921

Sawing Machines

73

'QUEEN B" HEATERS

Apartments, Furnished
FOUR
floor
once.
A,M.

91

ROOMS and private bath. First
apartment. Close In, Available at
Healed. Tel. 8-4365, BETWEEN 9
and 4 P.M.

SALE
$7,44

F. A. KRAUSE CO.

Sportsman Specials
REG.

#2236 HEAVY DUTY 0. D.
$0.50
Hunting Coat
#2136 HEAVY DUTY
Matching hunting pants $6.99
# 2277 RED HUNTING PARKA
$24,99
With Hood
Insulated
Lined
and
Piled
TING
#2177 Matching
} RED HUN
$17.99
pants

$4,55

95

BREEZY ACRES
Hwys . 61-14 E.
Winona , Minn.

MODERN 4-bedroom house, %-mlle (rom
Trempoauleau on main hwy, Tel. 5346322 or 514-6615,
YOUNO WAN wants sleeping room with
maalJ or cooking facilities, prefer easl
and, occupancy about Jan. 1. Write
C-80 Dally News.

Wanted to Rant

96

OARAGE SPACE for 1 car wented. Ruth
Rogen, 404 Wilson St. Tel. '8-2506,

$19,99
$14.99

#1140/114 1 12 Ga , low base shotgun
$2,09
$2.39
shells #6 & #8 shot
#1024.25726 12 Ga. Long Range plastic
$2.79
$3-19
shotgun shells
(No. 4-5 & 6 shot)
12 Ga. 23/4 in. Plastic magnum
$3.22
$3.49
shells
#565 WARDS 12 Ga . PUMP SHOTGUN
$64,99 $52,88
— Only 4 left!
YOUR CHOICE!
Famous Swedish or Finnish Ice
$7.77
Auger
ROD
&
REEL
OUTFIT
LIGHT JCE FISHING

^Pl^9^rab Sporting

Houses for Rent

— for the —

• Farmer
• Contractor
• Homeowner's Garage
or wherever INSTANT Heat
ia needed.
On hand in 3 slzea;
— 50,000
76,000 B. T. U. '
120,000

Centerville, Wis.

Goods

Dept

^
^ H COVERING
^^^^^ SPECIALS
Carpet Remnants Roll Ends

0517
152
R502
8502
9502
153
151
5023
7(140
391
1721
9586

NYLON
WOOL
NYLON
NYLON
NYLON
WOOL
WOOL
WOOL
ACRILAN
WOOL
WOOL
NYLON

99

A. 3 ROOMS AND BATH, located short
dlstanca east. $4400 full price with
smell down payment , balance Ilk* rent,
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Wa lnut St.
" . Tel. 'M365'.:' , . '

12'x21'9"
12'xl5'2*
12'xlOT
15'XlO'
12'xl3'll"
12'xlOT
12'xl2'3"
12'X18'6*
. WxlW
15'xl2'3"
IS'xllir
lS'xia'l"

REG. SALE PRICE
$231.71
$173,71
$202.00 $)29,88
$ 84,52
$95 ,00
$142,31
$106.31
" $133.00
$ 85.W1
$163.00
$ 97.88
$203,74
$233,74
$120,73 $ 90.65
$163 .00 $105.88
$253,00 $1«W.8«
$152,00 $ 98.88

FREE ESTIMATES—TEL. 8-4301

99

FOR BARGAINS, If you want te buy, sell
or trade.
C. ShanKi Homemaker'a Exchange
552 E. 3rd.

Tuesday, NovMnbcr 11, : « WINONADAILY NEWS If
Trucks, Tracft, Trailer* 10S Jwd Cir»

Uttd Cm

THREE NEW stucco homes In Goodview, E. OWNER HAS bought another home
and must sell at once. Will sacrifice thll
attached garage, gas heat, IVst baths,
spacious closets. Excellent locations.
3-bedroom home near the Lincoln
Tel. 6059. .
School. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 1S9 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365. . ' ' .. '
D. S400 DOWN, balance like rent. Small
house, east. location/ Available at once. INCOME PROPERTY. Beautiful modern
colonial home, suitable for 1 or 2 famABTS AGENCY , INC., 15y Walnut St.
Tel. 8-4345.
ilies. 6 blocks W. of Post Office. O WTIer selling af bargain price. Tel. 50M for
appointment. '. ' .
NEW 3-bedroom split level home, carpeted, ceramic tile, 2 baths, lovely recreation room, roomy, many closet* and E. WEST LOCATION. Near St. Matthew's,
extras .; ¦
3 bedrooms and bath. Full lot. $9,500,
Terms to suit buyer's needs. ABTS
NEW 3-bedroom ranch style, fireplace In
AGENCY, INC., 159 WalnUt St, Tel.
.8-4365.
living room and basement recreation
room, carpeted, ceramic tile,
FOUR-BEDROOM
house
In
Madison
NEW 3-bedropm with attached -garage,
School District. 2 baths, 1 up, 1 down
carpeted, ceramic tile.
New furhsce, large kitchen, utility room
Tel. 7434
on first floor, Tel. 7173.

This well insulated home has i-bedrooms, 1 downstairs, separate dining '
room, hardwood floors, new furnace.
Good siding. Garage.
Located on nicely landscaped lot 50' x
150'. Living room and dining room
newly carpeted, large kitchen, 3 bedrooms, 1 downstairs. Freshly painted,
new ,foot. West location.
One-story home, 2 blocks from Lincoln School. Living room with fireplace, sun room, dining room, 2-3 bedrooms, oil heat, garage. Purchase on
contract. Move right In.
Three apt. brick building. Two apts.
on 1st floor. Four rooms and balh on
2nd Hour. East location. :

;

'

RESIDENCE PHONES:
'E.J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary L a u e r . . . 4523
, Bill Zlebell . . . 4854

.

WHATEVER YOUR
PROPERTY ;NEEDS
Phone Us
For An Appraisal
Of your present property
and let Us show you our
photo lisitngs of new and
old properties now available,

j ^ BOB

#$&»£
i REALTOR
120cEMT£ft-m,2349

' '
601 Main St. ¦ . . . ¦ :.

Tel, 2849

156 E 6th

3-bedrpom, 2-story Colonial.
Living room with fireplace,
dining room and kitchen.
Close to downtown. For appointment Tel. 8-3391.

FOUR BEDROOMS
3 bedroomsi and bath up.
Large carpeted living rcomdining room, family type
kitchen, plus 1 bedroomand
bath on first floor. Close to
schools, churches <3nd shop
ping center. Owner will
assist with financing.
Tel. 8-1629
for appointment.
\ ' ..- The ; :'• ¦

Gordon
Agency, Inc.
:

'
¦ '
V REALTORS - ' - ¦;¦ .;
^, ;
IT ''HUBBY" IS HANDY
This 7-room house East
would be a good investment
for you! You could use the
2-bedroom apartment down
and rent out the 3-room
apartment up or use the
entire house! $500 down will
put you right in!
OWNER WILL FINANCE
This nearly new 2-bedioom
rambler, West, with only
$1,000 down. Lovely kitchen
plus utility room, gas baseboard heating, attached garage, Move right in!
WE WOULD LIKE TO
PUT YOU IN!
A lovely , lovely 3-bedroom
rambler with long carpeted
living room, delightful kitchen, huge yard. You will
adore the paneled family
room with built-in bar! This
house has so many more
nice features, call us and
we'lf be happy to tell you
all about it!
MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
This house is by no means
a castle! But it is a very
comfortable older home
with BO many nice features
for raising a family. The
location is ideal . . . few
blocks to Madison Schoof.
2- or 3 oversized bedrooms
with 2 nice baths. Let's look
nt it right now !
NOT MUCH MONEY TOR
A DOWN PAYMENT?
We can arrange a LOW,
LOW down payment on this
very nice 3-bedroom home,
West, with spacious ya rd/
Plus features' include fireplace, new roof , new oil
numing furnace, nice basement, huge garage, You'll
i
like it!
AFTER HOURS
Pat Hetee . . . 57C9
Gordon Weishom . . - 2651
TWK

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

ATTENTION
Want to SAVE;
money on tires
before CHRISTMAS?
V7ARD9 has a few
DISCONTINUED
TRE/U) DESIGNS
left. ;•

:

FULL 4-PLY NYLONS
TUBED or TUBELESS
BLACK & WHITEWALLS
in sizes ,
670-710 & 800 x 15
/ ALL GOING FOR

' ¦ ¦ ¦ " f^:
\: 4 ^:Af}: . '
Including Fed. Tax

[W A IRDSJ
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
MIRACLE MALL
Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

BRITISH, JAPANESE, German Spar*
Plugs. ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLES,
573 E. 4th.
USED BICYCLES
KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP
Tal. 166)
400 Mankato Ave.

Trucks, Tract's Trailers lOS
FORD—19«7 pickup. »75. Tel. 2430.

1962 CHEVROLET Bel Air

4-door sedan, having a "spotleu" turquoise Interior end Arctic white exterror, equipped with an economical
6-cyllnder engine, automatic transmission, power ttaerlng, radio, white ifdewall tires. Here Is an EXCEPTIONAL
USED CAR, having been locally owned and serviced here In town. TEST
DRIVE IT YOURSELF AND SEEI

$1095

6 cynndcr engine , standard
transmission, 21,000 ACTUAL miles, white sidewall
tires, gold with matching
interior . If you need a car
PLUS a pickup, look this
beauty over TODAY!
Winona Auto Sales
3rd & Huff
Tel . R-3M7
Open week nights 'til 8

USED TRUCKS
1059 INTERNATIONAL B1B2 LWB-102" c & c, big
"6" engine, 2-speed rear
axle, 825x20 10-ply tires.
, $995
VERY CLEAN
1959 FORD F-250 V* ton
pickup, 3-spced transmission , DI R "6" engine.
VERY CLEAN . . . . . . $850

WINONA
TRUCK SERVICE
65 Laird St.

Tel. 4738

ANOTHER
OUTSTANDING
VALUE
1959 Ford Mi-ton pickup, a
p e p p y V-8, automatic
transmission, drive it and
you'll buy it.
1953 Chevrolet Vi-ton pickup,
a real dependable truck,
$295.

y£glnKy Exchange Bldg.
^
^
Winoaa

Grand Prix

3-door herdtop, radio, heater, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, console, bucket seats,
solid dark blue tlnish, white tldewall
tires. '

¦
¦
::: "'-$179S-' ' " ¦ :
VENABLES

75 W Ind
.
Open Mon. & Fri.

IDEAL AUTO SALES
470 Mankato

Tel. 2750

Tel. H71I
Bvanlngi

'62 BUIGK r
Electra 225 «Moor hardtop,
6-way pow«r seat, \ radio,
near new whJtewalls, tinted
w i n d shi a 1 d, plus many
standard Electra features.
Comfort, luxury and nicest
condition.. , ;

¦:

:

/:> :::; $.J'595 .,y

¦¦

:-

RUSHFORD—^

V ;MILLERV :
— MOTORS, INC. -—
• Buick Sales & Servica •

' ;¦ '

CLASSIC.

¦ ¦

4 door, 6 cylinder engine,
OVERDRIVE transmission,
radio, green with inatching
interior, like new tires PLUS
NEW SET OF SNOWTIRES,
local car, low mileage, Test
drive today at

Winona Auto Sales

3rd and Huff
Tel. 8-3647
Open week nights 'til 9

'60 T-B)RD V-8

^^

.(g.pQRpj^.
42 Vears In Winona
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Open Men., Fri., Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

4-door . hardtop. Cream puff
with 327 V-8, Powerglide .
radio , whitewalls , block
heater. See this soon ,

$1295
¦

MILLER

MOTORS, INC. -—»
i^ ? Buick Sales fc Servici •
Rushfo rd , Minn ,
, Phonr-: VN i- 7711

PRICED TO SELL
1966 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille , solid Marlln blue finish with Interior done In
blue danube cloth and
leather. This Cadillac was
Mr. VennWes' personal car
and has been driven only
4,494 miles. The followiiiR
fine Cadillac accessories are
found on this car:

•
•
•
•

Cruise Control
AM Radio
Climate Control
Tilt and Telescope
Steering Wheel
TwillRht Sentinel
Headlamp Control
6-way Power Seat
Soft Ray Glass

• Whitewall Tires

• Door Guards
• Undorcoating
• Remote Control Trunk
Lock

SAVE!

SAVE!

VENABLES

BUICK & OLDS
DOUBLE-CHECKED
¦ ¦ ¦¦
. - :. ¦ USED' CARS

WALZ
: Buick-bids . CMC

Open Mon. & Friday Nights

SEE OUR FINE selection of hew moblla
homes, 10' and 12' wide. Now telling:
at large discounts. COULEE MOBILE
HOME SALES, Hwy. 14 & 41 East, Wl. . nona. Minn. TeL 4276. .
CHICKASHA
AND
American moblla
homes, Winnebago campers and trivet
trailers. We trade for most anything.
Temmy't Trailer Sales , 3 miles S. of
Galesville, Hvry. 53.
RENT OR SALE—Trailers and campere.
Tbur-A-Home pickup campers for IV
ton pickups, from. 17M to '$1150. .4, i,
and 8 sleepers. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City,
Wis. Tel, Cochrane 248-2532 dr ; W3-2470,

•

Auction Sales
;
—:—^-—~

—'

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

.

CARL FANN. JR. ,
AUCTIONEER, Bonded and Licensed
Rushtord , Minn.
Tel. aomu
NOV. 17—Thurs; 12:30 p.m. 2 mills S.E.
of Ettrick on County Trunk "O" . ta
town road, then E. on town road. Estata
of Herman
Eugene Cousins; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
.
NOV. 17—Thurs. 12:30 p.m. 11 miles 1
ot Durand on Hwy. 25, then 1 mile E.
on "KK" and Va mile S. Charles & Elmer Johnson, owner; Werleln & Noel,
auctioneers! Gateway Credit Inc., clerk.

'62 IMPALA

•
•
•
•

$2395

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state llcansa.
and bonded. 252 Liberty it. (Corner
¦
E. Sth and Liberty). Tel. UW:

$895

-RUSHFORD

Dynamic 88 4 door hardtoD,
light blue with matching
blue interior , power steering, power brakes, 4-way
power seat, power windows,
; white sidewalf tires, tinted
glass, radio, heater . LOOKS
LIKE NEW. DRIVE IT TODAY .

FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
.
.
Will handle all sizes and kinds af
auctions. Tel. Dakota 443-29«.

Priced to Move

r-

$3295
1965 OLDS

Everett j. Kohner
1J« Walnut. Tel. 8.3710, after hours 7<I4

Hardtop
Automatic transmission,
radio, power steering, other exjxas.

We Advertlie our Prleti

Electra 225
4 door sedan, power Peering, power brakes, 6-way
power seat, whitew^ tires,
tinted glass, radio, heater,
air conditioning, turquoise
and gray interior, 19,000
miles.
•JUST LIKE NEW.

HWY. ' el Mobile. Home Sales, E. of Shi-v
gri-La Motel. A tail reduction en all
mobile homes, alia parts; Tel. t-iiit.

1959
RAMBLER
¦ ¦¦

^

Plan to stop by and tea
them real soon. While you're
here, look over this fine selection of clean, one-owner
used cara we've recently
taken in trade.

1
1
Mobil* Homes, Trailer* 1

Riishjord, Minn.
^
Phone: VN 4-7711

'¦ ; ¦ .•

HAVE YOU SEEN
THE GREAT NEW
'67 BUICKS &
OLDS YET?

1965 BUICK

1963 PONTIAC

1964 CHEVROLET
EL CAMINO

109

ECONOMY-PLUSH?
or PLUS?

SALE OR RENT—2-bedroom home, attached garaoe, aluminum siding, oil
heat. Reasonable. 366 St. Charles St,
Tel. 6707 for appointment.

Eleven and Under

109

FORD — 1?M VMon pickup, (Veyilndtr, X5DGE—IMS, fiMdimteally o«od, win .
radio, heater, Town and Country «-ply
lerlzed, Inqulr* f*t w. 3rd.
LARGE 3-bedreom, 1 full bath, 2 hall
tlrej cn back, »15,ooo mllii. Kew truck
baths, carpeting end drapes, deubit
guarantee. 211 Liberty St. after t.
CHBVY
II-1M3. Neva iOO, ihowroom
garage, large lot, owner transferred,
condition, w|lh i regular tlroa ind I
must sell. 616 Clark's Lena.
* Chevrolet. Beth
CHEVROLET,
19S2i
l>30
Til. M441. — .
•nowtlrM.
' .¦ %-toni. Tel. I-33M.
LOVELY NEW 3-bedrpom home, attachFORD, 1951 Moor, e-cyllnder with ev»red garage, large lot, 1724 W. - Marie, FORD-1V4I Won pickup, V-l, Upetd
drive, rebuilt motor, WSi 1*55 ChevFinancing available. TeL 8-1059.
transmission, low gear out, good body
rolet 4-door, V*, automatic, real jood,
and box. Tel. 490J.
»275. krtel Airto lalei, 470 Mankato.
OWNER TRANSFERRED - 3-bedroom
Tal. JW».
ranch, carpeted living room and bedrooms, drapes, bullMni, disposal, cenCHEVROLET - 1*40 Bel Air, automatic
tral alr-condltlonlng, SOxISC lot, exceltrann iiijilon. May ba saw 305 Chatlent location, priced to sell. Tel. 8-1120 DODGE—1957 4kfoor hardtop, power iteirflaid St, after 1 p.m.
Ing, no rust, txctllent condition. $ee> at
for appointment.
3M Mankato t^vm,
WJSTANO-lltS 1-t-J, 44pa«xl, dalux* livTHREE-BEDROOM ranch, carpeting In
terlor, good tlrM, axcallent condition.
Reajonable. Tal. *MU.
. living room and 2 bedrooms, drapes MERCURY - 1950 _ -door, V* atralght
•tick, 50M0 actual mlfef, 4 new first,
Included, . : large kitchen with dis1 owner, W50, 3H E. Wti after l:Jft
posal, panelled recreation room and
bar . with built-in refrigerator, workshop, IW-car garage. 815 40th Av».. PORD-l»54 . V* automatic. May bt asm
at Hi W. 3rd after 3:30.
Gdyw. ; Tel. 3853 for appointment.

THREE-BEDROOM house, WM bracket, BY BUILDER—2 new, 3-bedroom homes,
west location. L. W. Moody, M\0 W.
attached oarages , small down payment.
Tel. 9745 or 8-2592,
Mark. (Behind Sofspra)

90

FOUR-ROO«i unfurnished apt., with balh.
Tel. 4641 or 7381.

Rental Payments
Apply Toward
Purchase Price!

Radios, Television

85

OOOD USED SEWING machines, portable
YOU BET WE carry a wide variety ol
and console, S25-J75. Excellent condition. THREE-ROOM APT., heat and soft wahigh grade coals. Commander, 3 sizes,
WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff. Tel.
ter .furnished. 660 E. Kino. Tel. 5236.
furnace , stove and range) Petroleum
0348
. ,'
Coke) Pocahontas) Berwlnd Briquets)
Stotf
Petroleum
Briquets;
Relss 50-50
75 Business Places for Rant 92
Briquets) Winter King Egg. 5 varieties Stoves, Furnaces, Part*
ef stoker coals, JOSWICK'S FUEL &
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. "Where you get PAYS FOR ITSELF with the fuel saved NICE DOWM TOWN ofllce, carpeted. Professions! Building. Present tenant must
more at lower cost."
Slegler, Duo-Therm, Quaker, Empire.
vacate and will split modest rent for
Clean, economical gas or oil heaters,
balance of lease. Tel. 8-4489, ask for
Installations, parts and service.
64 complete
Furn., Ruga, Linoleum
Jim.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO,, 907 E. 5th.
Tel. 7479. Adolph MlchalowsW.
ONE BIG BARGAfN after artorner on
7-pc.
ahead.
Holidays
tho
lor
Dinettes
Bronte set with t' long table, 6 chairs
WEST CENTRAL location, compact 2In U. S. Naugahyde onlf H09 at
bedroom home, newly redecorated, all
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd a.
orr 1 floor, carpeted, adults preferred.
Franklin, Open Wed. 8. Fri. evenings.
Tel. 4324,
'
»-PC. DINETTES Including 34x4!" table
THREE-ROOM bungalow with attached
matching
,
and
a
which extendi to 72"
garage, available Dec. 7, Inquire at 178
chairs. Reduced to tn.H. BORZYS' E. 10th. Tel, 7031.
KOWSKI FURNITURE, 3« Mankato
Tel. 539-2488
Ave. Open evenings; '
COMPLETELY MODERN 1 • bedroom
home, Ideal for couple, 10 miles S. ot
¦ ¦ lawaa^eaatamaaammmaweaamamo^ewowawasmammaaamameammammmaaameaaaaammaaamamm
Winona on Hwy, 11, Frank Notlleman,
Tel. 9112.

Merlin Wilber

«*—W— 1

¦.
'

1(7 Center St. :

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy catlle on hand all week,
hogs bought every day. Trucks available. Salt Thurs, 8:00 p.m. Tal. 2tW7.

Farm implements

FUR COAT — natural mink sides, full
length, size 18-30, Ilka new, May be
seen at Fur* By Francis.

LESS THAN 2 weeks and the holiday season starts. Hsve your home bright and
sparkling by giving walls and woodwork
a luxurious satiny low-lustre finish of
Elliott's White Veneer, white or pastel
Eggshell Paint. Applies easily, dries
quickly, completely wasablt. A rainbow
of beautiful colors to choose from.

% lb. . . . . . . ; . . . . , $ 3.25
1 lb. y y \:. : . , , . . : $11.50

TED MAIER DRUGS

COMPLETE
HOUSEHOLD furnishings.
Moving to Washington; Frlgldalre electric range, automatic washer, Kelvlnator dryer, Philco - 31" TV and numerous other miscellaneous Items. 530 c.
. «th. Tel. 972J after 3:30.

Houses for Sal*

65

Terramycfn
SCOUR TABLETS

TED MAIER DRUGS

96 House* for Sat*

SIMMONS CHAIR-BED, blond dropleaf TYPEWRITERS and adding machine* for GARAGE WANTED-ln vicinity of St.
table. Herbert Beck. Gilmore Valley.
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, fret
Mary'* College; from Dee. to May,
Tel. s-4443 Sun. er after 3:30 weekdays.
delivery. Sae u» for all your office sup.
Contact John Greener, Tel. 2107, Extenplies, desks, files or office chairs. Lund
sion 242.
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE Sale, moving
Typewriter Co, Tel. sm
Into an apt, Speed Queen Ironeri breakTWO-BEDROOM house or downstairs
fast sett buffet; dtvenp-bedi 6 dining WE NOW Mem m PORTABLE typewrllapt., In city, with heat included, facilroom chairs; 2 kitchen chairs; cot, coll
ers for Crirlstmas gifts. SHOP EARLY
ities for automatic washer, will not
springs; old rockers; 2 antique bedroom
while the selection Is good,
pay over $100. Tel. 5390. ,
aets, complete; antique wash stand;
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
antique dresser; Monarch electric stove;
161 E. 3rd
Tel. 8-3300
Farms, Land for Sal*
98
GE refrigerator; Maida S-l type sunlamp; soaker hose; garden wire, IB";
Washing,
Ironing.
Mach.
79
droplea! table; other Items. Wed,, Nov.
FARMS - FARMS ^- FARMS
it, l p.m. to 6 p.m., ino W. «h;
We buy, we sell, we trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
NEWI HOST cleans carptlt without weOsseo, Wis.
ter. tjsa your rooms Instantly. It's te
Tel. Office 597-365f
. tasy with tht HOST electric Up Brush.
Res. 695-3157
True colors end texture are revived
without risk, rust marks or shrinkage. SHUMSKI'S, Tel. 8-3389 tor details.

Tel. 8-27U
75 W. 2nd
Open Mon, & Fri. Evening*

NOV. ie—Sal, 10:30 a.m. 2 miles W, ot
Lanesboro on Irish Ridge Roat). Mrs,
Edward Lynch & Michael Lynch, owners;' Knudsen & Redalen, auctioneers!
Thorp Sails Corp., clerk.
NOV . 19—Sal. 1 p.m. Furniture Auction
located at 416 Kansas SI fildon Clay,
owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Minn,
Land tV Auction Serv.. clerk.

AUCTION
3Mi miles Northwest of

PLAINVIEW, Minn,, on Wabasha Co. Road No, R ,

FRIDAY , NOV. 18
Starting at 11:45 A.M.
15 Brown Swiss Milk Cows.
4 Horstein Milk cows ,
2 Brown Swiss Heifers , '
bred ,
2 Brown Swiss Steers, 1
and 2 years.
11 Brown Swiss Heifers , fl
months • 2 years ,
3 Holstein Heifers , 9 mo.
7 Barn Calves.
3 Duroc Sows, bred . . . 1
Duroc Boar . , , 20 Feeder
Pigs , . . Feed and Grain
, , . Sunset Bulk Milk Cooling Tank , 110 gallon . . .
Milking Equipment. . . . 1948
¦ McCormick "Diesel" Tractor, Model £]D . . . 1941
McCormick Tractor , Model
H . . . 196S McCormick Flair
Chopper, Model RFC, PTO
, , Gehl Forage Harvester,
widi motor, Model FH4fl , all
attachments. . . A-C Combine, Mode l 60, PTO . . .
Dearborn Hay Baler , with
motor, Model 14-19 . . . 1964
McCormick Manure Spreader, Model 103, PTO . . .
McCormick S-Bar Side Delivery Rake, No. 15 . . .
Case 3-Bottom Plow. 16", on
rubber . , , Full Line of
F"arm Machinery . , , Household Goods.
ELVIS F , STITCH , OWNER
First National Bank ,
Plainview , Clork
Maas oi Mans , Auctioneer!
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By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mdrt Walker
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BLONDIE

By Chick Young
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STEVE CANYON
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By Saunders and Overgard

STEVE ROPER

¦

By Hanna-Barbera
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You can throw away your
umbrella and still be ready
for rain!
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Reg. $35.00 Value.
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STOCK ALSO REDUCED
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LET HADDAD' S PROFESSIONAL
i»-9ai- ^rec
SHOWERPROOFING
if

• Every garment you own can be weather-proofed

I

economical ly and efficiently at Haddad's.

AMFPIaTAN

H
m
H

1

Think

how nice that would be when a sudden shower

|j
ri_Mlltsf

CLEANED
¦
¦
¦
_»»¦%¦

FREE

HI
WL

• Fly a cloan, bright flog
at your hom* . . . Wall

M

FREE. Briny if In now and

H
(9
jW

hav« if all *«f for t«ie
•
•- .
next. .timo
you display
it.

i ..... ».„. *.____ . «.„

L,—^ ,
^^^^tTaaatamammamamamw ammatmamma samamammmm

catches you at a football game or just during everyc,Qy 9ettin9 QrounQl.

With Haddad's professional

water-proofing you 're always "right as rain".
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Lilies new fall election . . . Juniors, Misses and
]m
¦ Half Sizes . . . sensational values to $19.98.
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SWEATERS

BLOUSES
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